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ABSTRACT 
 
 This dissertation presents work that expands our understanding of the relationship 
between structure, conformation, and topology and the properties and dynamics of 
polymeric materials. These studies focus on novel soft polystyrene and poly (butyl 
acrylate) nanoparticles and the polyradical poly (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpeperidinyloxy-4-yl 
methacrylate) (PTMA). Small angle neutron scattering characterizes the nanoscale 
structural features of these polymeric materials. These studies provide integral insight that 
may be used to improve the performance of functional polymers by elucidating a molecular 
structure:property relationship. 
 The first two projects of this dissertation examined the correlation of synthetic 
conditions to the structural characteristics of soft nanoparticles.  The precise structure of 
the soft nanoparticles can be tailored by utilizing monomer-starved semi batch nano-
emulsion polymerizations. The results correlate synthetic conditions to the individual soft 
nanoparticle size, internal structure, and overall topology.  The correlation between the size 
and morphology of soft nanoparticles and solvent quality was also emphasized.  This 
research provides a pathway to investigate the effect of nanoscale structural features of the 
nanoparticle on their individual properties and those of nanocomposites that contain these 
soft nanoparticles. 
 The dynamics of all-polymer polystyrene nanocomposites through in-situ neutron 
scattering were also investigated. The addition of soft nanoparticles slowed the diffusion 
of the matrix polymer chains when the nanoparticles were larger than the polymer and had 
no significant effect when the nanoparticles were of similar size to the linear polymer. 
 vi 
When the soft nanoparticles were smaller than the polymer chains, the nanoparticles 
enhanced the overall polymer diffusion.  
 Finally, the effect of radical concentration on the conformation of PTMA was 
examined. In this study, the radical concentration was determined to influence the 
reorientation of polymer chains in order to increase the amount of radical interactions 
between neighboring chains.  However, when the radical concentration was low, the 
oxidation of the stable radical groups results in a greater structural reorganization. This 
structure reorientation knowledge may be utilized to optimize redox active radical 
polymers for organic radical battery device applications.  
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Structure:Property Relationship of Polymeric Material 
 
The Role of Polymer Morphology on Property Relationships 
 
 Defining a structure:property relationship for polymeric materials has been an 
integral research challenge for many years.  The idea behind polymer structure:property 
relationships is that the molecular structure of a polymer defines the assembly, 
conformation, and mesoscale structure of a polymer which will strongly influence the 
polymer’s solid-state properties.1 The molecular composition of polymers, including the 
structure of the monomer and the polymer molecular weight, controls the usability of the 
polymer’s desirable properties including, light weight toughness, durability, transparency, 
chemical resistivity, and processability and overall cost.2 Additionally, the chemical 
structure of the monomer often has a significant influence on the elastic, thermal, chemical 
and electrical properties of the polymer. Specific polymer architectures or microstructures 
can be synthesized including linear, star, comb, dendrimers (hyperbranched), or polymer 
networks, all of which also impacts the macroscopic properties of the polymer such as 
viscosity and glass transition temperature. For example, polyethylene is commonly used as 
a commodity plastic and exhibits various properties that are dependent on the synthesized 
polymer architecture.  If polyethylene forms a nearly linear architecture it is known as high-
density polyethylene and has stronger intermolecular interactions and higher tensile 
strength relative to low-density polyethylene that contains extensive branching.     
 Morphology, or the mesoscale assembly of polymer molecules, is an important and 
crucial aspect of polymer chemistry.  The overall polymer structure derived molecular 
interactions between polymer chains. One aspect of polymer morphology can be simply 
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split into two categories: (1) amorphous and (2) semi-crystalline. Amorphous polymers 
lack order and orientation where-as semi-crystalline assemble on a molecular level. 
Because this assembly is dependent on the inter-molecular and intra-molecular 
interactions, stereochemistry, and chemical composition of the polymer, the mechanical 
properties of a polymer sample is altered by this organization.  Similarly, a linear block 
copolymer is known to assemble into specific ordered phases based on the length of each 
block as well as interactions between the blocks.  This results in block copolymers being 
used as thermoplastic elastomers and polymer blend compatibilizers.3 Thus, control of 
these basic structure components of a polymer provides a material with unique and tunable 
properties.  An overview diagram of the relationship between polymer properties and  
macromolecular structure can be found in Figure 1.1 
 However, mechanical properties of a pure polymer rarely meet requirements and 
specifications for a specific commercial application. It is very common for polymers to be 
mixed with additives in order to improve the properties of the polymer as well as enhance 
the overall processability.  Incorporating additives can improve the polymer’s mechanical 
properties, such as stiffness and toughness, or increase the aesthetic properties, impacting 
color or fragrance, of the polymer.  However, in order for an additive material to 
successfully increase the properties of the host polymer the additive must be compatible 
and mix well with the polymer matrix.  
 4 
 
 
Figure 1: Polymer Structure:Property Line of Descent.1 
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Polymer Nanocomposites 
 
 Polymer nanocomposites have become a popular area of research and are 
incorporated into a diverse range of applications including automobiles, aerospace 
technology, packaging, solar cells, microelectronics and additive manufacturing.4–7  A 
polymer nanocomposite is described as a polymer matrix with solid nanofillers dispersed 
throughout. Nanofillers can have a variety of shapes or dimensionalities including spheres 
(0-D), rods (1-D), or platelets and sheets (2-D).  To qualify as a nanocomposite, there must 
be one dimension of the additive or nanofiller that measures less than 100 nanometers in 
length. This required small dimension for nanofillers increases surface area of the 
nanoparticle that the polymer comes in contact with and thus increases the polymer chain-
nanofiller interface compared to composites with macro- or micron-sized particles. 
Nanofillers are usually incorporated into polymer matrices to improve the overall 
composite materials properties.  The size, shape, and composition of the nanofiller result 
in the translation of the desirable nanofiller properties into the processable bulk polymeric 
materials including improvements in mechanical, thermal, optical, electrical and magnetic 
properties. These nanofillers can have a variety of chemical compositions and can be 
inorganic, organic, or metallic. However, the addition of nanofillers into a polymer matrix 
greatly alters the local environment of the polymer material.  The presence of a nanofiller 
will alter various properties of the bulk polymer including polymer mobility, crystallinity, 
and polymer morphology.  For example, various carbon nanofillers with different 
dimensionalities (0-D, 1-D, and 2-D) were dispersed into high density polyethylene 
(HDPE) and the impact of the presence of the nanoparticles on the HDPE crystallinity was 
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examined.  These studies showed that the crystallization behavior of the polymer was 
accelerated as the dimensionality of the carbon nanofiller is increased.8  
Polymer Nanocomposites Containing Hard Nanoparticles 
 
 Nanoparticle incorporation into organic polymers to form polymer nanocomposites 
have been researched for decades.  The most common nanoparticles are often hard, 
inorganic spheres commonly comprised of silicon oxide or gold.  These inorganic 
nanoparticles often aggregate in the polymer matrix due to poor thermodynamic 
interactions between the polymer and nanoparticle and limited mixing due to processing 
conditions.9–11   These undesirable interparticle interactions between a polymer matrix and 
the inorganic nanoparticles often result in increased van der Waals interactions between 
neighboring nanoparticles resulting in nanoparticle aggregation.10 However, the 
homogenous dispersion of nanoparticles is essential for the translation of desirable 
properties from the nanoparticle to the polymer matrix.12 Previous work to counteract the 
clustering and aggregation of inorganic nanoparticles by tuning the dispersion of the 
nanoparticles involved  applying external triggers such as a magnetic field during 
processing conditions.13 However, a secondary alignment process that results from this 
process adds increased difficulty in the production of the nanocomposite increasing 
production time and cost. Recently, the more popular solution to decreasing nanoparticle 
aggregation is through using “internal triggers” such as grafting polymer onto the surface 
of inorganic nanoparticles.10,11,14 This surface modification reduces the need for coupling 
agents or surfactants to stabilize the nanoparticles in the polymer matrix and has been 
proven to enhance overall nanoparticle dispersion.13–16  Organic polymer brushes grafted 
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onto inorganic nanoparticles introduce favorable interactions between the nanoparticle and 
bulk matrix resulting in improved miscibility between the two components of the 
composite. Although, if these interactions between nanoparticle and polymer become too 
strong, the nanocomposite will develop nanoparticle aggregates.  When the grafted brush 
material is chemically identical to the bulk matrix, a greater compatibility is achieved due 
favorable interactions i.e. negative Flory-Huggins interaction parameters.10,11,16  However, 
grafting polymers onto a nanoparticle is not a simple solution to enhance nanoparticle 
dispersion.  The extent of dispersion is dependent on a number of parameters, including 
the radius of the nanoparticle, grafting density, grafted polymer molecular weight, and the 
molecular weight of the polymer matrix.17 All of these factors must be in balance for 
optimum interaction and translation of nanoparticle properties into the bulk material.14 The 
grafted nanoparticles may also increase spatial diffusion within a bulk matrix by decreasing 
attraction forces between nanoparticles.18   
 However, previous studies most often show that polymer dynamics is inhibited with 
the addition of impenetrable obstacles.19–21  The slowing in dynamics is often due to 
polymer chain confinement where the polymer chains must squeeze between nanoparticles 
resulting in a “bottleneck” effect where the number of polymer chain conformations are 
significantly reduced. This is known as an entropic barrier. A universal curve describing 
the reduced polymer diffusion coefficient as a function of the interparticle spacing 
confinement parameter has been shown to accurately describe the slowing down of 
polymer diffusion by the presence of the hard nanoparticles.16 This ‘universal’ behavior 
occurs regardless of how hard or “soft” a nanoparticle is, and for these hard impenetrable 
nanoparticles, the addition of the nanoparticle always slows the polymer diffusion.16  These 
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extensive studies indicate that the diffusion of polymer chains in a nanocomposite will fall 
onto a universal curve that depends on the homogeneous mixing of the nanoparticle into 
the bulk matrix, interparticle spacing, grafting of the nanoparticle and the bulk polymer 
radius of gyration.16,19 This model includes two types of constraints introduced into the 
system by the presence of the nanoparticle: (1) entanglements among the polymer chains, 
characterized by the diameter of the polymer in the matrix or (2) geometrical confinements 
introduced by these impenetrable nanoparticles.22  This model  incorporated key length 
scales to produce a universal framework to predict the dynamics of polymer chains in 
polymer nanocomposites containing hard nanoparticles.  
All-Polymer Nanocomposites with Soft Nanoparticles 
 
 While hard nanoparticles-polymer nanocomposite systems have been heavily 
researched, a new form of all-polymer nanocomposites has become increasingly popular 
due to increased compatibility between the polymer nanoparticle and polymer matrix. 
These nanoparticles have no “hard” inorganic component and are fully polymer based. 
Soft, organic polymeric nanoparticles are created from moieties that often form favorable 
intermolecular interactions with a polymer matrix usually leading to better spatial 
uniformity of the nanoparticles in the polymer matrix.  The morphologies of these true soft 
polymer nanoparticles can range from single-chain nanoparticles23, crosslinked polymer 
nanoparticles9 to soft hyperbranched, dendritic structures24.  The synthesis procedures 
often dictate the final structure or morphology of the soft polymers nanoparticles.  The 
synthesis of these functionalized nanoparticles can be generally broken into two categories: 
(1) bottom-up techniques or (2) top-down techniques.23   
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 The bottom-up techniques involve chemically crosslinking polymers to prepare 
single-chain nanoparticles.23  This synthesis technique results in a collapse of the polymer 
chains through intramolecular coupling.  Based upon synthetic conditions including 
solvent and polymer size, as well as distribution and length of chemical crosslinker, the 
nanoparticle size and morphology can be tailored to specific targets. First, a linear polymer 
chain is synthesized with crosslinking groups randomly dispersed along the chain. By 
varying the amount and types of crosslinking groups available on the polymer chain, the 
extent of crosslinking of the nanoparticle can be finely tuned.25  Here, a low amount of 
crosslinking groups result in the fabrication of a lightly crosslinked nanoparticle and a high 
amount of crosslinking groups result in a tightly crosslinked nanoparticle.26 One method to 
fabricate the nanoparticles involves dripping cool polymer solution into hot solvent which 
activates the crosslinker resulting in a chain collapse.23 This technique often produces 
spherical nanoparticles with globular morphologies.  There are three main types of 
crosslinking methods employed to synthesize SCNP including covalent crosslinking, non-
covalent crosslinking, and dynamic covalent crosslinking.27   Since crosslinking is the most 
significant step to control the morphology of SCNPs there have been many review studies 
comparing the overall progress of this aspect of SCNP synthesis.27–29 
 A variety of single chain nanoparticles also exhibit reversible macroscopic 
transitions dependent upon their surrounding environment.30–32  These stimuli-responsive 
(e.g. temperature, pH, UV-light, temperature, solvent quality, salt content) SCNPs 
demonstrate that it is possible to control the structure of these materials after they have 
been synthesized.33 Whitaker et al used dynamic covalent bonds, or DCBs, as crosslinking 
agents to endow the polymer nanoparticles with responsive properties.34  Their SCNPs 
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undergo a reversible transition in an acidic solution from a dispersion of crosslinked 
nanoparticle state to a hydrogel network upon raising the temperature.  Seminal research 
by Mahon et al35 used SCNPs with DCBs that can undergo further inter-polymer chain 
crosslink which allowed the nanoparticle to form a stable polymer film.  These polymers 
can also reversibly undergo a coil to nanoparticle morphology based upon solution pH.36 
The reversible crosslinking these nanoparticles exhibit have the potential to increase the 
control of the internal structure increasing the functionality of the polymeric nanoparticle.37   
Thus, the ability for these soft, crosslinked nanoparticles to respond to an external stimuli 
and change morphology can be advantageous to many nanotechnology fields including 
drug delivery and bioimaging. However, it is extremely likely that the SCNPs properties 
will be dependent upon the environment of the nanoparticles which increases the 
challenges of determining structure:property relationships. 
 Many scientific methods have been used to characterize the conformation, 
morphology, and internal folding structure of SCNP in solution with dynamic light 
scattering, small-angle neutron, and X-ray scattering among the more common.27,32,38–40 
Small-angle neutron scattering identified the degrees of compactness of the SNCPs that 
have been designed to mimic the behavior of intrinsically disordered proteins in solution 
for combined delivery of vitamin B9 bioactive cargos.32  This study determined that the 
SCNPs exhibits a swollen, sparse conformation in a good solvent and will adopt a collapsed 
globular morphology in the dry state as observed with transmission electron microscopy. 
The folding of hydrophilic SCNPs through p-stacking as a function of temperature and 
solvent quality can be characterized by small angle X-ray scattering. To further expand 
synthesis protocols for single chain nanoparticle synthesis, molecular dynamics coupled 
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with small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) has determined that incorporating multiple 
reactive orthogonal crosslinking groups can produce, on average, smaller in size 
nanoparticles with sparse topologies when compared to the structures formed with a single 
linker.25 Overall these characterization techniques provide  important insight into the 
conformational changes of single chain nanoparticles. 
 Mackay et al reported significant viscosity reductions in bulk polystyrene matrix 
blended with these type of single-chain polystyrene nanoparticles.26 This viscosity 
reduction was determined to be a result of the SCNP’s increasing the free volume of the 
system, which allows for more conformational changes of the linear bulk polymer.  These 
unusual polymer dynamics are due to the unique structure:property relationships between 
the chemical similarity and enhanced miscibility of the lightly crosslinked PS SCNPs and 
the linear PS macromolecules.26  Goldansaz et al also reported a significant changes in the 
rheological properties of bulk linear polystyrene when dendritic polyethylene NPs were 
homogenously dispersed throughout.41  Combined with the heterogeneity of the system 
and the extreme softness of the dendritic NPs, the NPs are able to influence the terminal 
relaxation times of the nanocomposites due to possible supramolecular attraction between 
the aromatic groups from the linear PS and the methyl groups on the NPs.  Although the 
direct correlation between the system and the dramatic viscosity reductions remained 
elusive in this study, the overall softness of the NPs were expected to couple with other 
effects including increase in free volume and a decrease in the entanglement density.41 
 A second synthetic technique to create soft nanoparticles adopts nano-emulsions 
polymerization which can further define and tune the structure of the nanoparticles.9,42  
Holley et al utilized batch radical nano-emulsion polymerizations to synthesize polystyrene 
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nanoparticles crosslinked with divinylbenzene.9 Their unique and simple nano-emulsion 
polymerization produced uniform small nanoparticles with homogeneously cross-linked 
cores with a fuzzy corona interface comprised of polymer chain ends and loops (Figure 2). 
This polymerization process produces polystyrene nanoparticles with radii £ 11nm.  The 
rigidity of the synthesized nanoparticle is controlled by the amount of crosslinker in the 
polymerization. Using small angle neutron scattering, it was found that the nanoparticles 
synthesized by this technique formed three distinct nanoparticle morphologies that were 
identified as shown in Figure 2, including (1) fuzzy, deformable, soft gels, (2) an 
intermediate morphology described as smooth gels without a measurable fuzzy interface, 
and (3) dendritic gel with an inhomogeneous core.9  Additionally, when controlling the 
monomer addition rate, the nanoparticles exhibited improved particle size uniformity. The 
surface topologies and overall size of the soft nanoparticles is controlled and tailored by 
the amount of small molecule crosslinker introduced into the system.  This is significant as 
the interface of these organic polymer nanoparticles can form favorable interactions with 
a similar polymer matrix via the interpenetration of polymer matrix chains with the 
nanoparticles.9,12  These favorable interactions are anticipated to enhance the overall 
miscibility of the nanoparticles in a chemically identical polymer matrix.  
Developing a Structure:Property Relationship for Soft Nanoparticles 
 
 The precise structure and morphology of soft nanoparticles can influence the 
properties of an all-polymer nanocomposite.  By understanding and controlling the  
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Figure 2: Illustration of soft nanoparticles with varying interfacial morphologies from 
Ref 9.9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(1) (2) (3) 
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morphology and topology of soft nanoparticles, the interactions between the soft 
nanoparticle and the linear polymer chain can be tuned, which should impact crucial       
properties of the final nanocomposite.  In the previous research from Holley et al, the soft 
polystyrene nanoparticles were synthesized via batch nano-emulsion polymerization.  
Batch emulsion polymerization results in minimal control of the morphology, topology, or 
molecular weight of the produced nanoparticles. This technique produces a limited set of 
soft nanoparticles with similar morphological and topological characteristics.  
 With the growing variety of soft nanoparticles available, the second chapter of this 
thesis will focus on providing guidelines to control the morphology and topology of soft 
polystyrene polymeric nanoparticles via monomer starved semi-batch nano-emulsion 
polymerization. Within Chapter 2, the morphology, size, molecular weight, and internal 
structure of soft polystyrene nanoparticles synthesized through monomer starved semi-
batch nanoemulsion polymerization were characterized via small angle neutron scattering.  
Neutron scattering is an advantageous characterization technique for these studies. 
Hydrogen and deuterium have remarkably different neutron scattering cross-sections and 
therefore have different neutron scattering lengths. Thus, dispersing the soft PS 
nanoparticles in a deuterated solvent provides sufficient contrast to image the entire 
nanoparticle.  The resulting radii of the PS nanoparticles ranged from 5-20 nm.  There are 
very few studies that report successful synthesis of nanoparticles of this size.  In this 
synthesis, 3 aspects of the polymerization were controlled and altered: surfactant 
concentration, monomer addition rate, and crosslinking density. The monomer addition 
rate had a direct impact on the molecular weight of the nanoparticles, crosslinking density 
influences and tunes the internal structure and topology of the soft nanoparticles, and the 
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surfactant concentration effects the overall pliability of the formed monomer micelles 
resulting in small nanoparticles. Tailoring the morphological and topological aspects of 
these organic polymeric nanoparticles is crucial for the next generation of all-polymer 
nanocomposites by providing a conduit to investigate the impact of structural features of 
soft nanoparticles on their individual properties and those of their polymer 
nanocomposites. This study therefore provides a pathway to thoroughly investigate the 
effect of the structural features of the soft nanoparticles on their polymer nanocomposites. 
 Understanding how to achieve synthetic control of the structure of soft, polymeric 
nanoparticles is furthered by examining the effect of solvent quality and chain flexibility 
on soft nanoparticle morphology in Chapter 3. In the monomer starved semi-batch nano-
emulsion polymerizations, the continuous phase during the synthesis is water. When the 
monomer is completely insoluble in water, such as styrene, the monomer easily diffuses 
through the continuous phase to the monomer micelles that are completely surrounded by 
surfactant molecules.  However, when the monomer is slightly soluble in water, like butyl 
acrylate, the synthetic control is decreased.  The tunability of the topology of the poly(butyl 
acrylate) nanoparticles is increasingly more difficult regardless of the surfactant 
concentration.  Small angle neutron scattering results provide a relationship between 
surfactant concentration and monomer water solubility and the final nanoparticle size and 
polydispersity.   
 Further examined in Chapter 3 is the responsive changes in morphology of soft 
polystyrene nanoparticles in solution with solvent quality. These soft nanoparticles are 
unique in that the structure of these particles does not significantly de-form when exposed 
to a variety of solvent qualities.  The internal crosslinking of the soft nanoparticles provides 
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internal support through elastic forces that allow the nanoparticle shape to swell when 
exposed to a good solvent and partially collapse in a theta solvent. The internal crosslinking 
of the soft nanoparticles provides internal support through elastic forces that allow the 
nanoparticle shape to swell when exposed to a good solvent and partially collapse in a theta 
solvent.43 Understanding the structure:property relationship for an all-polymer 
nanocomposite is still in its infancy and the structure of a soft polystyrene nanoparticle in 
a polystyrene matrix is mimicked by examining the structure of these soft nanoparticles in 
a theta solvent. When these soft nanoparticles are dispersed in a good solvent, such as 
deuterated tetrahydrofuran, the nanoparticles exhibit a morphology that is completely 
swollen.  However, when the same nanoparticles are dispersed in a theta solvent, deuterated 
cyclohexane, at the theta temperature the core of the nanoparticle contracts while the fuzzy 
interface expands slightly, exhibiting a semi-collapsed morphology of the total 
nanoparticle.  This relationship provides insight on the impact of soft nanoparticles on the 
dynamic properties of linear PS chains when the soft nanoparticles are homogeneously 
dispersed.  
Determining Structure:Property Relationships in Polystyrene 
Nanocomposites 
 
 Simulation studies are commonly utilized to observe the unusual dynamic behavior 
of nanoparticles in both solutions and polymer melts.22,44–46  Simulation studies are 
advantageous because they eliminate undesired contributions from sample impurities 
including nanoparticle aggregation, providing a powerful experimental tool to gain 
fundamental insight into the linear polymer chain mobility in an all-polymer 
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nanocomposite. To investigate the topological constraints SCNPs impose on polymer chain 
dynamics in an all-polymer nanocomposite Bačová et al22 used simulations to determine 
that SCNPs can be fully penetrated by linear chains in a melt.  This results in the elimination 
of confinement effects that are observed with hard nanoparticles.  Further simulation 
studies determined that the softness and deformability of the surface of these crosslinked 
nanoparticles are crucial to the dynamics of an all-polymer nanocomposite.47  Simulations 
have suggested that when the radius of the nanoparticle, Ra, is smaller than the radius of 
gyration of the polymer melt chain, or Rg >> Ra the impact of the existence of the soft 
nanoparticle on the melt chains changes.45 More specifically, the segmental relaxation of 
the linear polymer chains can be accelerated by the penetrable surface interface of the 
nanoparticles.45  Simulation studies have also shown that the motion of soft nanoparticles 
are coupled with the motions of the polymer chains when the diameter of the nanoparticles 
are smaller than the diameter of the linear chain.46  However, it is difficult to distinguish 
the underlying mechanism for the anomalous dynamics of all-polymer nanocomposite 
systems due to the more complex interactions between the nanoparticles and linear polymer 
chains.  Overall, simulation studies conclude that soft, crosslinked nanoparticles in a 
polymer matrix have uniquely influence linear polymer chain dynamics. 
 Neutron scattering techniques have provided more insight on the dynamic behavior 
of soft polymeric nanoparticles in entangled polymer matrixes.  Neutron spin echo, NSE, 
experiments by Arbe et al44 incorporated densely crosslinked poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) SCNPs into poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) matrix to monitor the dynamics of the 
components. Initial results concluded that the linear chains were much faster than the 
PMMA SCNPs.  The Rouse dynamics of the nanocomposite system were slowed with 
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respect to the dynamics of the bulk material.  However, at long time scales NSE revealed 
that the PEO tube diameter was increased by » 80% with the addition of SCNPs due to 
possible increased free volume of the system from the internal compaction of the 
nanoparticles. To gain insight on how the rigidity of soft polymer nanoparticles effects 
dynamics of linear polystyrene in an all-polymer nanocomposite, Miller et al employed 
neutron reflectivity to probe the polymer diffusion in thin film nanocomposites.12 By 
thoroughly investigating polymer dynamics in polymer nanocomposites, the 
structure:property relationships of soft nanoparticle in a polymer nanocomposite can be 
experimentally examined. Miller et al determined that when the nanoparticle is sufficiently 
smaller than the linear polymer matrix, the nanoparticle enhances the center of mass 
diffusion of the linear polymer chains. Even further, the softer nanoparticles enhanced the 
linear polymer diffusion more.48 However, their results differ from previous research by 
Mackay et al,26,49 in that the polystyrene soft nanoparticles did not increase the free volume 
of the system as verified with differential scanning calorimetry.  Rather, the corona of the 
soft nanoparticles enhanced the constraint release mechanism in the polymer diffusion in 
a similar fashion to reported of star polymer additives.50–52  Their research correlates the 
unique structure of the soft, deformable, fuzzy nanoparticles to the increased dynamics of 
the polymer chain in the nanocomposite.  To further elucidate the structure:property 
relationship of these soft nanoparticles, Imel et al investigated the diffusion of the 
nanoparticle (rather than the linear polymer) in an all-polymer nanocomposite.53 These 
results determine that the soft nanoparticles were not stationary in the polymer matrix as is 
often assumed with hard inorganic-based nanoparticles.53  Surprisingly, the diffusion of 
these crosslinked soft, nanoparticles mimics the motion of microgels with fractal 
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macromolecular architectures.53  The interpretation of the data presented in the works by 
Miller et al12 and Imel et al53 conclude that the increased deformability of the soft 
nanoparticles results in the distortion of the nanoparticle, allowing for the polymer chains 
to move, resulting in a cooperative motion of nanoparticle and linear polymer diffusion.  
 This increased complexity of polymer diffusion in an all-polymer nanocomposite 
demonstrates that there is a greater need to understand how topologically tuned soft 
polymer nanoparticles affect the center of mass diffusion of linear polymer chains.  In 
Chapter 4, in-situ time-resolved neutron reflectivity is used to monitor the interdiffusion of 
nanocomposite bilayers with three specific matrix molecular weights.  These experiments 
utilized an in-situ temperature sample chamber that provided precise temperature control 
of the nanocomposite bilayer.  The in-situ sample chamber changed from 90 °C to 130 °C 
with little overshoot and no fluctuation in temperature in under 5 minutes.  This 
experimental design eliminates many difficulties with traditional neutron reflectivity 
measurements using an anneal-quench method as well as significantly decreasing the time 
to complete the experiment.  The results presented in Chapter 4 indicate that the topology 
of the nanoparticle and the ratio of the nanoparticle size and the size of the linear 
polystyrene chain affects the center of mass diffusion of the linear polymer. Therefore, the 
polymer diffusion in the presence of soft nanoparticles can be described as the result of 
polymer chain entanglements from topological constraints and nanoparticle confinement 
when the nanoparticle is larger than the polymer chain, enhanced constraint-release when 
the polymer chain is larger than the nanoparticle, or a combination of these phenomena 
when the size of the two components are similar. This chapter provides important 
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fundamental insight into polymer chain diffusion in an all-polymer nanocomposite using a 
novel technique. 
Structure:Property Relationship of Radical Polymeric Materials for 
Organic Radical Batteries 
 
 Over the last decade, research to maximize the incorporation of organic polymeric 
material to manufacture “green batteries” has increased significantly.  These polymeric 
materials have become a promising route to replace the traditional Lithium-ion batteries 
that are common in many small, modern electronic devices such as cellular phones and 
laptop computers. Li-ion batteries commonly use non-renewable mineral materials as 
transition-metal complexes in the electrodes of the battery including manganese, iron, and 
nickel and other rare earth metals.54  This results in expensive manufacturing and 
production, potentially toxic side effects, and reduced environmental friendliness. By 
incorporating mineral materials as the cathode material, it becomes increasingly more 
difficult to improve the high specific capacity of the Li-ion battery. Rechargeable organic 
radical batteries have been increasingly researched since first developed in 2002 by 
Nakahara et al.55 By incorporating non-conjugated, organic polymers with stable radical 
pendant groups into the cathode material of a battery, the negative side effects of traditional 
Li-ion batteries, such as limited recyclability, can be avoided.54  These stable radical 
polymers, known as polyradicals, can undergo fast, stable reversible oxidation and 
reduction with long-term cycling stability.  These polyradicals are stabilized by structures 
around the radical that provide steric support.56 
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 The first and possibly most studied stable polyradical for organic radical batteries 
is poly (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyl-oxy methacrylate) otherwise known as PTMA. 
PTMA has a polymer backbone similar to poly(methyl methacrylate) with 2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidinyl-oxy grafted to the methacrylate carboxyl functional group.  PTMA 
has a nitroxide radical species that is sterically stabilized by 4 methyl groups surrounding 
the radical. The nitroxide radical exhibits two redox couples when exposed to an 
electrolyte, such as lithium hexafluoride, in solution: the oxidation results in an 
oxoammonium cation and the reduction results in an aminoxyl anion.56,57 PTMA is 
commonly used as an organic active material for cathodes for rechargeable lithium cells.  
During the charging cycles of PTMA, electrons move from the electrode oxidizing the 
nitroxide radicals and then transfer from the stable neutral nitroxide radicals to the 
oxoammonium cations.58  At the same time counteranions are diffusing through the 
polymer active layer where complexes form with the oxidized sites.58 When the active layer 
is discharged the cations return to their neutral radical state and the counteranions return to 
the electrode.58 PTMA has been demonstrated to have an average discharge voltage of 3.5 
Volts (V) with a discharge capacity reaching over 70% of its theoretical capacity.55  Cyclic 
voltammetry of a Li/PTMA cell will display anodic peak and cathodic peak separation of 
a low 300 mV which is much smaller than other organic active materials.55,57  This 
extremely small gap in the voltammetry corresponds to the surprisingly rapid electron 
charge transport  kinetics that is unique to PTMA active materials.59  The rapid charge 
transport kinetics are from the unpaired electrons transferring through the polymer layer 
during the charging cycle and the transport can be described as an electron hopping 
mechanism which is unique to these non-conjugated materials.54  The rapid charge kinetics 
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of PTMA results in high specific capacities, or the amount of discharge current a battery 
can deliver over an hour, of over 100mAh g-1.60  PTMA has also exhibited rates that rival 
conventional Li-ion batteries that use transition metal oxides as cathode materials.61 These 
electronic properties are a direct result of the stability of the nitroxide radical stability that 
is located on the pendant group of the PTMA polymer. Nackara et al concluded for plastic 
based batteries to be relevant, producing radical active materials that reach a capacity > 
300A/kg may be possible by packaging the radical components together but that the future 
of these active materials would be dependent on improvements in the organic synthesis of 
the polymer.55 
 More recently, the relationship between the molecular structure of PTMA and their 
electron transfer has been of interest. Recent results indicate that the structure and assembly 
of PTMA will dominate the overall performance of the organic radical electrode.58,59  The 
rearrangement of the PTMA polymer chains during the redox process is important to 
understand to explain and optimize the rapid electron transfer rates. Previously, Kemper et 
al used classical molecular dynamics simulations to understand the intra- and inter-
molecular organization of PTMA in an amorphous film that contribute to electron-transfer 
pathways.58  These studies determined that the strongest radical TEMPO coupling was 
between the nitroxide radicals on different chains.  The bulky nature of the PTMA pendant 
groups reduced the packing or alignment of TEMPO radicals on the same polymer chain 
due to increased steric hindrance.  In PTMA-PMMA copolymers, the bulky TEMPO 
groups also greatly reduced the flexibility of the parent polymer chain reducing the stacking 
of neighboring TEMPO radicals.58  These simulations determined that the inter-chain 
radical coupling of the TEMPO groups dominates over intra-chain interactions.  Further 
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analysis by Bobela et al used electron paramagnetic resonance, EPR, to determine 
structural information and the radical environment of a random co-oligomer system of 
PTMA-X.  These systems have a fraction, X, of monomer units containing the TEMPO 
radical and the remaining fraction of side groups were methyl methacrylate.   In these 
studies, the EPR spectrum triplet structure, which monitors the radical nitrogen coupling, 
was monitored as a function of varying the amount of TEMPO pendant groups. These 
studies determined that the percentage of TEMPO radicals, X, strongly influences the 
polymer conformation.  Moreover, when the radical concentration X is » 60% the radical 
– radical exchange coupling is at its maximum.59  This exemplifies that understanding the 
relationship between the composition and oxidation state of PTMA-PMMA copolymers, 
its structure, and its performance  will provide a method to control and enhance their 
performance in organic radical batteries. 
 An in depth understanding of the molecular structure of the stable polymer organic 
radical PTMA will be discussed in Chapter 5 in collaborations with the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory.  Small angle neutron scattering is used to determine the 
conformational structure of PTMA in the neutral radical state as the radical moiety density 
is systematically increased from 10%, PTMA-10 to 100%, PTMA-100.  Secondly, the 
impact of oxidation of the TEMPO moieties on the charged polyradicals, PTMA-20 and 
PTMA-100, on their conformation and assembly in solution is also studied.  These studies 
provide further molecular and mesoscale structure characterization that can provide insight 
to further enhance the electron hopping transport property of PTMA based polymers in 
organic radical batteries.  
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Summary 
 
 The molecular and mesoscale structure of polymers often dictate the performance 
of the organic material.  The interrelation between chemical structure and morphology of 
polymers can be tailored to enhance the polymer for a specific application.  In most 
commercial processing, additives are used in combination with the polymer to improve the 
ultimate properties of the polymer matrix. Tuning the topology and morphology of soft 
polystyrene nanoparticles through well controlled monomer starved semi-batch 
nanoemulsion polymerization is studied with small angle neutron scattering in Chapter 2.  
Chapter 3 analyzes the structure changes of the polystyrene soft nanoparticles with a 
change in solvent quality.  These results provide insight into the behavior of soft polymeric 
nanoparticles dispersed in a polymer matrix. Small angle neutron scattering also highlights 
the effects of monomer water-solubility, surfactant concentration and chain flexibility on 
the size and polydispersity of poly(butyl acrylate) soft nanoparticles in Chapter 3.  In situ 
time resolved neutron reflectivity is used in Chapter 4 to determine the linear polystyrene 
diffusion coefficients of all-polymer polystyrene nanocomposites. 
  Finally, the structure of poly(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyl-oxy methacrylate) is 
monitored as a function of TEMPO radical pendant groups for organic radical batteries 
using small angle neutron scattering.  The polymer structure changes are also monitored as 
a function of oxidized radical TEMPO pendant groups through the addition of lithium 
hexafluoride electrolyte solutions. The assembly of the polyradical dramatically drives the 
performance of these organic radical materials.  
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CHAPTER 2: 
TUNABLE SYNTHETIC CONTROL OF SOFT NANOPARTICLE 
MORPHOLOGY 
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Abstract  
  
With a growing variety of nanoparticles available, research probing the influence 
of particle deformability, morphology, and topology on the behavior of all-polymer 
nanocomposites is also increasing.  In particular, the behavior of soft polymeric 
nanoparticles in polymer nanocomposites has displayed unique behavior, but their precise 
performance depends intimately on the internal structure and morphology of the 
nanoparticle.  With the goal of providing guidelines to control the structure and 
morphology of soft polymeric nanoparticles, we have examined monomer starved semi-
batch nano-emulsion polymerizations that form organic, soft nanoparticles, to correlate the 
precise structure of the nanoparticle to the rate of monomer addition and crosslinking 
density. The synthesis method produces 5-20 nm radii polystyrene nanoparticles with 
tunable morphologies. We report small angle neutron scattering (SANS) results that 
correlate synthetic conditions to the structural characteristics of soft polystyrene 
nanoparticles. These results show that the measured molecular weight of the nanoparticles 
is controlled by the monomer addition rate, the total nanoparticle radius is controlled by 
the excess surfactant concentration, and the crosslinking density has a direct effect on the 
topology of each nanoparticle.  These studies thus provide pathways to control these 3 
structural characteristics of the nanoparticle.   This research, therefore provides a conduit 
to thoroughly investigate the effect of structural features of soft nanoparticles on their 
individual properties and those of their polymer nanocomposites.  
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Introduction 
 
 The addition of a nanoparticle to a polymer matrix to form polymer 
nanocomposites, PNCs, has become a prominent area of recent research.11,26,49,62–69  
Typically, these PNCs are comprised of a polymer matrix with a hard, impenetrable 
nanoscale filler, usually inorganic, dispersed throughout the matrix.  Unfortunately, 
homogenous dispersion of a hard nanoparticle into a polymer matrix is difficult to control 
and thus can lead to a failure of translating the desirable nanoparticle properties into the 
PNC due to nanoparticle aggregation.65,70 Fortunately, nanoparticle dispersion or 
agglomeration is controlled by the both the chemistry and morphology of the 
nanoparticle.11,26 Soft, organic polymeric nanoparticles introduce moieties that can form 
favorable intermolecular interactions with the surrounding matrix and offer a promising 
route to spatial uniformity of nanoparticles within a PNC.  Additionally, the soft interface 
of the nanoparticle can enhance dispersion via the interpenetration of matrix polymer 
chains with particles.12 A crosslinked nanoparticle with a fuzzy interface (Figure 3) is 
therefore anticipated to exhibit enhanced miscibility with a polymer matrix due to 
noncovalent interactions which can lead to homogenous dispersion.9  Moreover, 
crosslinking within the nanoparticle provides stability to the structure of the nanoparticle.   
 More broadly, recent work has also focused on the synthesis, structure and 
properties of soft, polymer based nano-objects with complex architectures, as well as the 
impact of the addition of these nanoparticles on the properties of nanocomposites and the 
surrounding linear polymer chains.  Recent progress in synthetic procedures has provided 
avenues to synthesize a broad variety of polymer-based nanoparticles, including single  
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Figure 3: Illustration of polystyrene crosslinked nanoparticle structure, where the 
green line denotes the total nanoparticle radius, the yellow line depicts the crosslinked 
core radius, and blue line shows the fuzzy interface or corona width. 
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chain nanoparticles, (SCNP), soft dendritic structures, star polymers, and hyperbranched 
polymers, all of which can be used as soft, deformable nanofillers in polymer 
nanocomposites.71,72  In fact, when used as nanocomposite fillers, the presence of the soft 
nanoparticle appears to alter the dynamics of the neighboring linear chains in a unique way.  
Seminal work by Mackay et al. reported an unexpected decrease in the viscosity of long 
polystyrene chains with the addition of soft polystyrene nanoparticles that are essentially 
crosslinked polymer chains.11,26 Similarly, recent work in our group shows that deformable 
soft polystyrene nanoparticles increase the rate of diffusion of surrounding linear polymer 
chains12, and that the diffusion of the nanoparticles themselves relies on the cooperative 
motion of neighboring linear chains.53 Our initial interpretation of these results concludes 
that the less cross-linked, and thus more deformable, nanoparticles diffuse faster because 
they can distort and fit into available space. 
 It appears, however, that the precise structure and morphology of the soft 
nanoparticle significantly influences its impact on the properties of a polymer 
nanocomposite.  For instance, recent results suggest that single chain nanoparticles can 
interact with a neighboring linear polymer similarly to that of a star polymer, but the 
diffusive behavior of the SCNP differ from that of star polymers.53  Similarly, recent 
simulations document the influence of single nanoparticle topology on its ability to 
entangle with linear polymers; these results indicate that different topologies of soft 
nanoparticles interact with and alter the motion of the neighboring linear polymers in 
different ways.22 
  It is therefore clear that understanding, controlling, and designing the morphology 
and topology of soft, single chain nanoparticles is crucial to developing a complete 
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understanding of the interaction between soft nanoparticle and linear polymer chain in a 
polymer nanocomposite, as well as the impact of this molecular level interaction to the 
macroscopic properties of the resultant nanocomposite.   
Micro- or nano-emulsion polymerization is a straightforward and convenient route 
to form organic, soft nanoparticles wherein crosslinked polymers particles are formed.73–78  
Previously, Holley et. al. synthesized 5 polystyrene (PS) soft nanoparticles using a nano-
emulsion polymerization with 0.81%, 1.91%, 4.60%, and 10.7% crosslinking density as 
defined by the ratio of divinylbenzene (DVB) to styrene monomer.  Using neutron 
scattering, each of the NPs were characterized as a particle with radius ≤	10nm.  Each 
nanoparticle exhibited a distinct topology and size, which is best described as a fuzzy gel-
like structure where the core is a dense, crosslinked sphere with a fuzzy exterior interface 
comprised of PS chain loops and ends (Figure 3).  As the crosslinking density increases, 
the nanoparticles “effective fuzziness”, defined as the ratio of the size of the fuzzy exterior 
to that of the overall particle, steadily decreases resulting in a dendritic-like gel 
nanoparticle at high crosslinking densities.9  In contrast, by employing a semi-batch nano-
emulsion technique, where the rate of styrene monomer addition is controlled, the 4.6 
mol% DVB gel resulted in smooth, soft gels which lacked a significant fuzzy interfacial 
layer. This morphology is intermediate between fuzzy gels and dendritic gels that were 
witnessed in the batch nano-emulsion.  The crosslink density as well as the polymerization 
method, i.e. rate of monomer addition to the reaction vessel, has therefore proven to be an 
effective and versatile means to tailor the morphological properties of the nanoparticle.  
Further control of the nanoparticle structure is needed, however, to more accurately 
determine the impact of crosslink density, molecular weight, fuzziness, or size of the 
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nanoparticle on its structure, dynamics, and role in determining the properties of a polymer 
nanocomposite. 
We therefore have sought to develop methods to direct the topology and 
morphology of soft nanoparticles by control of the synthetic conditions. In our previous 
studies,14 the soft nanoparticles were only synthesized using a batch technique, which 
provided a narrow set of nanoparticles with no control of molecular weight or fuzziness. 
In the current study, we have sought to correlate the synthetic conditions to provide 
additional control of the nanoparticle size, structure, and morphology. In this study, the 
morphology, size and internal structure of these nanoparticles is determined with small 
angle neutron scattering (SANS) for 4 specific crosslinking densities of 0.81, 1.91, 4.60, 
10.7% and variation of the styrene monomer addition rate, ranging between 1, 2, 10, 20, 
and 50mL/hr.  The analysis will emphasize how the rate of monomer addition alters the 
structure, morphology, and formation of the polystyrene soft nanoparticles.  These results 
demonstrate that the “width” of the fuzzy interface can be controlled by governing the rate 
of monomer addition during synthesis for a given crosslink density.  SANS provides 
detailed information about the molecular weight, the size of the cross-linked core, and the 
thickness of the interfacial layer, as well as morphology of the nanoparticle. The 
polystyrene soft nanoparticles were also characterized using size exclusion 
chromatography (SEC), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), dynamic light scattering 
(DLS), and pycnometry.  
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Experimental 
 
Materials 
 
Dodecyl trimethylammonium bromide (DTMAB, TCI, >98%), potassium persulfate (KPS, 
>99%, Across Organics), tetrahydrofuran (THF, BDH HPLC grade), methanol (BDH, 
ACS grade), deuterated tetrahydrofuran (THF-d8, Cambridge), and deionized water (BDH) 
were used as received. Styrene (Aldrich, 99.9%) and divinylbenzene (DVB, Aldrich 90%, 
80 para content, technical mixture) were de-inhibited by passing through alumina prior to 
use.   
Synthesis of Nanoparticles 
 
 Crosslinked polystyrene nanoparticles were synthesized using a modified, 
monomer starved, semi-batch nano-emulsion polymerization procedure as described by 
Holley et. al9.  In each reaction, 20g of DTMAB, and 125 mg of KPS, were dissolved in 
50mL of water.  The surfactant solution was then capped and purged with argon for 10 
minutes. Subsequently, the solution was sonicated for 30 minutes to ensure solution 
homogeneity.  In a separate 20 mL vial, 5 mL of styrene was added along with the 
appropriate amount of DVB to achieve the desired crosslinking density.  The monomer 
was capped, purged with argon, and drawn into a glass, airtight syringe.  The DTMAB 
solution was placed in an oil bath at 65°C while stirring and the monomer solution was 
added at the desired addition rate using a syringe pump, Table 1.  The reaction was 
continued for 2 hours after the end of the monomer addition.  After the reaction was 
completed, approximately 5 mL of THF was added to the emulsion to swell the particles, 
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and the particles were precipitated in excess methanol (~300 mL).  The precipitate was 
finally vacuum filtered using a fritted funnel and placed into a Soxhlet extractor.  The 
excess surfactant was then extracted with methanol for 48 hours, and the resulting product 
was dried in a vacuum at 40 °C for 24 h.  1H NMR confirmed that there is no residual 
DTMAB or monomers after 48 h Soxhlet extraction and that there is no residual solvent 
after drying in a vacuum oven (Figure 4). The ratios of styrene monomer and DVB 
crosslinker used in each reaction are presented in Table 1. The synthesis was repeated at 
least twice for each condition and isolated yields were in the range of 85-95%.  
Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
 
 The glass transition temperatures of bulk samples of the PS nanoparticles (~5-10 
mg each) were measured using a TA instruments Q-2000 differential scanning calorimeter. 
A heat-cool-heat cycle was run from 20 to 200 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min under 
nitrogen with a 5-minute isotherm at the maximum temperature. The reported glass 
transition temperatures were determined from the second scan. 
Size Exclusion Chromatography 
 
 The nominal molecular weight and polydispersity index of the nanoparticles were 
determined using size exclusion chromatography (SEC). SEC was performed using a 
Waters Alliance 2695 Separations Module in THF with a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min at 35 
°C. The system is equipped with a Wyatt Viscostar viscometer, a Waters 2414 refractive 
index detector, a Wyatt MiniDawn TriStar light scattering detector, and a Waters 2996 
photodiode array detector. The nanoparticles were dissolved in THF (2 mg/mL) and filtered  
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Table 1: Composition of monomer mixtures for the crosslinking densities examined 
in this study. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Crosslinker 
(mol %) 
 Mass (g) 
Volume 
(mL) 
Mole 
0.81 
Styrene 5.00 5.50 0.048 
Divinyl 
benzene 
0.048 0.052 3.93 x 10-4 
1.91 
 
Styrene 5.00 5.50 0.048 
Divinyl 
benzene 
0.122 0.131 9.35 x 10-4 
4.60 
Styrene 5.00 5.50 0.048 
Divinyl 
benzene 
0.301 0.324 2.31 x 10-3 
10.7 
Styrene 5.00 5.50 0.048 
Divinyl 
benzene 
0.749 0.810 5.75 x 10-3 
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Figure 4: 1H NMR of soft PS NPs synthesized via 1mL/hr rate of monomer addition 
with 0.81 mol% DVB crosslinker. 
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through a 0.22 µm syringe filter before being injected into the instrument. The SEC-based 
absolute molecular weight was calculated from light scattering and intrinsic viscosity using 
Wyatt Astra 5.3.2 software. 
Dynamic Light Scattering 
 
 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) was used to determine the hydrodynamic radius, 
Rh, of the polystyrene nanoparticles. The nanoparticles were dissolved in THF (1 mg/mL) 
and filtered through a 0.22 µm syringe filter into a cylindrical vial. DLS was performed 
with a home built instrument in 90 degrees geometry. The vertically polarized light was 
generated from a HeNe laser – Newport R-31425, 633nm 35mW and focused by F = 
100mm lens into a cylindrical vile. The light scattered at 90 degrees was passed through 
the similar lens and filtered with 632.8nm MaxLine laser clean-up filter from Semrock to 
suppress fluorescence and improve signal to noise ratio. The filtered light went through 
an Enhances +Fiber Optical Beam Splitter from ALV and was captured by the light 
detectors- Single Photon Counting Module (SPCM) from Exilitas. These detectors were 
connected to an ALV-7004/Fast correlator that was working in cross-correlation mode for 
all experiments.  
Measurements of Nanoparticle Density with Pycnometry 
 
 The mass of each nanoparticle sample was measured using a weight balance 
(Mettler Toledo NewClassic MF Model MS105DU) with an accuracy of 0.01 mg. A gas 
pycnometer (Micromeretics Accupyc II 1340) measured the volume of penetrable helium 
gas within the sample and sample cup (total volume 0.1cm3) at room temperature (20 °C) 
until the pressure did not vary more than 0.005psig/min during the equilibration period. 
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The accuracy of the volume measurement is 0.0001 cm3. This cycle was repeated 5 times 
for reproducibility.  The density was then determined from the mass to volume ratio, where 
the error of this measurement is less than 0.3%.  The densities are denoted in Table 2. 
Small Angle Neutron Scattering 
 
Small Angle Neutron Scattering experiments of the 1 wt% soft polystyrene 
nanoparticle solutions in d8-THF were conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL) HFIR beam line CG-2 (GP-SANS) and at the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) Center for Neutron Research NGB 30m SANS.  For each instrument 
samples were positioned at 3 sample-to-detector distances, where GP-2 SANS used 18m, 
2m, and 0.3m with a wavelength of 12Å and NGB used 13m, 4m, and 1m with a wavelength 
of 6Å for data collection. This allowed for a Q range of 0.0038 to 0.7 Å-1 for scattering 
from ORNL and 0.0034 to 0.46Å for scattering from NIST where 𝑄 = 4𝜋 𝜆sin	(Θ 2), l 
is the neutron wavelength, and Q is the scattering angle.  Raw data was reduced using 
SPICE ORNL reduction protocol macros for samples collected at ORNL and NCNR 
macros for the samples collected at NIST in Igor Pro. Samples were characterized at 25 °C 
and the data was transformed to absolute intensities by correcting for incoherent scattering, 
background scattering, solvent and empty cell scattering, and neutron beam flux and 
normalized to the scattering of a known standard. The fitting of the SANS data was 
performed using SASView software. 
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Table 2: Density of PS nanoparticles measured with pycnometry, as well as their 
calculated scattering length density. 
Rate of 
Addition 
(mL/hr) 
χ 
(mol%) Density (g/cm
3) SLD (10-6 A-2) 
1 
 
0.81 1.0519 ± 0.0006 1.394 
1.91 1.0783± 0.0014 1.464 
4.60 1.0783 ± 0.0007 1.440 
10.7 1.0710 ± 0.0002 1.449 
2 
0.81 1.0362 ± 0.0023 1.415 
1.91 1.0885 ± 0.0017 1.450 
4.60 1.0707 ± 0.0080 1.450 
10.7 1.0774 ± 0.0015 1.440 
10 
0.81 1.0700 ± 0.0012 1.439 
1.91 1.0745 ± 0.0015 1.445 
4.60 1.0976 ± 0.0009 1.476 
10.7 1.0788 ± 0.0018 1.451 
20 
0.81 1.0847 ± 0.0009 1.459 
1.91 1.1198 ± 0.0025 1.506 
4.60 1.1033 ± 0.0018 1.484 
10.7 1.1001 ± 0.0002 1.480 
50 
0.81 1.0883 ± 0.0014 1.464 
1.91 1.0971 ± 0.0016 1.476 
4.60 1.1301 ± 0.0010 1.520 
10.7 1.0897 ± 0.0007 1.466 
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Results 
 
SANS Analysis of PS NPs in Solution 
 
At low crosslinking densities, the PS NPs exhibit a well-defined crosslinked core 
with a fuzzy interface consisting of chain loops and chain ends.  Previous studies showed 
that as the crosslinking density increases, the size of the fuzzy interface decreases and the 
NPs are more accurately described as a smooth gel.9 There are a variety of form factors, 
P(q), or models that were initially tested to fit the nanoparticles size and shape.  First, the 
core shell model was chosen to investigate the scattering of the nanoparticles.  This model 
accurately describes a scattering object with a homogenous spherical core with a finite shell 
thickness with a uniform density. Due to heterogeneities within the crosslinked 
nanoparticle, where the density of the core and interface were not homogeneously 
distributed through-out the nanoparticle, this model was unsuccessful in fitting the SANS 
data. Therefore, a fuzzy sphere form factor was determined to more accurately describe 
these crosslinked PS nanoparticles.  This model is used to describe spherical scattering 
objects with a gradient interface. The crosslinked nanoparticles have a higher-degree of 
crosslinking within the core while the interface will exhibits a gradual decrease in density 
due to the higher amount of chain loops and chain ends at the interface.79  However, this 
model alone does not account for the correlations among the crosslinks within the 
nanoparticle core and resulted in poor correlation to the scattering curves.  Therefore, due 
to the specific shape of these nanoparticles, the scattering curves exhibit structures at two 
distinct length scales: scattering from the nanoparticle size and shape, and scattering from 
the correlations among crosslinks within the nanoparticle, where the structure of 
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nanoparticle is depicted in Figure 3. In order to account for both of these structures at 
distinct length scales, the scattering curves were fit using a combination model Equation 
1.1.9 In Equation 1, f is the volume fraction of the nanoparticle, V is the particle volume, 𝐼 𝑞 2345 = 67 Δ𝜌 : (𝑃(𝑞): 𝑆 𝑞 + 𝐼>?@ABCD + 𝐼EDF.    Eq. 1.1 
Dr is the scattering length density contrast between the nanoparticle and solvent (defined 
in Table 2), P(q) is the single particle form factor, and S(q) is the inter-particle structure 
factor.  The brackets (< >) denote an average over the particle size distribution.  For this 
experiment, we used a Gaussian distribution to correct for the polydispersity of the 
nanoparticles.  
The fuzzy-sphere particle form factor for a spherical particle with a fuzzy interface 
is used as P(q) and is described using Equation 1.2.79 In Equation 1.2, the half-width of the 
𝑃 𝑞 = 	 G[IJK LMN OLMN(PQI LMN ](LMN)S exp	(O tWXYYZL [: )                Eq. 1.2 
fuzzy interfacial layer, where the scattering length density has diminished to half of its core 
value is denoted by 𝜏]^__` and Rc describes the radius of the homogenous core. Given these 
parameters, the overall radius of the nanoparticle is obtained from Rp=Rc+2t]^__`.  The 
second term in the fitting equation, INetwork, corresponds to the scattering of the physical 
network of the crosslinked core. Here we use a Gaussian Lorentz gel model to describe the 
physical network as shown in Equation 1.3.80 In Equation 1.3, the parameter X corresponds  
 𝐼>?@ABCD = 	 𝐼a 0 exp OL[c[: + de fghL[i[      Eq. 1.3 
to the static correlation length within the gel-like core, which is more simply described as 
the “frozen-in” crosslinks. IG(0) and IL(0) are linear coefficients of the Gaussian and 
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Lorentzian terms and x is attributed to the dynamic correlation which is the fluctuating 
polymer chains between crosslinks.  Incorporating a fitting methodology that held known 
fitting parameters constant that are known a priori, including the scattering length densities 
of the deuterated solvent and nanoparticles, the volume fraction, as well as using 
knowledge of the relative size of the nanoparticles from DLS data, a variety of structural 
parameters were extracted including radius of the nanoparticle crosslinked core and width 
of the fuzzy interface. The fitting curve which minimized the 𝜒: value through excellent 
correlation between the scattering data and fitting curve for the entire Q-range was used to 
ensure an optimization of the SANS fit. The SANS data for solutions of PS nanoparticles 
in d8-THF that are a formed using a monomer addition rate of 2mL/hr, as well as the fits to 
this model, are shown in Figure 5. A summary of the structural properties of the soft 
nanoparticles of interest as determined from these analyses is provided in Table 3. 
 A Guinier plot (ln(I(q)) vs q2) of the SANS data was also used to determine the 
radius of gyration, Rg, of the nanoparticle and the forward scattering intensity, I(0), by 
fitting the low q data with Equation 1.4.81,82 The Rg of these nanoparticles decreases as  ln 𝐼 𝑞 = ln 𝐼 0 − L[Mm[G                    Eq. 1.4 
the crosslinking density increases for each monomer rate of addition as shown in Figure 6 
(Table 3).  Combining the Rg as determined with SANS and Rh as determined by dynamic 
light scattering provides the information needed to calculate the characteristic value or 
dimensionless r-ratio, Rg/Rh of the nanoparticles.  For almost all nanoparticles, the r-ratio 
falls between 0.5 and 0.7, which is consistent with a microgel structure consisting of a 
weakly crosslinked spherical particle. The r-ratio of all nanoparticles is lower than that of  
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Figure 5: Neutron Scattering Data for 2mL/hr PS Nanoparticles in a 1wt% d8-THF 
solution fit with the combination model (Fuzzy Sphere and Gauss Lorentz Gel). 
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Table 3: Characterization of soft polystyrene nanoparticles. 
Rate 
of 
Add’ 
(mL/ 
hr) 
χa 
mol
% 
Mwb 
106g/ 
mol 
Tg 
(C) 
Rg c 
(nm) 
Rh d 
(nm) PDI Rg/ Rh 
Rc 
(nm) 
τe 
(nm) 
Rp 
(nm) 
Ξf 
(nm) 
σg 
1 
 
0.81 0.090 106 8.86 15.2 0.44 0.58 3.67 6.36 16.4 4.36 0.39 
1.91 0.167 113 8.43 17.0 0.43 0.50 3.30 3.76 10.8 8.03 0.34 
4.60 0.166 125 6.14 11.1 0.40 0.54 1.95 2.73 7.42 5.71 0.37 
10.7 0.386 157 6.21 10.0 0.17 0.62 3.51 3.44 10.4 3.27 0.33 
2 
0.81 0.238 108 10.1 16.2 0.37 0.62 3.46 4.62 12.7 3.40 0.36 
1.91 0.175 112 6.83 10.8 0.35 0.63 6.15 2.48 11.1 3.34 0.22 
4.60 0.419 120 7.00 12.5 0.35 0.56 6.00 1.40 8.80 3.52 0.16 
10.7 0.539 147 6.46 10.5 0.36 0.62 7.05 - 7.05 4.39 - 
10 
0.81 0.600 109 11.1 20.2 0.33 0.54 4.00 6.57 17.1 4.28 0.38 
1.91 1.079 113 10.0 19.7 0.33 0.51 8.53 5.47 19.5 5.13 0.28 
4.60 0.725 120 8.50 14.8 0.14 0.57 9.76 0.99 11.7 5.37 0.08 
10.7 0.834 144 7.70 12.5 0.35 0.62 4.99 - 4.99 5.18 - 
20 
0.81 1.189 109 12.8 24.3 0.33 0.53 2.33 5.01 12.4 11.0 0.40 
1.91 0.692 112 9.64 17.5 0.19 0.55 3.40 4.77 12.9 8.33 0.37 
4.60 1.763 121 10.8 20.9 0.28 0.52 7.40 1.02 9.43 1.49 0.11 
10.7 1.282 134 8.51 15.2 0.31 0.56 5.77 - 5.77 5.59 - 
50 
0.81 0.854 109 13.1 23.2 0.22 0.56 3.71 5.19 14.1 11.2 0.37 
1.91 1.232 113 11.2 20.2 0.34 0.55 4.85 6.33 17.5 4.66 0.36 
4.60 1.440 119 10.4 20.3 0.33 0.51 4.59 2.07 8.73 2.83 0.24 
10.7 1.326 137 8.46 14.9 0.33 0.57 8.33 - 8.33 5.36 - 
 
a mol% of DCB in total oil = ([DVB]0/[S]0 + [DVB]0) x 100 
b molecular weight calculated from forward scattering intensity (I(q=0)) from SANS using equation 4 
c Guinier radius determined from SANS  
d Hydrodynamic radius and PDI measured from DLS in THF  
e Half-width of fuzzy interfacial layer 
f Static correlation length from polymer crosslinks 
g Effective fuzziness of the nanoparticle = 
𝜏]^__` 𝑅o 
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Figure 6: Measured radius of gyration, Rg, of PS nanoparticles as a function of 
monomer addition rate in d8-THF. 
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a hard sphere, 0.7789,83,84, consistent with the hierarchical structure of the nanoparticle 
(Table 3). The molecular weights of the nanoparticles are presented in Figure 7 and were 
determined from the forward-scattering intensity, I(q=0), derived from the Guinier analysis 
of the scattering data using Equation 1.5. In Equation 1.5, r is the nanoparticle density as 
determined by pycnometry NA is Avogadro’s Number, φ is the volume fraction of the 
nanoparticle in the scattering solution, and 𝛥𝑛 is the difference in scattering cross sections 
of the nanoparticle and solvent9. The error in the molecular weights of the nanoparticles 
were propagated from the error values of I(0) and r. Figure 7 shows that as the rate of 
monomer addition in the synthesis increases, the molecular weight increases, regardless of 
crosslink density. 𝑀𝑤 =	 d f ∗v∗>w6∗xy[          Eq. 1.5 
Radius of PS Nanoparticles 
 
 The nanoparticle radius, Rp, is determined from the radius of the homogenous core, 
Rc, (Figure 8) and half width of the fuzzy interface, t]^__`, (Figure 9) determined from the 
small angle neutron scattering experiments as Rp=Rc+2t]^__`, and are listed in Table 3. To 
obtain the error in the total nanoparticle radii, Rp, the error from the Rc and t]^__` from the 
SANs model fit were used to propagate the error of the reported Rp. The values of Rp of 
the nanoparticles studied here are plotted in Figure 10 as a function of monomer addition 
rate.  The 10.7% DVB crosslinking density samples with ≥2mL/hr monomer addition rates 
lack a noticeable fuzzy interface and therefore particle radius of these nanoparticles are 
solely defined by the crosslinked core.  It is noteworthy that the 10.7% DVB crosslinking  
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Figure 7: Nanoparticle molecular weight from Guinier analysis as a function of the 
rate of monomer addition. Error bars are small than variable symbols. 
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Figure 8: Measured radius of the homogenous core, Rc, of the PS nanoparticles as a 
function of monomer addition rate in d8-THF. 
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Figure 9: Measured half width of the fuzzy interface of the PS nanoparticles as a 
function of monomer rate of addition in d8-THF. 
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density nanoparticle that is formed with a 1mL/hr monomer addition rate retains a 
measurable fuzzy interface.  It is also interesting to note that the nanoparticles with the 
lowest crosslink density, 0.81% and 1.91% have larger nanoparticle radii, while the 
nanoparticles with higher crosslinking densities are smaller nanoparticles. The total 
particle radii range from 5nm to 20nm in size which correlates well to the radii of gyration 
that were measured using the Guinier analysis. There is no clear trend between the 
nanoparticle radius as a function of monomer addition rate, but, generally, as the DVB 
crosslinker is increased within the monomer-starved emulsion polymerization, the 
nanoparticle becomes more compact in size. 
Topology of Nanoparticles 
 
Nano-emulsion polymerization is recognized as a versatile technique that provides 
a robust method to polymerize nanoparticles.74,85–87  Previous studies utilizing similar 
reaction conditions report the synthesis of fuzzy gel, soft PS nanoparticles that are 
comprised of a crosslinked core with a fuzzy interface, as depicted in Figure 3, where the 
fuzzy interface decreases with an increase in crosslinking.  Figure 11 displays the evolution 
of the effective fuzziness (s = t]^__`/Rp) of the nanoparticle as a function of crosslink 
density for the various monomer feed rates.  The error in the effective fuzziness, s, for 
each nanoparticle were propagated using the errors from the SANS fit for the half width of 
the fuzzy interface as well as the error for the total nanoparticle radius. The radius of the 
crosslinked nanoparticle core increases as the DVB crosslinking density increases as 
detailed in Table 3, coinciding with a decrease in the width of the fuzzy interface.  This in 
turn, results in a decrease in the effective fuzziness, s, of the nanoparticle with crosslink 
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Figure 10: Nanoparticle total radius, Rp, where Rp=Rc+2tfuzzy as a function of the 
monomer rate of addition. 
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Figure 11: Soft nanoparticle effective fuzziness (s) as a function of crosslink density 
of nanoparticle. 
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density. This trend is observed for all monomer addition rates except 1 mL/hr, where the 
effective fuzziness appears to be independent of crosslink density. 
 Figure 12 shows the change in the glass transition temperature of the soft 
polystyrene nanoparticles with nominal crosslink density.  The glass transition temperature 
for polystyrene is around 100°C. Figure 12 shows that the Tg with increasing crosslinker 
density for a given monomer addition rate.  Also, as the rate of monomer addition is 
increased for a given crosslinker density, the Tg is similar with exception for the highest 
crosslinking density samples (10.7%). The Tg of this nanoparticle decreases as the rate of 
monomer addition increases, where the 10.7% DVB nanoparticle formed at 1mL/hr 
exhibits the highest Tg. 
Discussion 
 
 Emulsion polymerization has been used for decades to produce polymer particles.   
The conventional process consists of an emulsion of excess surfactant, initiator and 
monomer in an aqueous phase.  The standard synthetic mechanism of an emulsion 
polymerization undergoes three distinct intervals for the polymerization.  The first interval 
occurs when monomer is introduced into the aqueous solution including the surfactant and 
initiator, where large monomer droplets are formed.  Monomer micelles are formed when 
monomer diffuses from the droplets into the micelle.  The polymerization begins when an 
initiator molecule activates a monomer micelle.  The monomer droplets are not initiated 
but rather in the monomer micelles due to their large surface area.  As the polymerization 
continues, more monomer from the droplets diffuses to the activated micelles, which are 
also described as polymer particles.  When the polymerization is terminated within a 
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Figure 12: Glass transition temperatures relating to nanoparticle crosslinking from 
DSC measurements. 
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monomer micelle, the micelle is described as “swollen”.  The polymerization occurs in the 
second interval while there are both monomer micelles and droplets present in the 
emulsion.  When the monomer droplets or reservoirs are depleted, the polymerization 
enters interval three, where the last of the monomer diffuses to enter polymer particles. 
Once the polymerization is completed, the final product is a suspension of polymer 
particles. Any variation in the variables, such as monomer, surfactant, or initiator 
concentration, of an emulsion polymerization can alter the growth, size, and characteristics 
of the particle formation.76 
 In a semi-batch nano-emulsion, the rate of monomer addition is controlled over the 
reaction time. During a monomer-starved nano-emulsion polymerization, the 
polymerization begins with an aqueous solution of excess surfactant and initiator.  The 
monomer is then added to the surfactant solution at exceedingly slow rate.  This causes no 
monomer droplets to form within the polymerization vessel.  The slow addition of 
monomer results in only a few monomer micelles to form and become activated by the 
initiator. This differs from a standard emulsion polymerization as no excess monomer 
exists in the emulsion to diffuse into the micelles to grow the particles, as depicted in Figure 
13.  As more monomer is slowly added over time, this monomer segregates to new 
monomer micelles, which leads to the formation of new nanoparticles.  The monomer 
micelles are never swollen beyond the nanoscale due to the low concentration of monomer 
available and limited pliability of the surfactant.  The low monomer concentration and early 
depletion of available initiator radicals allows for a greater number of nanoparticles with 
lower particle diameters to be formed when compared to a standard emulsion 
polymerization.78,88,89  Given this mechanism, the growth of previously formed  
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Figure 13: Illustration of monomer starved semi-batch nano-emulsion 
polymerization. 
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nanoparticles with the addition of additional monomer is limited because more particles 
are formed.76  In our polymerization, in addition to the controlled rate of the monomer 
addition, the amount of DVB crosslinker added to the system is also controlled, which 
appears to provide an additional handle to direct the topology of the nanoparticle.  As the 
amount of DVB crosslinker increases within the monomer starved nano-emulsion 
polymerization, the size of the nanoparticle becomes smaller.   
 The excess amount of surfactant controls how large the nanoparticles grow.90  The 
monomer addition rate is also altered and the results indicate that this becomes an important 
variable in directing the nanoparticle formation.  The polymerization is not initially flooded 
with monomer and therefore the rate of polymer growth decreases significantly.76  The 
advantage of monomer-starved nano-emulsion polymerization is that a small number of 
monomer micelles initially form, and the concentration of monomer is controlled over 
time. Under these conditions, the nucleation of monomer micelles is favored with the 
addition of new monomer, which in turn limits the nanoparticle growth.   
 Previously, very little research has been conducted to investigate the effect of rate 
of monomer addition on the final molecular weight or nanoparticle size when using a 
monomer-starved nanoemulsion polymerization.76,77,89  As noted in Figure 7, the molecular 
weight of the nanoparticles increases with the higher rate of monomer addition.  Under 
monomer-starved nanoemulsion conditions, the monomer micelles are formed 
instantaneously and thus only a few are formed at a time.  Without monomer droplets as a 
reservoir, the monomer micelles, once activated, do not absorb more monomer to continue 
to grow the nanoparticle.  The amount of monomer available in the monomer micelles 
before they are initiated therefore controls the extent of polymerization and the molecular 
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weight of the final nanoparticle.72   When more monomer is added, the monomer creates 
new monomer micelles that become activated rather than add to growing polymer particles.  
This explains why the lowest rate of monomer addition produces the smallest molecular 
weight nanoparticles.  At these low monomer addition rates, the molecular weights are 
lower due to a larger number of monomer micelles initiated resulting in more nanoparticles 
with smaller molecular weights.76  With the higher rate of monomer addition, there is a 
greater amount of initial monomer available to be included in the monomer micelles.  
Therefore, the boosted amount of monomer within the micelles before initiation and 
polymerization translates to an increase in the molecular weight of the nanoparticle. This 
interpretation is fully consistent with the steady increase in the molecular weight as a 
function of increased monomer rate of addition.   
 As previously stated, Figure 10 shows no direct correlation between nanoparticle 
size and monomer addition rates or DVB crosslinking density.  By increasing the amount 
of crosslinker used in a monomer starved nanoemulsion, the polymer particle swelling 
qualitatively decreases and may slow the rate of polymerization.  Previous studies have 
shown that the size of the nanoparticles is controlled by the surfactant concentration.76  
Figure 10 is consistent with this interpretation as the surfactant concentration is constant in 
these reactions, and there is no distinct correlation between the rate of monomer addition 
and nanoparticle radius, and a trend that nanoparticle radius decreases with increased DVB 
crosslinker density.  This raises the question of whether the size of crosslinked polystyrene 
nanoparticle is dependent upon the crosslinker available, or based upon the micelle size 
during the polymerization.  Chen et al. shows that monomer micelles under a monomer-
starved semi-batch nanoemulsion polymerization have a smaller surface area and therefore 
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cannot engage as many surfactant molecules. This research also shows that the nanoparticle 
radius is independent of the monomer concentration.91  This smaller surface area can result 
in a delay in monomer activation time by the initiator causing the growth of nanoparticles 
to further slow down.89  With excess surfactant used during the polymerization, the 
monomer micelles become non-pliable which decreases the size of monomer micelles.90  
Our results are consistent with these previous studies, where the size of nanoparticles do 
not increase with an increase in rate of monomer addition, as a constant high surfactant 
concentration limits the particle growth within the emulsion.  Our results do indicate that 
the size of the nanoparticle generally decreases with an increase in crosslink density, 
though this correlation is not quantitative. 
Topology of Nanoparticles 
 
 Small angle neutron scattering provides a robust method to accurately monitor the 
internal structure and topology of each nanoparticle in solution.  The effective fuzziness, 
s, quantifies the degree of fuzziness of each nanoparticle.  As shown in Figure 11, for 
monomer addition rates ³ 2mL/hr the effective fuzziness decreases with increased DVB 
crosslinker concentration, where the 10.7% crosslinker nanoparticles having no 
measurable fuzzy interface.   
 The presence of the fuzzy, uncrosslinked shell of the nanoparticle implies that 
within the emulsion polymerization, the styrene monomer and DVB crosslinker reside in 
the center of the monomer micelles, which results in a lack of crosslinking at the 
nanoparticle surface.   As the DVB crosslinker increases, the distribution of DVB increases 
throughout the micelle, increasing the core radius and creating a denser nanoparticle (Table 
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3, Figure 8).  For monomer rates of addition ³ 2mL/hr, the synthesized PS NPs consist of 
a homogenously crosslinked core that grows with an increase in the crosslinking density. 
Due to the slow addition of monomer and crosslinker, the increase in crosslinker density 
results in a more homogeneous distribution of the crosslinker in the micelle, which results 
in more crosslinking near the nanoparticles surface.9 
 However, it is interesting to note that the effective fuzziness for the 1mL/hr 
nanoparticles is relatively unchanged when the DVB crosslinking density is increased.  
This is interpreted to further indicate that the slow rate of addition of both monomer and 
DVB crosslinker results in the formation of new reactive monomer micelles as the 
polymerization proceeds, with little penetration of formed polymer particles by newly 
added monomer.  Under these conditions, DVB crosslinker does not diffuse into growing 
monomer micelles, limiting any increase in crosslinking at the surface of the nanoparticles. 
This in turn results in the crosslinking of the nanoparticles to be limited to the center of the 
monomer micelles, and a relatively constant effective fuzziness. 
 In addition to the SANS data to describe the topology of the nanoparticles, DSC 
was used to measure the Tg of each nanoparticle.  For a given DVB crosslinker density, the 
Tg of the soft NPs are similar for all monomer addition rates. As DVB crosslinking density 
is increased, the nanoparticles have a higher density of crosslinking within the nanoparticle 
core, increasing Tg.  However, for the 1mL/hr nanoparticle with the 10.7% DVB 
crosslinker density, the Tg is noticeably higher compared to other 10.7% NPs formed with 
other monomer addition rates.  As previously stated this nanoparticle has a measurable 
fuzzy interfacial layer, and the same effective fuzziness as other DVB crosslinker densities 
formed for 1 mL/hr monomer addition rate.  This correlates to the crosslinked core being 
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confined to a smaller volume, resulting in an increased Tg. This causes a dramatic increase 
in the Tg of this nanoparticle compared to that of all other nanoparticles with 10.7% DVB 
crosslinker.   
Conclusion 
 
 Polystyrene soft nanoparticles with tunable interfaces were synthesized using a 
modified and well-controlled monomer starved nano-emulsion polymerization, and 
characterized using small angle neutron scattering. The radii of the resulting PS 
nanoparticles ranged in 5-20 nm, where very few studies report successful synthesis of 
such small polymer nanoparticles. This study elucidates that control of the reaction 
conditions of the monomer starved nano-emulsion polymerization tailors the size, 
molecular weight, and morphology of the synthesized soft nanoparticle, crucial for the 
design of next generation soft polymer nanoparticles and polymer nanocomposites.  
Controlling the monomer addition rate has a direct effect on the nanoparticle 
molecular weight. As the monomer addition rate increases, fewer monomer micelles are 
formed and initiated during the polymerization resulting in fewer, but higher molecular 
weight nanoparticles.  The total nanoparticle radius is controlled by the amount of excess 
surfactant during polymerization, due to the monomer micelles becoming non-pliable.  
Subsequently controlling the DVB crosslinking density provides a mechanism to lightly 
tune the nanoparticle radius.  The crosslink density more directly controls the interface or 
topology of each nanoparticle.  As the amount of DVB increases within the polymerization, 
an increase in the amount of crosslinking within the core of the nanoparticle is observed, 
diminishing the fuzzy interfacial layer.  This is further substantiated by the increasing Tg 
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observed with increasing DVB addition.  Control over the specific topology of the resultant 
polystyrene nanoparticles is therefore achieved by controlling the monomer addition rate 
as well as the crosslinking density in nano-emulsion polymerization.    
However, by using an extreme condition of 1mL/hr monomer addition rate, a 
change in effective fuzziness is not observed as a function of increased crosslinking 
density.  At this low addition rate, a greater number of initiated monomer micelles in the 
emulsion causes a greater number of nanoparticles to be formed.  Due to the limited amount 
of monomer available for the monomer micelles, the DVB crosslinker is not available to 
increase the crosslinking at the interface, which appears to occur for all other monomer 
addition rates.  
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CHAPTER 3: 
EFFECT OF SOLVENT QUALITY AND CHAIN FLEXIBILITY ON 
SOFT NANOPARTICLE MORPHOLOGY 
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Abstract 
 
 Previous investigations have identified the correlation between synthetic conditions 
and soft nanoparticle morphology, including their molecular weight, internal crosslinked 
structure, total nanoparticle radius, and topology of each nanoparticle. To provide further 
insight to these guidelines, we have expanded our studies to examine the effect of surfactant 
concentration and monomer water solubility on the topology, size, and polydispersity of 
soft poly(butyl acrylate) nanoparticles.  Small angle neutron scattering studies confirm that 
increased monomer water solubility and polymer chain flexibility decreases the control of 
nanoparticle topology and size in the nanoemulsion polymerization. Further studies 
document the morphological change of polystyrene soft nanoparticles with a decrease in 
solvent quality.  Small angle neutron scattering will also be used to characterize dilute 
solutions of soft polystyrene nanoparticles in a good and theta solvent, including the 
analysis of their internal structure, providing an outline of structure-property relationship. 
When the soft nanoparticles are dispersed in a good solvent they exhibit a swollen 
morphology, however, when they are dispersed in a theta solvent the nanoparticle core 
exhibits a contracted state due unfavorable interactions. Moreover, the structure of soft 
nanoparticles in a theta solvent provides insight that will guide the interpretation of the 
behavior of soft nanoparticles dispersed into a bulk polymer matrix. 
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Introduction 
 
 Small diameter nanoparticles, especially those that are less than 50 nanometers, 
have received much attention over recent years due to their high surface area, which 
increases the percentage of polymers that contact the nanoparticle in a nanocomposite.  
These nanoparticles are expected to play a role in a wide range of applications, including 
pressure-sensitive adhesives, high performance coating materials, ultra-thin films, and drug 
delivery nanocarries.89,92–95  Nano-emulsion polymerizations has been found to be an 
efficient method to produce soft, organic nanoparticles with defined morphologies 
exhibiting diameters less than 15 nanometers.9,89,96  Semi-continuous control of the rate of 
monomer addition into the reaction vessel has also been proven to produce nanoparticles 
with exceptional size uniformity and topologies.89,97–99 Nano-emulsions consist of a 
mixture of two immiscible liquid phases that are stabilized with a surfactant, where the 
polymerization occurs within nano-sized micelles. To create nanoparticles, a crosslinking 
agent is introduced into the polymerization.  
 Traditionally, the amount of surfactant introduced into an emulsion polymerization 
has a direct influence on the particle size where an increase in surfactant reduces the final 
micelle and nanoparticle size.100  Compared to an emulsion polymerization, nano- and 
micro-emulsion polymerizations generally require a higher amount of surfactant. For nano-
emulsion polymerizations the surfactant concentration becomes critical. When the 
surfactant concentration is lower than a critical amount, polymer radicals that exist in the 
water phase have a higher probability of diffusing into already initiated micelles,  
significantly increasing the size of the nanoparticle.101 However, there are also reports that 
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conclude that when the amount of surfactant used within the polymerization is above a 
critical concentration the particle size remains unaffected throughout the 
polymerization.100,101  Chen et al. reported that polymerizing methyl methacrylate (MMA) 
within a micro-emulsion resulted in the initiation of the methyl methacrylate monomer 
within the water phase.100 To ensure the control of the small size of soft nanoparticles, an 
excess of surfactant offers an effective and efficient polymerization route.   
 Monomer solubility in water is also an important factor to emulsion polymerization, 
as the solubility of monomer in water often affects whether the initiation of the monomer 
occurs in the micelles or in the water phase.102  Even when the monomer has minimal 
solubility in water, d, ( ³ 0.2 grams of monomer/100 grams of water) such as butyl acrylate, 
the polymerization can result in free radicals generated in the continuous water phase, 
which can polymerize until they precipitate out of solution.102  When these oligimeric 
radicals precipitate out of the continuous water phase, they may absorb emulsifier within 
the reaction vessel.  When this occurs, the size of the formed nanoparticle remains constant 
throughout the reaction.  This will often cause new initiated monomer micelles to form 
instead of the continuous growth of already initiated monomer micelles and therefore alters 
the control of the nanoparticle size. The solubility of the monomer is thus an additional 
complexity when using nano- or micro-emulsion polymerization to create soft polymeric 
nanoparticles of targeted size and low polydispersity. 
 In the first part of this study, we discuss the polymerization of poly(butyl acrylate) 
soft nanoparticles.  Poly(butyl acrylate) (PBA) is a transparent, rubbery polymer where the 
butyl acrylate monomer is slightly soluble in water (0.2 grams of monomer/100 grams of 
water).102 The effect of surfactant concentration during the polymerization and overall 
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monomer solubility on the final nanoparticle size and polydispersity will be examined 
using small angle neutron scattering. We will also compare the PBA nanoparticle 
characteristics to those of polystyrene nanoparticles in which the styrene monomer is 
essentially insoluble in water.  This study confirms the difficulty of controlling nanoparticle 
topology and size when the monomer water solubility and polymer chain flexibility is 
increased.  
 The second part of this study focuses on establishing a correlation between the size 
and morphology of polystyrene soft nanoparticles to solvent quality.  Soft nanoparticle 
dispersion is dependent on controlling the mixing and the compatibility between the 
solvent and the nanoparticle.103   Solvent quality is often a critical factor in defining the 
performance of polymers in many applications that are formed by popular deposition 
methods.104 However, the morphology and structure of a soft nanoparticle in a polymer 
melt is relatively unknown.  However, the structure of the nanoparticle plays a crucial role 
in the properties of all-polymer nanocomposites, including the impact of the presence of 
the soft nanoparticle on linear polymer chains diffusion12 reported in Chapter 4 of this 
thesis.  As the soft nanoparticles are known to be deformable53 and adopt a ‘fuzzy sphere’ 
structure, a decrease in solvent quality should alter their conformation, as may confinement 
effects or topological constraints when dispersed into a polymer matrix. Small angle 
neutron scattering will be used to determine the morphology and topology of soft 
nanoparticles in a theta solvent, including the analysis of their internal structure. This 
structural information provides an outline of structure-property relationships of soft 
nanoparticles dispersed in a polymer matrix.  This is because the nanoparticle morphology 
in a theta solvent serves as a model for the structure of soft nanoparticles in a polymer 
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matrix. This relationship will aid in the interpretation of the impact of soft nanoparticles 
on the diffusive properties of linear PS chains in the presence of soft nanoparticles. 
Experimental 
 
Nanoparticle Synthesis 
 
 Two soft poly(butyl acrylate) (PBA) nanoparticles were synthesized using a semi-
batch nano-emulsion polymerization technique by Huiqun Wang in the Mays Research 
Lab.9  In this procedure, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was dissolved in deionized water 
and was charged into a 250 mL round-bottom flask with magnetic stir bar.  The flask was 
equipped with a condenser and sealed with rubber septum.  The solution was then bubbled 
with Argon gas for 20 minutes and put in an oil bath of 70 °Celsius for 1 hour with constant 
stirring.  Initiator, potassium persulfate (KPS), was injected into the flask to dissolve in the 
SDS solution and the system was stabilized for 20 minutes.  The monomers butyl acrylate 
and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) crosslinker were fed into the SDS solution 
continuously at 12 mL/hour using a syringe pump.  The reaction was continued for one 
hour after monomer feeding was completed.  A transparent latex with a slight blue 
reflection was formed. The nanoemulsion was quenched by cooling down the system to 
room temperature.  The PBA polymer nanoparticles were recovered by precipitation in 
methanol and extracted with methanol by Soxhlet extractor for 24 hours.  For each 
nanoparticle, 4.60 mol % of EGDMA crosslinker was used.  Nanoparticle PBA_10c used 
10 weight % SDS surfactant (surfactant to monomer ratio 1:1) while nanoparticle PBA_15c 
used 15 weight % surfactant (surfactant to monomer ratio 1.5:1).  The PBA nanoparticles 
were purified and vacuum filtered using a fritted funnel and placed into a Soxhlet extractor.  
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The excess surfactant was then extracted with methanol for 48 hours, where the resulting 
nanoparticle were dried in a vacuum oven over night.   
 The soft polystyrene nanoparticles were synthesized using a semi-batch nano-
emulsion polymerization technique that was previously described Chapter 299, in which the 
styrene monomer and divinylbenzene (DVB) crosslinker were added simultaneously into 
the water/dodecyl trimethylammonium bromide solution.  It is important to emphasize in 
this nanoparticle synthesis an excess of amount of surfactant was used (~27 weight%) with 
a surfactant to monomer ratio of 4:1. This synthesis method produces soft nanoparticles 
with a homogeneous crosslinked core with a fuzzy interface comprised of polystyrene 
chain ends and loops.  Two sets of polystyrene nanoparticles were examined this 
experiment including monomer rates of addition of 1mL/hr and 2mL/hr.  The rate of 
monomer addition into the polymerization has a direct effect on the molecular weight of 
the polystyrene nanoparticle.  For each set of nanoparticles, four distinct amounts of DVB 
crosslinker were added to the styrene monomer which included 0.81 mol %, 1.91 mol %, 
4.60 mol %, and 10.7 mol% DVB.  For the nanoparticles synthesized with 1mL/hr rate of 
monomer addition, the amount of crosslinker has no direct effect on the topology of the 
nanoparticle where each nanoparticle results in the same effective fuzziness, i.e. the ratio 
of the half width of the fuzzy interface to total nanoparticle radii.  For the 2mL/hr rate of 
styrene addition, the amount of DVB crosslinker has a direct effect on the width of the 
fuzzy interface where the higher amount of crosslinker results in a nanoparticle with a 
smooth interface (Chapter 2).99 
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Small Angle Neutron Scattering 
 
 Deuterated tetrahydrofuran (d8-THF) and deuterated cyclohexane (C6D12) were 
purchased from Fischer Scientific and were used without further purification.  Small angle 
neutron scattering (SANS) experiments of 1 weight % solutions of the PS nanoparticles in 
d8-THF and C6D12 and 1 weight % of PBA nanoparticles in d8-THF were conducted at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL) at the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) using the 
General Purpose SANS (CG-2) and at the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) Center for Neutron Research NGB 30m SANS beamlines.  For the two experiments 
at ORNL, two separate scattering configurations were used.  For the 1 weight % PS 
nanoparticles in d8-THF, three separate detector distances of 18, 2.7, and 0.3 meters with a 
wavelength of 12 Å was used and for the 1 weight % PS nanoparticles in C6D12 and PBA 
nanoparticles in d8-THF, the detector distances were 19.2, 2.7, and 1 meters with a 
wavelength of 4.75 Å to characterize the nanoparticles.  This allowed for a Q range of 
0.0038 Å-1 to 0.7 Å-1 where 𝑄 = 4𝜋 𝜆sin	(Θ 2), l is the neutron wavelength, and Q is the 
scattering angle.  The instrument at NIST, the three detector distances were 13m, 4m, and 
1m with a wavelength of 6 Å resulting in a Q range of 0.0034 to 0.46 Å-1. The nanoparticles 
in d8-THF were characterized at room temperature, while the PS nanoparticles in C6D12 
were characterized in 2mm wide quartz banjo cells at 38.5 °C.105  The raw data was reduced 
using SPICE ORNL reduction protocol macros and NCNR macros in Igor Pro and 
corrected for empty cell scattering, dark current, and blocked beam.106  Absolute coherent 
scattering was obtained through the elimination of contributions from background 
incoherent scattering and thermal fluctuations and normalized to an absolute standard. 
Scattering length densities were calculated from the measured densities of the PS 
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nanoparticles and described in Chapter 2, as well the densities of the solvents, and the 
density of PBA from literature using the NIST Center for Neutron Research Neutron 
activation and scattering calculator.106 The fitting of the SANS data to models was 
performed using SASView software. 
Results 
 
SANS of Nanoparticles 
 
 The low-Q scattering data of the scattering data from the PBA nanoparticle 
solutions was analyzed as a Guinier plot (lnI(q) vs q2) to determine the forward-scattering 
intensity I(q=0) and radius of gyration of the PBA nanoparticles using Equation 2.1. 
ln 𝐼 𝑞 = ln 𝐼 0 − L[Mm[G                               Eq. 2.1                  
This procedure determines the radius of gyration of the nanoparticle without assuming any 
specific shape of the scattering particles. Moreover, the molecular weights of the two PBA 
nanoparticles are determined from their forward-scattering intensity, I(q=0), where the 
relationship between the weight average molecular weight of the nanoparticle, Mw, and 
I(q=0) is given in Equation 2.2. In Equation 2.2, r is the density of PBA from literature107, 
NA is Avogadro’s Number, f is the volume fraction of the nanoparticle in the scattering 
solution, and Dh is the difference in scattering cross sections of the nanoparticle and 
solvent.     𝑀𝑤 =	 d f ∗v∗>w6∗xy[                     Eq. 2.2 
 To characterize the structure and topology of the nanoparticles, a combined 
scattering model (Equation 2.3) was used to fit the scattering data to a suitable form 
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𝐼 𝑞 2345 = 67 Δ𝜌 : (𝑃(𝑞): 𝑆 𝑞 + 𝐼>?@ABCD + 𝐼EDF.               Eq. 2.3             
factor.99  This is primarily  due to the unique shape of these nanoparticles which exhibit 
two distinct length scales: scattering from the nanoparticle shape and size, and the 
scattering from the correlations among crosslinks within the nanoparticles.  The scattering 
model in Equation 2.3 accounts for a fuzzy sphere form factor model (Equation 2.4) that 
describes the radius of the crosslinked core, Rc, and the half-width of the fuzzy interface, 
𝑃 𝑞 = 	 G[IJK LMN OLMN(PQI LMN ](LMN)S exp	(O tWXYYZL [: )     Eq. 2.4  
tfuzzy. The total nanoparticle radius is calculated from the radius of the crosslinked core, Rc, 
and two times the half width of the fuzzy interface, tfuzzy, as Rp=Rc+2tfuzzy.  The effective 
fuzziness is the ratio of the fuzzy interface to the total nanoparticle radius calculated as 
s=tfuzzy/Rp.  To account for the polydispersity of the nanoparticles we used a Gaussian 
distribution. The crosslinked network is described using the Gaussian Lorentz gel model 
(Equation 2.5) which accounts for the static correlation length, X, the “frozen-in” crosslinks 
within the nanoparticle as well as the dynamic correlation length, x, or the fluctuations 
between crosslinked polymer chains.  Due to the dilute nanoparticle concentrations in 
solution the structure factor, S(q), in Equation 2.3 can be neglected from negligible inter-
particle interactions, i.e. S(q)=1. 	𝐼>?@ABCD = 	 𝐼a 0 exp OL[c[: + de fghL[i[      Eq. 2.5 
 The small angle neutron data of the solutions of PBA nanoparticles in deuterated 
THF as well as the fits of the data to the Fuzzy Gel model are shown in Figure 14.  A  
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Figure 14: The small angle neutron scattering fits of PBA nanoparticles PBA_10c 
(red) and PBA_15c (blue) fit to the combined Fuzzy Gel model. 
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summary of the structural properties of the soft PBA nanoparticles of interest as determined 
from these analyses are provided in Table 4.  The only difference in the synthesis of the 
two PBA nanoparticles is the concentration of SDS surfactant that was used within the 
reaction vessel.  We note that PBA_10c has a smaller crosslinked core and larger fuzzy 
interface than PBA_15c.  The measured radii of gyration from the Guinier Analysis are 
very similar for the two nanoparticles. It is also interesting to note that the effective 
fuzziness of the nanoparticle decreases as the SDS surfactant concentration increases.  
Moreover, comparing the structure of the PBA and PS nanoparticles shows that the 
effective fuzziness decreases as the amount of surfactant in the synthesis increases, even 
though the PBA nanoparticles are larger.  
 Similarly, the small angle neutron scattering data of the polystyrene nanoparticles 
dispersed in a good solvent, d8-THF, and a theta solvent, C6D12, are presented in Figure 15 
for nanoparticles synthesized with 1ml/hr rate of monomer addition and in Figure 16 for 
nanoparticles synthesized with 2 mL/hr rate of monomer addition.  For the 1mL/hr 
polystyrene nanoparticles in d8-THF and C6D12, there is a very good agreement for the 
forward scattering intensity, I(Q=0), of all samples, which correlates to similar nanoparticle 
molecular weight.  This low-Q agreement is also seen for the 2mL/hr rate of styrene 
monomer addition nanoparticles with a 4.60 mol % and 10.7 mol% DVB crosslinker.  
These agreements indicate that these nanoparticles are individually dispersed in these 
solutions. However, the low-Q scattering data for the 0.81 mol % and 1.91 mol % PS NPs 
at 2mL/hr rate of monomer addition in C6D12 exhibit a sharp upturn, which is consistent 
with possible nanoparticle aggregation in these solutions.  Table 5 lists a summary of the 
important characteristics from the neutron scattering fits with the Fuzzy Gel model for  
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Table 4: Summary of the molecular properties for PBA nanoparticles prepared 
through semi-batch nanoemulsion polymerization using 4.60 mol% of crosslinker and 
the PS nanoparticle using similar polymerization characteristics. 
Sample S  I(q=0) 
(cm-1) 
Mw 
(g/mol) 
Rg (nm) Rc (nm) tfuzzy (nm) Rp 
(nm) 
s 
PBA_10c 1:1 8.49±0.23 163,549 7.99±0.12 2.54±0.21 6.21±0.29 15.0 0.41 
PBA_15c 1.5:1 15.6±0.31 295,727 8.94±0.08 8.27±0.90 4.88±0.22 18.0 0.27 
PS_NP27c 4:1 21.5±0.06 725,000 8.50±0.11 9.76±0.29 1.03±0.94 11.8 0.09 
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Figure 15: Small angle neutron scattering fits for PS NPS with 1mL/hr monomer rate 
of addition in deuterated tetrahydrofuran, d8-THF, (gold) and deuterated 
cyclohexane, C6D12, (purple) using the combined Fuzzy Gel model. 
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Figure 16: Small angle neutron scattering fits for PS NPS with 2mL/hr monomer rate 
of addition in deuterated tetrahydrofuran, d8-THF, (gold) and deuterated 
cyclohexane, C6D12, (purple) using the combined Fuzzy Gel model. 
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Table 5: The results of the Fuzzy Gel model fitting of the polystyrene soft 
nanoparticles in deuterated THF (gold) and deuterated cyclohexane (purple). 
 
Rate of 
Addition 
(mL/hr) 
Mol % 
DVB Rg (nm) Rc (nm) 
tfuzzy 
(nm) Rp (nm) s 
1 
0.81 
8.86±0.1 3.67±1.5 6.36±0.6 16.38±1.9 0.39 
8.50±0.09 2.52±1.2 5.13±2.2 12.78±4.3 0.40 
1.91 
8.43±0.06 3.30±0.9 3.76±0.4 10.81±1.2 0.39 
8.28±0.07 2.00±0.3 5.20±1.2 12.40±2.4 0.42 
4.60 
6.14±0.02 1.95±1.7 2.73±0.2 7.42±1.7 0.37 
5.85±0.04 1.57±0.2 3.43±0.1 8.43±0.3 0.40 
10.7 
6.21±0.03 3.51±1.4 3.44±0.3 10.79±1.6 0.32 
6.99±0.07 2.15±0.3 4.32±1.3 11.21±2.6 0.36 
2 
0.81 
10.1±0.05 3.46±0.1 4.62±0.1 12.69±0.2 0.36 
8.81±0.2 2.41±0.3 6.12±0.3 14.65±0.7 0.42 
1.91 
6.83±0.03 6.15±1.7 2.48±1 11.11±2.6 0.22 
8.18±0.2 2.22±0.5 4.25±0.8 10.72±1.7 0.40 
4.60 
7.00±0.02 5.99±0.2 1.39±0.1 8.79±0.1 0.16 
8.52±0.1 2.50±0.8 5.83±0.2 13.12±0.9 0.39 
10.7 
6.46±0.01 7.13±0.1 ---- 7.13±0.1 ---- 
8.82±0.1 2.28±0.1 5.15±0.2 12.53±0.4 0.40 
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these nanoparticles in d8-THF and C6D12.  Most interestingly, the radii of gyration as 
determined from the Guinier plots are between 5 and 9 nanometers for these nanoparticles 
in C6D12.  Also, the core radius of the PS nanoparticles appears to collapse in the theta 
solvent C6D12 relative to the internal morphology of the nanoparticles in a good solvent d8- 
THF.  Moreover, the effective fuzziness ratio of all nanoparticles in C6D12 is between 0.3-
0.4 and does not change with crosslink density, which is contrary to the structure of the 
nanoparticles in a good solvent d8-THF, which shows a decrease in the fuzziness with 
crosslink density.   
Discussion 
 
 Micro-emulsion polymerization has been employed to prepare latex nanoparticles 
with various hydrophobic monomers for well over 20 years. Simply defined, the emulsion 
is a thermodynamically stable, transparent dispersion of monomer droplets in an 
immiscible liquid.108,109  The influence of many aspects of the typical micro-emulsion 
polymerization have been investigated to determine their influence on the final 
nanoparticle latex including the importance of surfactant-to-monomer ratio, the monomer 
rate of addition, the solubility and polarity of monomer in either the oil or water phase, 
reaction temperature, as well as the polymerization initiator.43,110  For instance, the effects 
of monomer addition rate and crosslink density on the formation and topology of 
polystyrene nanoparticles in a monomer-starved, nano-emulsion polymerization have been 
studied when the polymerization uses excess surfactant to control the overall nanoparticle 
size.99 The current experiments extend these studies to document the importance of 
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monomer solubility in water on the size, morphology, and topology of the soft nanoparticle 
in the nano-emulsion polymerization of butyl acrylate. 
Effect of Surfactant Concentration 
 
 In nano-emulsion or micro-emulsion polymerizations, it is well established that the 
monomer micelle sizes are controlled by the surfactant concentration, where it is possible 
to produce nanoparticles with radii between 10 and 60 nm in size.90 Initially, surfactant 
forms micelles when the concentration rises above the critical micelle concentration. These 
micelles are highly fluid and have an overall low rigidity.109 Antonietti et al investigated 
the relationship between the amount of surfactant and final size of polystyrene 
nanoparticles.90  As the surfactant to monomer ratio, S, was increased from 0.2 to > 1 the 
hydrodynamic radii systematically decreased from approximately 60 nanometers at low 
surfactant loadings to less than 15 nanometers when the surfactant to monomer ratio 
became greater than 1.  However, they witnessed deviations from these systematic radii 
decrease when the nanoparticles were very small, under 20 nanometers.90 The surfactant 
to monomer ratio of the PBA nanoparticles studied varies from 1 to 1.5, while the total 
particle radius remains fairly constant between 15 and 16 nanometers.  It has been 
established that in some nano-emulsions that the size of the monomer micelles does not 
change during the polymerization.109  This is primarily because the increased surfactant to 
monomer ratio creates smaller micelles with decreased pliability.90  This appears to be the 
case in the synthesis of the PBA nanoparticles, where the addition of new monomer to the 
reaction vessel does not swell the monomer micelles. Therefore, in the synthesis of the 
PBA nanoparticles, it is more probable that the slow rate of monomer addition combined 
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with high surfactant concentration limits the swelling of monomer micelles and the 
addition of additional monomer creates new monomer micelles. The increased surfactant 
concentration also likely decreases the rate of polymerization and thus increased the 
nucleation period of the monomer micelles.111 
 The solubility of the monomer in water increases the difficulty of controlling the 
size and topology of the nanoparticles during nano-emulsion polymerizations.  The 
polydispersity that emerges from the fit of the data to the model, providing a measure of 
heterogeneity of crosslinked core radius and the fuzzy interface in the synthesized PBA 
nanoparticles. As the polydispersity increases towards 1, the scattering objects become less 
uniform. Previous studies have shown that, the size of the nanoparticles become more 
uniform by increasing the surfactant concentration in nano-emulsion polymerizations.90  In 
Figures 17 and 18, the distribution of the core radius and fuzzy interface of the PBA 
nanoparticles and PS nanoparticle are presented. Comparing the distributions of the 
PBA_10c and PBA_15c, which differ in the amount of surfactant in the reaction flask, 
shows that increasing the surfactant concentration decreases the polydispersity of both the 
fuzzy interface and the radius of the PBA nanoparticles.  The polydispersity is further 
decreased when the monomer has limited water solubility, as is true for styrene.   The 
limited water solubility of the styrene monomer results in further control of the nano-
emulsion polymerization where the radicals formed during the polymerization likely 
remain in the monomer micelles controlling the propagation of the polymer chains thus 
always growing the nanoparticle.  
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Figure 17: The Gaussian distribution of the polydispersity of the soft nanoparticle 
radii. 
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Figure 18: The Gaussian distribution of the polydispersity of the fuzzy interface of 
the soft nanoparticles. 
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Influence of Monomer Water Solubility on Nanoparticle Formation 
 
 The solubility of the monomer in water has been shown to affect the polymerization 
of nanoparticle latexes in micro- or nano-emulsions.102,110,111  When the solubility of the  
monomer in water is too high, often a co-surfactant must be incorporated into the 
polymerization for stability.112 If a co-surfactant is not used, control of the micro- or nano-
emulsion degrades resulting in the nanoparticles precipitating out of the reaction before the 
reaction reaches completion. For a nano-emulsion polymerization, the desired location for 
particle nucleation is within the monomer-swollen micelles.  However, if the monomer is 
slightly soluble in water, free radicals can be generated in the continuous aqueous phase 
and polymerize within this phase until exceeding their solubility and thus precipitating 
early.102  It is then likely for those precipitated oligomers to absorb surfactant and 
undergoing “homogeneous nucleation”.102  
 It is also known that the monomer solubility in water has a direct effect on the 
number of nanoparticles and the size of nanoparticles produced by a polymerization.113,114 
For a hydrophobic monomer such as styrene, which has an extremely low solubility/is 
insoluble in water, the size of the monomer micelles in the polymerization constantly 
increases with growing nanoparticles until the completion of the polymerization.113 Styrene 
monomers will either immediately form new monomer micelles or will enter previously 
formed monomer micelles, which results in continuous growth of the nanoparticles. 
However, for a monomer that is slightly soluble in water, such as butyl acrylate, it is likely 
that activated butyl acrylate monomers will form new monomer micelles instead of adding 
to already formed monomer micelles. This creates micelles that do not change much 
throughout the polymerization, depending on the surfactant concentration.113  The 
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solubility of the monomer within the water also allows the monomer free radical to move 
from micelle to micelle and therefore decreases the control of the polymerization that is 
possible when using an insoluble monomer.102  
 The PBA nanoparticles exhibit distinctly different effective fuzzinesses, s, with a 
change in surfactant concentration. As the surfactant concentration varies from 10 to 15 % 
in the polymerization, the effective fuzziness decreases from 0.41 to 0.27. Comparison of 
the fuzziness of the PBA nanoparticles to that of a PS nanoparticle that was polymerized 
under similar conditions shows that the effective fuzziness decreases to 0.09.  Thus, the 
precise control of topology in the monomer starve semi-batch nano-emulsion 
polymerization of polystyrene nanoparticles is limited when the monomer is slightly 
soluble in water.  For the PBA nanoparticles themselves, an increase in the surfactant to 
monomer concentration translates to an increase in fuzzy interface.  This is interpreted as 
the polymerization with less surfactant contains micelles that are more pliable allowing 
monomer to enter and exit the micelle more easily, resulting in a larger fuzzy interface. An 
increase in surfactant concentration creates less pliable micelles that results in a more static 
micelle, where the polymerization resides in the center of the micelle growing the 
crosslinked core rather than at the surface.  The PBA nanoparticles also have a larger total 
particle radius, Rp, compared to that of the PS nanoparticle.  One interpretation is that the 
increased solubility of the butyl acrylate in water increases the size of the nanoparticle due 
to increases monomer diffusion in the continuous aqueous phase.113 This is most likely due 
to the moderate rate of monomer addition resulting in more monomer available in the 
system, which supplies monomer micelles with more monomer initially to form larger 
nanoparticles than the polystyrene nanoparticles.102 
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Impact of Solvent Quality on Dispersed Nanoparticle Morphology 
 
 The change in PS nanoparticle structure and morphology as the solvent quality 
changes from a good solvent to a theta solvent is relevant to the understanding the structure 
of a soft nanoparticle morphology in a polystyrene matrix, which should mimic theta 
conditions. The nanoparticle is modelled as a highly cross-linked core with a “blurred” 
interface that is a result of decreasing crosslinking towards the outer surface of the 
nanoparticle. Towards understanding the impact of solvent quality on the structure of soft 
nanoparticles, the structures of the PS nanoparticles are determined in d8-THF, a good 
solvent for PS and in C6D12 at 38.5 °Celsius, a theta solvent for PS. Two sets of PS 
nanoparticles with different monomer rates of addition were chosen to investigate the 
behavior of the impact of effective fuzziness on the nanoparticle structure in these solvents.   
 SANS of the 1 wt.% of PS nanoparticles in d8-THF exhibit a nanoparticle 
morphology that is completely swollen. For the PS nanoparticles synthesized with 2mL/hr 
monomer addition, the size of the crosslinked core radius increases while the half width of 
the fuzzy interface decreases as the amount of crosslinker increases in the semi-batch 
emulsion polymerization. The PS nanoparticles synthesized with 1mL/hr monomer 
addition rate in d8-THF exhibited no real correlation between the amount of DVB 
crosslinker and the size of the fuzzy interface. This is ascribed to the formation of new 
monomer micelles as the monomer is slowly added and the polymerization proceeds with 
little penetration of the crosslinker molecules into the micelles because the surfactant 
interfacial layer is highly concentrated and non-pliable.99 This essentially results in these 
nanoparticles exhibiting a constant effective fuzziness with increased crosslink density.  
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 The PS nanoparticles in 1wt% solutions in C6D12 at 38.5 °C are expected to collapse 
relative to the nanoparticles in d8-THF due to the decreased solvent quality. The 
nanoparticles are only marginally soluble in this theta solvent for polystyrene, thus extreme 
diligence was taken when preparing the SANS samples to limit aggregation. The fact that 
the majority of the scattering curves exhibit similar forward scattering intensities, I(Q=0), 
(except for 0.81 and 1.91 mol % of DVB crosslinker at 2mL/hr monomer addition rate) to 
those in THF verify that these experiments are evaluating the structure of individually 
dispersed nanoparticles.  The two samples with a modest increase in forward scattering is 
probably due to undesirable aggregation that occurred when the warm C6D12 solutions were 
transferred into cool quartz banjo cells.  This phase aggregation of nanoparticles results in 
a slight increase in the I(Q=0) intercept resulting in skewed molecular weight calculations, 
but does not affect the determination of the nanoparticle size or structure, which is 
influenced by the complete scattering curve.  
 Using the fuzzy sphere form factor to fit the small angle neutron scattering data sets 
provides a pathway to probe the internal structure of the soft nanoparticles, including the 
change in the radius of the crosslinked core and the size of the fuzzy interface.  It is 
interesting to note that for all nanoparticles, regardless of monomer rate of addition, the 
measured crosslinked core radius decreases with a decrease in solvent quality to the theta 
solvent (Figure 19 and Figure 20).  A polymer chain dispersed in a good solvent will swell 
due to the penetration of the solvent into the polymer chain. However, a decrease in solvent 
quality leads to less favorable interactions between polymer and solvent, and the polymer 
conformation changes to increase monomer-monomer interactions reducing the less 
favorable monomer-solvent interactions. This results in a contraction or collapse of the  
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Figure 19: Impact of solvent quality, d8-THF (gold) and C6D12 (purple), on the PS 
nanoparticles core radius, Rc, synthesized with a 1mL/hr monomer rate of addition.  
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Figure 20: Impact of solvent quality, d8-THF (gold) and C6D12 (purple), on the PS 
nanoparticles core radius, Rc, synthesized with a 2mL/hr monomer rate of addition. 
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overall polymer.115  Applying these principles to the PS nanoparticles dispersed in a theta 
solvent, the nanoparticles wants to eliminate the solvent from within the internal structure 
of the nanoparticle, and the nanoparticle goes from a swollen state to a more contracted 
state.   Inspection of Table 5 shows that this contraction primarily manifests in the collapse 
of the core, which is accompanied by an increase in the fuzzy interface width for the clear 
majority of the nanoparticles (Figure 21 and Figure 22).  
 This translates to a relatively uniform half width of the fuzzy interface of the PS 
nanoparticles in theta conditions regardless of the synthetic conditions.  This is in contrast 
to the structure of the structure of the nanoparticles synthesized with 2mL/hr monomer 
addition rate in a good solvent, which exhibit a steady decrease in the fuzzy interface with 
an increase in DVB crosslinker. It is likely that the increase of the half width of the fuzzy 
interface in the theta solvent is due to the nanoparticle core becoming overly compact and 
the remaining polystyrene chain ends and loops are not able to coil and collapse any further 
into themselves. This results in a fuzzy interface that is similar to or larger than in the soft 
nanoparticles in the good solvent d8-THF. It is particularly interesting that the change in 
structure of the PS nanoparticle in a theta solvent is concentrated at the crosslinked core, 
and not the peripheral fuzzy interface. This means that if we envision these soft 
nanoparticles to mimic the behavior of hairy nanoparticles (solid nanoparticles with grafted 
polymer chains), the change in solvent quality decreases the more solid-like core, but 
retains the free chains at the surface.  Following this analogy further, the core radii of the 
nanoparticles in a theta solvent are less than half the tube diameter for linear polystyrene 
(» 8.3 nm)116,117 and approaching sizes where one might expect surprisingly large and 
qualitatively different changes in polymer nanocomposite structure and dynamics.117–119 In  
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Figure 21: Impact of solvent quality, d8-THF (gold) and C6D12 (purple), on the PS 
nanoparticles fuzzy interface half width, tfuzzy, synthesized with a 1mL/hr monomer 
rate of addition 
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Figure 22: Impact of solvent quality, d8-THF (gold) and C6D12 (purple), on the PS 
nanoparticles fuzzy interface half width, tfuzzy, synthesized with a 2mL/hr monomer 
rate of addition. 
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particular, Faraone and co-workers have reported an increase in the tube diameter with the 
addition of nanoparticles smaller than the entanglement mesh size.119 This may therefore 
provide additional insight into the mechanism by which the presence of these soft 
nanoparticles increase the diffusion coefficient of the neighboring polymer chains12 if these 
nanoparticles behave in a similar manner (Chapter 4). 
Conclusion 
 
 Small angle neutron scattering was used to investigate the structure and 
morphology of soft poly(butyl acrylate) nanoparticles as well as soft PS nanoparticles in 
both a good and theta solvents. The water solubility of the monomer polymerized in a 
monomer starved semi-batch nano-emulsion polymerization is an important factor that 
impacts the structure of the produced soft nanoparticles.  Using hydrophobic monomers, 
such as styrene, reduces the propensity of the monomer to reside in the continuous water 
phase, thus increasing the tunability of the morphology and topology of the nanoparticle as 
the monomer is sequestered into the micelles.  When using a slightly water-soluble 
monomer, such as butyl acrylate, the topology of the nanoparticle is more difficult to 
control regardless of the surfactant concentration.  However, as the surfactant concentration 
is increased, the pliability of the monomer micelle surface decreases and more control is 
possible.   
 When PS nanoparticles are dispersed in a theta solvent, the radius of the crosslinked 
core of the nanoparticle decreases as the polymer collapses due to unfavorable interactions 
between the nanoparticle and the solvent.  At the same time, the smooth decay of the 
scattering length density at the surface of the fuzzy sphere increases. It is interesting that 
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the predicted contraction with decreased solvent quality is concentrated on the core of the 
nanoparticle, which provides insight into the structures of the nanoparticle that are present 
in an all-polymer nanocomposite that consists of these soft nanoparticles and linear 
polymer chains. This relationship of soft nanoparticle structural behavior to a solvent 
quality provides insight that will guide future studies of soft nanoparticles dispersed into a 
bulk polymer matrix producing a stronger relationship for nanoparticles behaving as 
athermal fillers where the soft nanoparticles are more collapsed in a bulk polymer matrix 
than their swollen structure in a good solvent.  
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CHAPTER 4: 
THE INFLUENCE OF SOFT POLYSTYRENE NANOPARTICLES 
ON THE DIFFUSION OF LINEAR POLYSTYRENE 
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Abstract 
 
 The dynamics of polymers in an all-polymer nanocomposite that are comprised of 
soft crosslinked polystyrene nanoparticles and linear polystyrene have been investigated.  
In this chapter, we describe how the nanoparticle size, topology, and rigidity impact the 
linear polymer chain diffusion.  The results of the in-situ neutron reflectivity experiments 
show three distinct regimes in the linear polymer diffusion that are dependent on the 
polymer matrix molecular weight.  The results indicate that the inclusion of soft 
nanoparticles increases the amount of topological constraints and confinement effects for 
low matrix molecular weight polymer.  At modest molecular weights where the size of the 
nanoparticle and polymer chain are similar, the soft nanoparticles neither inhibit nor 
enhance the linear polymer diffusion, while at the highest polymer matrix molecular 
weight, the linear polymer diffusion increases due to the increase in the constraint release 
mechanism by the soft nanoparticles.  Thermal analysis shows that the nanoparticles do 
not increase the free volume of the system nor do they behave as a plasticizing agent.  The 
neutron reflectivity results indicate that there is a correlation between the size of soft 
nanoparticles relative to that of the linear polystyrene where the competition between a 
topological barrier effect and enhancing constraint release define the behavior of a given 
all-polymer nanocomposite. 
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Introduction 
 
 Polymer nanocomposites have come to the forefront of research over the last 
several decades.  The homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles into polymer matrices have 
shown improvement in material properties that are dependent on the polymer/nanoparticle 
interactions.22  The knowledge of polymer mobility within a nanocomposite is essential to 
understand and optimize adhesion, crack healing, and welding applications.120  The 
interdiffusion of polymer chains is usually strongly impeded as a result of incorporation of 
hard impenetrable nanoparticles.  On the other hand, the addition of polymeric, organic 
nanoparticles to a linear polymer matrix has resulted in significant viscosity reduction as 
well as increased polymer diffusion in polystyrene nanocomposites.12,49  Therefore, 
understanding and monitoring the real-time interdiffusion of linear chains in these all-
polymer nanocomposites will provide insight into the role of the soft nanoparticle on the 
behavior of the linear polymer matrix. 
 Thin film polymer interdiffusion can be studied by monitoring the mobility of the 
polymer chains across joined layers of bulk polymer.121,122  The initial layers are immobile 
and unable to move across the layer interface, however, when the polymer layers are heated 
above the glass transition temperature of the polymer, the polymer chains diffuse across 
the bilayer interface. For polymers that are entangled, i.e. above the critical molecular 
weight for the polymer, the most successful model to describe such polymer dynamics is 
the reptation model.120,123,124  In this tube model, the polymer chain is trapped within a 
fictitious tube with radius a, where the tube is a representation of topological restraints 
from neighboring polymer chains or nanoparticles.  The polymer chain motion is severely 
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restricted laterally by the tube radius. In this model, the initial polymer motion can be 
described as Brownian motion following Rouse dynamics where the motion of a single 
segment can be monitored.125,126  The Rouse relaxation dynamics monitor the motion of 
unentangled polymer chains over short distances.  During these short time motions, the 
interaction of the polymer with the surrounding medium is by a cumulative friction 
between the surroundings and the polymer.  However, the Rouse model was developed for 
unentangled melts and thus ignores entanglements and constraints that exist for longer 
polymer chains.  For longer time scales in entangled polymers where the polymer chain 
moves distances greater than their own radius of gyration, the dynamics of the chains are 
dominated by the reptation model.127,128  In this model, the time it takes the polymer chain 
to move the length of the tube, or contour length of the chain, is known as the longest 
relaxation time, 𝜏C?o@}@~B.121  This model predicts that the rate of polymer diffusion is 
inversely proportional to the molecular weight squared at a given annealing temperature; 𝐷C?o@}@~B = 𝑀𝑤O:.121,129 To understand how bulk polymer diffusion is affected by the 
inclusion of nanoparticles, researchers have used a wide range of scientific techniques 
including elastic recoil detection, rheology, Raman microscopy, Rutherford backscattering 
spectrometry, Fourier transform infrared spectrometry, and neutron 
reflectivity.7,12,16,49,53,130–133 
 A common protocol to monitor polymer interdiffusion is to create a polymer bilayer 
where one layer is composed of protonated polymer and the second layer consists of 
deuterated polymer with symmetric molecular weights. The deuteration of one layer 
provides contrast for neutron reflectivity,134 NR, which provides a perpendicular 
composition profile at the polymer-polymer bilayer with nanoscale resolution (less than 1 
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nm).120   Using this geometry, neutron reflectivity has successfully monitored short and 
long relaxation processes at the polymer-polymer interface.12,53,126,129,135,136 It is an 
advantageous technique to monitor interdiffusion of two layers due to its ability to monitor 
time scales less than treptation, unlike many other techniques.  Traditional reflectivity 
experiments that monitor the broadening of the polymer-polymer interface with diffusion 
usually involves an anneal-quench experimental procedure where a sample is heated above 
the bulk glass transition temperature, Tg, for a specific period of time in an oven.  The 
sample is then rapidly quenched below room temperature to halt polymer motion thus 
immobilizing the polymers.  The samples are then characterized by neutron reflectivity in 
this frozen state. This method can result in many experimental difficulties such as slow 
quenching that will disturb the polymer-polymer interface, uneven heating or quenching of 
the sample, as well as destroying the sample from human error.  These static measurements 
also make it difficult to detect the initial interdiffusion of the polymer-polymer interface 
leading to increased experimental uncertainty. Bucknall et al designed a “time-resolved” 
approach to monitor the diffusion of polystyrene, PS, bilayers by outfitting the NR sample 
stage with a thermostatically heatable brass plate.136  This modified sample stage allowed 
for real-time reflectivity measurements over a modified Q-range to monitor the change in 
the interfacial width of a symmetric neat PS bilayers in-situ as the sample was heated above 
its glass transition temperature.  These experiments demonstrate that at short times, t, the 
interfacial width increases as t1/4, which is indicative of Rouse dynamics. This interfacial 
width dependence transitions from t1/4 to t1/2 for times greater than the 𝜏C?o@}@~B, where 
Fickian diffusion dominates the growth of the interfacial width. The rate of the growth of 
the interfacial width, w, is then analyzed to extract a mutual diffusion coefficient of the two 
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polymers, 𝑤 = (4𝐷𝑡)g/:. This provides an experimental verification of  the reptation 
theory presented by de Gennes in the 1971.127   
 The recent growth of nanocomposites within academic research has led to a 
significant increase in the interest of the diffusion behavior of polymers in the presence of 
nanoparticles.  Nanoparticles are becoming more popular than their micron or macro-sized 
counterparts due to their high interfacial surface area which has a stronger influence on the 
dynamics of a polymer system and are capable of improving the mechanical, thermal, 
electrical and optical properties of the composite.19,22,44,69,137–142 By incorporating 
nanoparticles into a polymer matrix, even at low weight percentages, the bulk materials 
exhibit significantly different dynamic properties relative to those of the neat polymer. 
Generally, nanoparticles that are incorporated into a polymer matrix can be universally 
compared based on key length scales including radius of the nanoparticle, radius of 
gyration of the polymer matrix, Rg, and interparticle spacing, ID.16  Most research 
incorporates hard, inorganic nanoparticles which act as impenetrable obstacles that cause 
polymer diffusion to slow down due to the nanoparticles being stationary barriers that add 
topological constraints to the motion of the polymer chains.17–19,21,44 Recently, the addition 
of hard nanoparticles into a polymer matrix has been shown to decrease the diffusion of 
the linear polymer where even low loadings of spherical nanoparticles reduce the room the 
polymer has to move.  This confinement effect, or constraint, is quantified by the 
interparticle spacing or ID, a measure of the average distance between nanoparticles.143  
These results indicate that the molecular weight of the matrix, as well as polymer-
nanoparticle interactions have a smaller effect on the slowing of polymer dynamics where 
the concentration of the nanoparticle and the particle size define ID and therefore dominate 
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the modified polymer dynamics. Even grafted nanoparticles that exhibit a hard core but 
have a corona of penetrable grafted polymer chains exhibit a decrease in the rate of polymer 
diffusion that follow this model.16   
 However, incorporating soft single-chain polymer nanoparticles, SCPNs, in a 
polymer matrix has been proven to eliminate the undesired confinement effects from 
impenetrable hard nanoparticles. These single-chain polymer nanoparticles do not confine 
the polymer as with hard core nanofillers, but contribute only to the topological 
constraints.22  Mackay et al26 investigated an ideal system of crosslinked polystyrene 
nanoparticles in a polystyrene matrix in which the nanoparticle/polymer interactions are 
simplified therefore eliminating enthalpic dispersion forces.  Incorporating the crosslinked 
nanoparticles into a chemically matched polymer matrix resulted in a reduction in viscosity 
compared to that of the neat polymer.26  This phenomenon deviates from the Stokes-
Einstein model117 which predicts an increase in viscosity with nanoparticle loading.  
Bačová et al utilized simulations to model SCNPs in an ideal, all-polymer nanocomposite. 
This work determined that polymer matrix chains are able to fully penetrate crosslinked 
nanoparticles concluding that the change in the friction coefficient experienced by the 
linear chains is negligible with the inclusion of soft nanoparticles.22  
 The diffusive behavior of all-polymer nanocomposites have not been as extensively 
studied and is not well understood due to the complexities of the experiments. Previously, 
Miller et al determined that penetrable polystyrene soft nanoparticles increased the 
diffusion rate of linear polystyrene, where the extent of the increase is dependent on 
nanoparticle rigidity.12  These experiments were completed for a system when the radius 
of gyration of the linear polymer is greater than that of the soft nanoparticle.12  The increase 
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in the diffusion of the linear polymer chains was interpreted to indicate that the unique 
topology of the nanoparticles, a well-defined crosslinked core with a corona comprised of 
chain ends and loops, enables an increase in the constraint release mechanism. This 
increase in the constraint release mechanism is similar to the effects observed with the 
addition of star polymers to a linear chain melt.12,144  Within these systems, the shorter arms 
of the star polymers relax on a time scale faster than the reptating chain dilating the tubes 
for the unrelaxed chains. Imel et al also determined that the soft nanoparticles are not 
stationary in the polymer matrix and therefore their mobility may couple with the diffusive 
behavior of the linear polymer chains.53   
 The increased complexity of polymer diffusion of an all-polymer nanocomposite 
demonstrates the need for greater understanding of how topologically controlled soft, 
polymer nanoparticles affect the center of mass diffusion of linear polymer chains.  In this 
chapter, in-situ time-resolved neutron reflectivity is completed to gain an understanding of 
how the presence of the soft nanoparticles affects the diffusion of linear polystyrene, PS, 
as a function of PS molecular weight. In this chapter, two sets of soft nanoparticles are 
investigated: soft nanoparticles with varying but well controlled interfaces and soft 
nanoparticles with identical interfaces.  For the first set of soft nanoparticles, the measured 
diffusion coefficients of neat polystyrene and polystyrene with a 1 weight % loading of 
soft PS nanoparticles are reported as a function of three PS matrix molecular weights.  The 
diffusion coefficients of neat polystyrene exhibit a molecular weight dependence of -2 as 
predicted by the reptation model.121  The measured diffusion coefficients of the 
nanocomposites are also determined as a function nanoparticle softness, interfacial 
topology of the nanoparticle, the relative size of the nanoparticle to that of the polymer 
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chain.  The presence of soft nanoparticles results in three distinct regimes for linear PS 
diffusion coefficients: for the lowest molecular weight (61k) matrix, all nanocomposites 
exhibited a decrease in linear polymer diffusion coefficients, the middle molecular weight 
(215k) matrix, exhibited very little change in the PS diffusion coefficients compared to that 
of the neat polymer, and the nanocomposites at the highest PS matrix molecular weight 
(540k) increased the diffusion coefficients of the linear polymer chain.  The increase in 
linear polymer diffusion in the high molecular weight PS is also observed for the second 
set of soft polystyrene nanoparticle which exhibit identical interfaces. The comparison of 
these results to that of the first set of soft nanoparticles, soft nanoparticles with controlled 
interfaces, exemplifies that the dominate factors controlling the PS diffusion in an all-
polymer nanocomposite are the nanoparticle size and rigidity. 
Experimental 
 
 Silicon wafers, 2-inch diameter with 5mm thickness or 4-inch diameter with 1mm 
thickness, were cleaned in a piranha solution composed of a 3:1 ratio of sulfuric acid and 
30% hydrogen peroxide for 24 hours at 105°C.  Wafers were rinsed thoroughly with 
nanopure water and dried under a stream of nitrogen gas. The Si wafers were then placed 
in a Jelight UVO Cleaner for 15 minutes to complete removing any residual organic residue 
and to reform the oxide layer on the surface of the wafers.   
 A series of symmetric molecular weights of protonated polystyrene, h-PS, and 
deuterated polystyrene, d8-PS, were purchased from Polymer Source Inc. with number 
average molecular weights, Mn, of 61,500/61,500, 211,000/215,000, and 
535,000/540,000g/mol respectfully and were used without further modification.  Solutions 
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of 1wt% h-PS and d8-PS in toluene were prepared for each polymer to cast films.   Polymer 
bilayers were prepared by spin casting an h-PS film bottom layer onto a 2-inch reflectivity 
silicon wafer with thicknesses of 50-70nm measured by laser elipsometry.  The bottom h-
PS layers were dried overnight in a Lindberg Blue M vacuum oven at 130°C to remove 
any excess solvent.  Top layers of d8-PS were prepared using the same spin coating method 
on a 4-inch thin silicon wafer.  The d8-PS layers were then floated off the silicon wafer onto 
the surface of nanopure water. The d8-PS floated layer was picked up using the h-PS 
reflectivity water to create the neat bilayer geometry.  The bilayers were then placed into a 
vacuum oven at room temperature for a minimum of 24 hours to remove all excess solvent 
and residual nanopure water between the layers.     
 Soft polystyrene nanoparticles for this study were synthesized using a monomer-
starved semi-batch nanoemulsion polymerization, the details can be found in the previous 
chapter.99  A list of relevant physical characteristics of the nanoparticles can be found in 
Table 6. Nanocomposites were prepared using the same method with 1 weight % loading 
of soft nanoparticle NP1, NP2, NP3, or NP4 in linear polystyrene.  The softness of the 
nanoparticles was controlled by the amount of divinylbenzene (DVB) crosslinker added 
during the emulsion polymerization.  As the crosslinking density increases from 0.81% 
(NP1), 1.91% (NP2), 4.60% (NP3), to 10.7% (NP4) the size of the fuzzy interface 
decreases.  The amount of DVB crosslinker also controls the rigidity of the nanoparticles. 
The measured radii of gyration of this set of nanoparticles are 10.1 nm, 6.83 nm, 7.0 nm, 
and 6.46 nm, respectfully.  The second set of nanocomposites with a matrix molecular 
weight of 540k PS only, were prepared using 1 weight % loading of soft nanoparticles NPA 
(0.81% DVB), NPB (1.91% DVB), NPC (4.60% DVB), and NPD (10.7% DVB).  These  
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Table 6: Polystyrene soft nanoparticles grouped as a function of styrene monomer 
addition rate and increasing %DVB crosslinking density.  The values were 
determined using small angle neutron scattering as previously reported. 
Monomer 
Addition 
Rate 
Soft NP 
Name % DVB Rg (nm) Rc (nm) t (nm) Rp (nm) s 
1 mL/hr 
NPA 0.81 8.86 3.67 6.36 16.38 0.39 
NPB 1.91 8.43 3.30 3.76 10.81 0.34 
NPC 4.60 6.14 1.95 2.73 7.42 0.37 
NPD 10.7 6.21 3.51 3.44 10.40 0.33 
2 mL/hr 
NP1 0.81 10.1 3.46 4.62 12.69 0.36 
NP2 1.91 6.83 6.15 2.48 11.11 0.22 
NP3 4.60 7.0 6.00 1.40 8.80 0.16 
NP4 10.7 6.46 7.05 - 7.05 - 
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nanoparticles were polymerized using a 1mL/hr rate of monomer addition, which resulted 
in nanoparticles that exhibit similar effective fuzzinesses regardless of crosslink density. 
The radii of gyration for this set of nanoparticles are 8.86 nm, 8.43 nm, 6.14 nm, and 6.21 
nm respectfully. 
In-Situ Neutron Reflectivity  
 
 In-situ neutron reflectivity experiments were conducted at the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology Center for Neutron Research on the NG7 Horizontal Neutron 
Reflectometer.  All reflectivity experiments were conducted in the NG7 Reflectometer 
Heated Pressure Vessel for Thin Films.  This in-situ temperature chamber offered precise 
control of the temperature of the sample using a Peltier temperature controller controlled 
through LabVIEW software.  The design of this cell provides a temperature evolution 
profile with very little overshoot and minimal fluctuation when the temperature was 
increased from 90°C to 130°C.  As shown in Figure 23, under vacuum, the temperature 
chamber reaches a stable and constant temperature in under 5 minutes.  The reflectivity 
curves of all as-cast samples were obtained at 90°C, below the glass transition temperature 
of neat polystyrene. The temperature was then increased to 130°C to measure the 
reflectivity of the samples at 130 °C during annealing.  To anneal samples with 215k and 
540k matrix molecular weights, a temperature ramp from 90°C to 130°C was performed 
under vacuum and the reflectivity curves were then measured as a function of annealing 
time at 130 °C.  This protocol results in time-resolved annealed reflectivity profiles, which 
were captured continuously for 4 hours with auto-alignment and continuous data capture 
every 13 minutes.  However, this protocol is insufficient for the 61.5k PS matrix as the  
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Figure 23: In-situ temperature ramp from 90 °C to 130 °C. 
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polymer diffuses too quickly such that the important changes in the interfacial width occur 
within the first 15 minutes of the annealing process.  The protocol was modified to include 
heating the sample in the in-situ chamber to 130 °C and annealing the sample for 3 minutes.  
The temperature was then quickly quenched back to 90 °C and the reflectivity profile was 
captured at 90 °C.  This procedure was then repeated for 3-minute heating intervals at 130 
°C up to a total annealing time of 15 minutes.  
 The reflectivity experiments were completed with a neutron wavelength, l, of 4.75 
Å and a Q range of 0.008 – 0.08Å-1.   The reflectivity was then plotted as a function of the 
momentum transfer vector perpendicular to the reflection surface, Q=(4p/l)sinq, where q 
is the angle of incidence.  The reflectivity profiles, (R) vs Q (A-1), were reduced using 
Reflpak software as well as online data reduction through the NIST website.  The Motofit 
analysis package in IGOR Pro was used to fit reflectivity profiles to produce a scattering 
length density profile.  Reflectivity profiles were fit by systematically varying the 
thicknesses of each layer, scattering length densities, and interfacial roughness until the 
best fit was achieved by optimizing the c2 parameter.  To verify the validity of the 
reflectivity fits, the area under the scattering length density, SLD, profile was calculated 
and confirmed to not vary by more than 10% for all annealing times.   
Differential Scanning Calorimetry  
 
 The glass transition temperatures of the neat 540k h-PS films and 540k PS matrix 
nanocomposites were measured by differential scanning calorimetry using a TA 
Instruments Q1000 DSC with samples in standard sealed aluminum pans.  The mass of the 
samples in aluminum pans were measured using Cahn C-33 Microbalance.  The DSC 
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procedure included a temperature ramp from 40°C to 150°C at 10°C/minute and was 
repeated 4 times.  The temperature curves were analyzed using TA Instruments’ Universal 
Analysis software to calculate the glass transition temperature for all samples. 
Results 
 
 Reflectivity profiles of the 540k neat PS bilayer for a range of annealing times are 
presented in Figure 24 as an example of the changes in the reflectivity data with polymer 
diffusion at the polymer interface over time.  The pink circles represent data collected for 
the as cast sample at 90°C.  The height of the reflectivity fringes for the as cast data 
correspond to a sharp interface in the sample, while the tall fringes that include two peaks 
are indicative of two distinct layers within the measured sample.  The purple triangles are 
representative of the 540k neat bilayer annealed at 130°C for 1006s and the blue squares is 
the bilayer annealed for 8051s.  The annealed curves show dampening of the fringes due 
to increased breadth of the PS:dPS interface thus representing the interdiffusion of the two 
polymers at this interface.  The critical edge of the reflectivity profiles, which is dictated 
mostly by the scattering length density of the top layer, also shifts to lower Q values in the 
annealed reflectivity profiles compared to the as cast profile.  This is another sign of inter-
diffusion of the bilayer.  From the best fit of the reflectivity profiles, the scattering length 
density profiles of each sample are produced, as shown in Figure 25.  Analysis of the as 
cast SLD curve (pink) shows that the interface between the two layers at approximately 
600Å from the air interface exhibits a nearly vertical transition between the d8-PS layer and 
h-PS layers.  As the sample is annealed for longer times (purple 1006s and blue 8051s), the  
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Figure 24: Reflectivity profiles for 540k neat bilayer as a representation of all 
samples. The profiles are offset for clarity. 
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transition between layers becomes rougher as a result of the two layers inter-diffusing 
together. This translates to a decrease in the slope between the two layers. The SLD profiles 
of the annealed samples in Figure 25, also show an increase in overall bilayer thickness, 
which is a result of the as cast sample experiencing kinetic trapping from the deposition 
method, spin coating, followed by their relaxation toward an equilibrium thickness when 
annealed at 130 °C.   
 The SLD profiles are converted into a d8-PS volume fraction profile using Equation 
4.1. In Equation 4.1, 𝜙 is the d8-PS volume fraction, SLDm is the measured SLD at a 𝜙 = OO                    Eq. 4.1 
given depth, SLDD is the SLD of the pure deuterated PS, and SLDH is the SLD of the pure 
protonated PS.  The d8-PS volume fraction profiles are then fit to a modified Fick’s second 
law126, Equation 4.2, to calculate the interfacial width as a function of annealing time.  The 𝜙 = g: ∗ 𝑐 ∗ 𝑒𝑟𝑓 OA + 𝑏        Eq. 4.2 
540k neat bilayer after annealing for 8051s at 130 °C depth profile is fit to Fick’s second 
law and is denoted by the solid black line in Figure 26.  In Equation 4.2, c is a constant, erf 
is the error function, h is the thickness of the d8-PS layer, w is the interfacial width, and b 
is the background.  The determined interfacial widths are then plotted as a function of 
annealing time, as shown in Figure 23.  In Figure 27, the time dependency of the growth 
in the interfacial width is fit a power law.  This analysis shows a time dependence of t1/4 at 
early times, which is consistent with Rousian dynamics.  At later times, the time 
dependence of the interfacial width changes to follow Fickian diffusion, t1/2.  This time 
dependence is fit to Equation 4.3 where D is the diffusion coefficient and t is the annealing  
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Figure 25: Scattering length density, SLD, curves for 540k neat bilayer as a function 
of bilayer depth and annealing time at 130 °C. 
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Figure 26: d8-PS volume fraction fit (black line) for 540k neat bilayer annealed for 
8051s to a single error function to calculate interfacial width in centimeters. 
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Figure 27: Log-log plot of interfacial width vs annealing time for 540k neat bilayer 
reflectivity.  The dashed line is fitted to the Rouse regime where there is a time 
dependency of t1/4 and the solid line is fitted to the reptative regime where the time 
dependency is equal to t1/2.  The transition from Rouse dynamics to reptative 
dynamics is estimated by tr. 
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𝑤 = (4𝐷𝑡)g/:          Eq. 4.3 
time. This analysis produces a diffusion coefficient value of D=9.367x10-17cm2/s for the 
540k neat bilayer.  Using this diffusion coefficient, the time at which the dynamics change 
from Rouse dynamics to Reptative dynamics is calculated using Equation 4.4.  In this 
Equation, 𝜏C	is the reptative time, N is the degree of polymerization, b is the segment length 
of polystyrene (0.67 nm), and D is the measured diffusion coefficient.  This analysis 
estimates that tr is equal to 7803s for the 540k neat bilayer as a self-consistent check on 
the data and the analysis. 𝜏C = >E[G[          Eq. 4.4 
 This analysis protocol is used to determine the diffusion coefficients for all samples.  
The values for the neat PS bilayers and nanocomposites containing the 2mL/hr 
nanoparticles are plotted in Figure 28 as a function of linear polymer molecular weight.  
The uncertainty in each diffusion coefficient is smaller than the symbol. The neat PS 
diffusion coefficients systematically decreases with increasing PS molecular weight. For 
the nanocomposites with a 61k matrix, the diffusion of the polystyrene in the 
nanocomposites is much slower than that of the neat PS polymer diffusion.  Interestingly, 
the rate of diffusion of the 215k PS in the nanocomposites do not change much from that 
of the pure 215k polymer.  Finally, the diffusion of the 540k PS in the nanocomposites 
diffuses much faster than that of the neat 540k PS. 
 In Figure 29, the diffusion coefficients of the neat 540k PS in nanocomposites 
containing soft PS nanoparticles with similar fuzzy interfaces are plotted as a function of 
DVB crosslinker.  As mentioned above, the monomer addition rate during nanoparticle 
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Figure 28: Molecular weight dependence of the measured diffusion coefficients for 
the neat bilayers and each nanocomposite as a function of molecular weights.  The 
solid line is consistent with reptation theory molecular weight dependency for the neat 
bilayers. 
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Figure 29: Comparison of diffusion coefficients of polymers containing nanoparticles 
with varying fuzziness as a function of DVB crosslinker. 
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synthesis alters the effective fuzziness of the nanoparticles.  In this study, the nanoparticles 
that were synthesized with 1 mL/hr monomer addition rate exhibit similar effective 
fuzziness regardless of the crosslinking density, while the nanoparticles that were 
synthesized with 2mL/hr monomer addition rate have decreasing fuzziness with increased 
crosslinking density.  As shown in Figure 29, all of the nanocomposites result in linear PS 
diffusion coefficients faster than that of the neat sample.  The diffusion coefficients of the 
PS are similar for all nanocomposites containing nanoparticles with 1.91%, 4.60%, and 
10.7% crosslinker. However, the diffusion coefficients of the two PS in the nanocomposites 
containing 0.81% crosslinked nanoparticles differ by ~18%. The 1 mL/hr nanoparticle with 
0.81% crosslinking has a larger total particle radius relative to that of the 2 mL/hr 
nanoparticle.  This difference in nanoparticle structure could result in a greater extent of 
constraints release, resulting the observed variation in the diffusion coefficients. 
Discussion  
 
 In all-polymer nanocomposites, a soft nanoparticle with a tunable interface controls 
the ability of matrix chains to penetrate the soft nanoparticle, which may alter polymer 
dynamics.  These tunable interfaces will also determine the dispersion of the nanoparticle 
in a polymer matrix.  
 Hard, inorganic, spherical nanoparticles with no affinity to the matrix material will 
often aggregate and act as dense fillers, where they diminish the properties of the bulk 
matrix.9,145,146  Hard nanoparticles such as silicon oxide, SiO2, decrease polymer diffusion 
in a nanocomposite where small nanoparticles slow polymer diffusion, due to a decrease 
in the interparticle distance between the small nanoparticles.19  The impenetrability of these 
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hard nanoparticles result in the confinement of the matrix polymer chains between 
neighboring nanoparticles, which decreases the entropy of the polymer chain, even at low 
nanoparticle loadings.16,147,148  The surfaces of hard nanoparticles are often modified by 
grafting polymer chains onto the nanoparticles to counteract their aggregation in polymer 
matricies.16,18,19,21  The dispersion of the nanoparticles is usually improved if the polymer 
matrix can penetrate or wet the grafted polymer chains.  Moreover, studies show that the 
presence of these grafted nanoparticles with hard impenetrable cores also always slow the 
linear polymer diffusion. Thus, the polymer diffusion can be scaled to a universal curve 
based on the confinement parameter of ID/2Rg(polymer).16  The universal confinement ratio 
represents the average distance between hard nanoparticles and the radius of gyration of 
the polymer. The interparticle distance, ID, is defined by Equation 4.5.16,21 In Equation 4.5, 
𝐼𝐷 = 2𝑅[ :∗6 5S − 1]                             Eq. 4.5 
R is the average radius of the nanoparticle and fNP is the volume fraction of the 
nanoparticles. In these systems, the polymer chain loses conformation entropy when it is 
confined between neighboring nanoparticles, thus the polymer chain continuously probes 
its surrounding environment until a large enough opening is found to reptate through.  
These added constraints from the hard nanoparticle significantly slow polymer diffusion.7  
 Previous research has also examined systems where the dynamic response of a 
polymer chain increases with the incorporation of the nanoparticle.17,149–152  The 
interpretation of these results to define the molecular or nanoscale cause for this behavior 
varies among researchers. Many of these results employ a dependency on the ratio of a 
characteristic length scale of the nanoparticle, i.e. diameter or radius of the nanoparticle, to 
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a length scale of the polymer matrix. For instance, Grabowski et al17 infers that the 
inclusion of gold nanoparticle with diameters that are comparable or smaller than the tube 
diameter of the matrix polymer, poly(n-butyl methacrylate), decreases the friction 
coefficient between nanoparticle and polymer chains.  When the relative size of the particle 
and the polymer tube diameter are similar, it is put forward as a crossover point between 
slower and faster dynamics of the polymer matrix.17  Moreover, their reported viscosity 
reduction should correspond to an increase in polymer diffusion coefficient.  When SCNPs 
with a diameter smaller than the Edwards tube diameter of the melt polymer are mixed 
with the polymer chain, there exists a dynamic coupling between the nanoparticles and the 
polymer chains.46  Even more so, when the radius of the SCNP, Ra, is much smaller than 
the Rg of the matrix polymer. In this case, the segmental relaxation of the linear melt chains 
can be accelerated by the softness of the interface of the nanoparticle.47,153 
 Therefore, the ratio of the size of the nanofiller to the radius of gyration of the bulk 
polymer is identified as an important parameter that may qualitatively alter the dynamics 
of polymer in a nanocomposite. A recent study compares polymer diffusion in the presence 
of nanofillers to that of the neat polymer and suggests that there is a dependence of polymer 
diffusion on the ratio of the size of the nanofillers and that of the polymer.152  This work 
examines the anisotropic diffusion of polymers in the presence of carbon nanotubes, which 
sometimes exhibits a minimum in diffusion with nanotube loading.  The minimum 
diffusion is observed only if the Rg(dPS) > Rg(CNT), but if the Rg(dPS) < Rg(CNT), no minimum 
in diffusion was observed.152,154  
 While trends exist for the linear polymers that are similar or smaller than the 
nanoparticle, research tends to ignore nanocomposites systems with linear polymers that 
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are 2 orders of magnitudes larger than the nanoparticle or systems comprised of single-
chain nanoparticles dispersed in a linear polymer matrix.  Miller et al examined the 
diffusion of large linear polystyrene in the presence of small soft polystyrene nanoparticles 
and observed a dramatic increase in linear polymer diffusion when the Rg(dPS) ≈	2*Rg(NP).  
The increase in dynamics is not merely an increase in free volume or a plasticizing effect 
with the incorporation of the nanoparticles.12,53  These results demonstrate that the ratio of 
the Rg(NP)/Rg(polymer) is important, and deserves more in-depth study to understand the 
diffusion of linear chains in all-polymer nanocomposites. Arbe et al44 determined that when 
the Rg(polymer) is larger than the radius of single-single chain nanoparticles, SCNPs, the 
SCNPs dilate the tube diameter of the linear chain.  This dilation decreases the lateral 
restrictions of the reptating tube.  This result is consistent with the observed viscosity 
reductions by Mackay et al26 indicating increased dynamics for an all-polymer 
nanocomposite with soft interfaces compared to the melt.  Overall, research agrees that the 
unique interfaces provided by the topology of these SCNPs contribute to the uncommon 
dynamics and viscoelastic properties of all-polymer nanocomposites.12,22,26,44,53,153 
 The softness of the polymeric nanoparticles used in this chapter is defined by the 
amount of DVB crosslinker in their synthesis.  Due to the chemical similarity of the 
nanoparticle and the polymer matrix, limited nanoparticle aggregation is expected.  It 
should be emphasized that the neutron reflectivity data indicates that the nanoparticle is 
homogeneously dispersed through the thickness of the film, i.e. there is no excess 
nanoparticle found at any interface.  This is consistent with previous neutron scattering 
studies which prove that crosslinked PS nanoparticles are homogenously dispersed in a PS 
matrix for nanoparticles that are smaller than the Rg of the matrix.155 It has also been 
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demonstrated that the diffusion of linear polymers in the presences of these soft PS NPs of 
this nature do not follow the universal scaling that is observed for polymer diffusion in the 
presence of SiO2 NPs.156  Moreover, experimental results imply that these nanoparticles 
deform, which can aid the linear polymer diffusion, a mechanism that is not available for 
hard impenetrable nanoparticles.53  Thus, to more fully understand the mechanism by 
which the presence of these soft nanoparticles alters the diffusive dynamics of linear 
polymer chains, the impact of nanoparticle rigidity and ratio of the radius of gyration of 
soft nanoparticle to the polymer, Rg(NP) : Rg(dPS), on the diffusive behavior of linear 
polystyrene in an all-polymer nanocomposite is studied.  More precisely, the diffusive 
behavior of the polystyrene will be examined where Rg(NP) > Rg(dPS), Rg(NP) ~ Rg(dPS), and 
Rg(NP) << Rg(dPS).  
Diffusion of Polystyrene Nanocomposites: 61k PS Matrix (Rg(NP) > Rg(dPS)) 
 
 The first system studied is that of low molecular weight polystyrene, ~61,000 
Daltons and the corresponding nanocomposites.  The radius of gyration for the 61k 
polystyrene matrix is approximately 6.4 nm, which is estimated using Equation 4.6. In 
Equation 4.6, Mw is the weight average molecular weight for dPS, M0 is the molar mass of 𝑅F = } /           Eq. 4.6 
the repeat unit (112g/mol), and a is the monomer length which is 0.67nm polystyrene.12  
This calculated value is slightly larger than the experimentally determined Rg of 
polystyrene with similar molecular weight using small angle neutron scattering by Mackay 
et al of 5.7nm.155  This Rg(dPS) is smaller than that of the Rg(NP) that is measured using small 
angle neutron scattering for the 2mL/hr soft nanoparticles and reported in Table 6. The 
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matrix molecular weight of 61,000 Daltons is approximately 3.5 times the molecular 
weight between entanglements for polystyrene, which is ~18,000g/mol. In addition, the 
matrix is above the critical molecular weight (Mc) for polystyrene of ~35,000g/mol.  Mc is 
the molecular weight above which entanglements become important in the dynamics of the 
polymer and reptation becomes relevent.120,123,157 The diffusion of linear polystyrene 
decreases in the nanocomposites relative to neat polystyrene and decreases as the rigidity 
of the nanoparticle increases.  The measured diffusion coefficient for the neat 61.0k PS 
bilayer is 1.059x10-14 cm2/s with a treptation equal to approximately 7.8 seconds when 
annealed at 130°C.   At this temperature and neutron reflectivity time scales, the Rouse 
regime is not experimentally measurable.  
 These results show that the addition of the soft nanoparticles to the 61k PS matrix 
slows down the diffusion of the PS as shown in Figure 28. This is interpreted to be the 
result of the presence of the added nanoparticles increasing the barriers to the motion of 
the polymer chain.  The diffusion coefficient for PS decreases by 2, 5, 8, and 12 times with 
the addition of 1% loading of nanoparticles NP1, NP2, NP3, and NP4 respectfully, where 
an increase in the crosslink density or rigidity of the nanoparticle enhances the attenuation 
of the polymer diffusion.  As the crosslinking density of the nanoparticle increases, the 
deformability of the nanoparticle decreases and the nanoparticle becomes more 
impenetrable.48  This translates into more barriers on the diffusive motion of the polymer 
chain,48 which manifests as a greater decrease in the measured diffusion coefficient.   
 The small molecular weight of the linear PS also means that more chain ends exist 
within the system relative to larger molecular weight PS.  The presence of these chain ends 
offers more avenues for the polymer chain to diffuse and reptate into and become entangled 
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within the deformable nanoparticle.  As the nanoparticles move more slowly than the linear 
chains, this entanglement will also cause the polymer diffusion to slow down.  When the 
nanoparticle becomes more crosslinked, the polymer chains become more confined.  This, 
in turn, further reduces down the diffusive motion of the polymer chain.   
 The slowing down of the 61k PS diffusion in the presence of the nanoparticles is 
attributed to the nanoparticles acting as barriers to the diffusion of linear polymer chains 
and the entanglement of the linear chain with the nanoparticle.  The barrier to motion is 
similar to that experienced by polymers in a nanocomposite with hard impenetrable 
nanoparticles.  Previous studies have shown that the center of mass diffusion of the polymer 
is inhibited and slowed as the polymer chains have to squeeze through bottleneck between 
the nanoparticles.21  The size of the bottlenecks are defined by the interparticle distances, 
ID, which is controlled by the nanoparticle size and loading.53  The bottlenecks produced 
by the nanoparticles reduce the entropy of the linear to create an entropic barriers to 
motion.158  This mechanism leads to a universal dependence of the change in polymer 
diffusion with nanoparticle inter-particle distance that has been shown to be valid for a 
broad range of hard nanoparticles.16  Therefore, by comparing the diffusive behavior of the 
61k polymers in the presence of the soft nanoparticles to this model provides insight into 
the relative importance of the entanglement of the polymer and soft nanoparticle and the 
barrier properties of the nanoparticles.  
  However, when the diffusion coefficients of the 61k PS linear polymer chains in 
the presence of soft nanoparticles are plotted with the universal scaling curve, the reduced 
diffusion coefficients fall below the curve as shown in Figure 30. This is consistent with 
the interpretation that the slower diffusion is the result of an additional factor beyond the 
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Figure 30: Comparison of 61.5lk nanocomposites to the universal scaling shown in 
Ref 16.16 
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entropic barrier due to nanoparticle confinement.  It is our interpretation of these results 
that the additional factor is the entanglement of the linear polymer with the soft 
nanoparticles, which further slows the linear polymer chain diffusion.  
Diffusion of Polystyrene Nanocomposites: 215k PS Matrix (Rg(NP) ~ Rg(dPS))    
 
 The estimated Rg for linear polystyrene with a molecular weight of 215k is 11.9 nm 
using Equation 4.6.  The Rg(NP) is now similar in size to that of the Rg(dPS) where the ratio 
of Rg(dPS)/Rg(NP) is 1.18, 1.74, 1.7, and 1.84 for the NP1, NP2, NP3 and NP4 nanoparticles, 
respectfully.  The 215k linear PS has a diffusion coefficient of 7.4179x10-16 cm2/s at 130°C 
with a treptation time of 392 seconds. Figure 28 shows that the diffusion coefficients of the 
neat 215k bilayer and the PS in the nanocomposites are similar with the NP3 
nanocomposite exhibiting the slowest PS diffusion coefficient.  At this linear PS molecular 
weight, the nanoparticles are neither greatly inhibiting nor are they facilitating the diffusion 
of the linear polystyrene. Simulation studies have suggested that sparsely crosslinked 
nanoparticles do not confine the linear chains in a nanocomposite.22 Within this simulation 
study the SCNPs do not decrease the entanglement length of the linear chain compared to 
the pure melt as is seen with dense, globular single chain nanoparticles.22  The lack of 
change in the length of entanglements in the all-polymer nanocomposite compared to the 
linear melt results in comparable linear chain dynamics. 
 At this linear PS molecular weight, the size of the nanoparticle and polymer are 
comparable.  These modest length chains still contain a significant amount of chain ends 
that provide pathways for the polymer chain to entangle with the soft nanoparticle as in the 
61k nanocomposites.  At the same time, the number of entanglements per chain (Mw/Mc ~ 
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6) suggests that the fuzzy interface of the nanoparticle can also enable constraint release 
mechanisms in the reptative diffusive motions as found in the 540k PS matrix.12  Thus, it 
appears that the slowing down of the polymer diffusion by entanglements competes with 
the speeding of the polymer diffusion by constraint release, and that these two factors are 
nearly equal and cancel each other out at this intermediate molecular weight.  
Diffusion of Polystyrene Nanocomposites: 540k PS Matrix (Rg(NP) < Rg(dPS)) 
 
 For this set of nanocomposites, the Rg of the linear PS matrix is approximately 19 
nm as calculated using Equation 4.6, which is twice as large as the nanoparticles.  At this 
molecular weight, the linear polymers have the greatest entanglement per chain (Mw/Mc ~ 
15). This slows the polymer diffusion significantly, displaying a diffusion coefficient of 
9.395 x 10-17 cm2/s for the neat 540k PS and a treptation of 7803 seconds. Figure 28 however, 
shows that the diffusion coefficient of the PS chain in the nanocomposite are all faster than 
that of the neat PS.  The PS diffusion coefficient is 3.75 times faster in the NP1 
nanocomposite, 2.25 times faster in the NP2 nanocomposite, 1.54 times faster in the NP3 
nanocomposite, and 1.17 times faster in the NP4 nanocomposite.  This increase in PS 
diffusion coefficients is only observed in this matrix molecular weight where the Rg of the 
PS matrix is ca. 2 times greater than that of the polystyrene soft nanoparticles.   
 Miller et al observed similar behavior and correlated the softness of the nanoparticle 
to the increase in diffusion coefficients when the Rg of the matrix is larger than that of the 
nanoparticles.12 This behavior has been attributed to nanoparticles of this nature supporting 
the constraint release mechanism in the reptative polymer diffusion.49  In this process, the 
more lightly crosslinked fuzzy interface contains loops and chain ends that behave 
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similarly to the arms of polymer stars. As has been observed in mixtures of star and linear 
polymers, the retraction and motion of the star’s arms more increases the release of the 
constraints on the reptation tube, which speeds up the polymer diffusion.52  The 
deformability of the nanoparticle allows to the relaxation of the nanoparticle, which can 
enlarge the tube diameter. Thus, the release of the lateral constraints of the linear polymer 
chains contributes significantly to the overall increase in polymer relaxation. 
 Star polymers in a linear blend alter the constraint release mechanism by one of two 
ways, either by dilating or rearranging the tube.52,144  Tube rearrangement occurs because 
the tube is formed by entanglements with short and long chains even after the relaxation of 
the star additive.  The chains on the outer surface of the nanoparticle behave like fast chains 
that are relaxing faster than the linear polymer chain.  Therefore, this relaxation enlarges 
the tube of the linear polymer chains increasing its motion. This tube dilation has been 
recorded for asymmetric mixtures of long poly(ethylene oxide) linear chains in the 
presence of poly(methyl methacrylate) based single-chain nanoparticles using neutron spin 
echo.44  The internal compaction of the PMMA nanoparticles in the PEO matrix contributes 
to the release of entanglements and mechanism of tube dilation.  It is interesting that a 
similar change in soft nanoparticle morphology is observed for our PS nanoparticles when 
dispersed in a theta solvent, as seen in Chapter 3 of this dissertation. 
 As previously stated, the rigidity and interface softness of the nanoparticle also has 
a significant effect on the linear polymer diffusion.  As noted in Table 6, the effective 
fuzziness of the nanoparticles, s,  is the relation of the width of the fuzzy interface to that 
of the total nanoparticle radius, Rp.  At the lowest crosslinking density for NP1, the 
effective fuzziness is the largest, and this decreases with increased crosslink density.  As 
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the effective fuzziness of the nanoparticle decreases there are fewer chain ends and loops 
to interact with the linear polymer matrix.  Simulations by Chen et al as well as work by  
Schneider et al indicate that an increase in nanoparticle rigidity limits the penetration of 
the linear PS into the nanoparticles.42,153  Simulations also indicate that the fuzzy interface 
of the soft nanoparticles accelerate the segmental relaxations of the linear polymer chains 
as a result from the fast thermal deformations of the nanoparticle interface, which is unique 
to crosslinked soft nanoparticles.153  It is clear that multiple characteristics of the 
nanoparticle offer competing mechanisms that can alter the diffusion of linear polymer 
chains in these organic nanocomposites.  
Effect of Soft Nanoparticles on Nanocomposite Free Volume 
 
 To test whether the incorporation of the soft nanoparticles alters the free volume of 
the polymer, and thus acts as a plasticizer, the glass transition temperature of the 
nanocomposites was monitored by differential scanning calorimetry.  The results are 
presented in Figure 31.  These results show that the glass transition temperature of the PS 
in the nanocomposites changes very slightly, and slightly increases, with the addition of 
the nanoparticles.  The neat PS film has a measured Tg of 94.5 °C.  When soft nanoparticles 
are added into the PS matrix, the Tg of all films increased except for the nanocomposite 
with the 1mL/hr nanoparticle with 0.81% DVB crosslinker.  For all nanocomposite 
samples, the change in Tg is within 5 °C.  Mackay et al observed an increase in free volume 
when highly crosslinked PS nanoparticles are dispersed into a PS matrix, which translates 
into a decreases in the Tg of the system.26  This increase in free volume decreases the 
viscosity of the nanocomposite relative to the neat polymer.  However, our system shows  
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Figure 31: The glass transition temperature of polystyrene and nanocomposites as a 
function of DVB crosslinker in the nanoparticles. 
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an increase in the Tg of the system, which is consistent with a decrease in the free volume 
of the nanocomposite and cannot explain the increase in the diffusion coefficient of the 
polymer chains.  Thus, the unique interfacial structure of these polystyrene soft 
nanoparticles as well as their softness contribute to the alteration of the polymer diffusion 
in the nanocomposites. 
Impact of Fuzzy Interface on Polymer Diffusion in 540k Nanocomposites 
 
 The data in Figure 30 compares the diffusion of linear polystyrene for a series of 
nanocomposites that contain nanoparticles with varying structure.  It has been suggested 
that the unique topology of PS crosslinked nanoparticles consisting of chain loops and 
chain ends enables an increase in the constraint release mechanism.12  The deformable 
interfaces of the nanoparticles release on a time scale faster than that of the reptating linear 
polymer chain and therefore, increases the linear polymer diffusion. As denoted in Figure 
10, the effective fuzziness in a good solvent decreases with crosslinking density in the 
nanoparticles that are synthesized with 2mL/hr monomer addition rate, but this effective 
fuzziness does not change as considerably with crosslinking density for the nanoparticles 
synthesized with 1mL/hr monomer addition rate when the nanoparticles are dispersed in a 
good solvent, d8-THF.  Thus, if we interpret the fuzzy interface of the soft nanoparticles to 
be the dominant factor for the constraint release, the 1mL/hr nanoparticles should result in 
a commensurate increase in the diffusion of linear polystyrene when dispersed in a 540k 
PS matrix.  All nanocomposites show an increase in the linear polymer diffusion relative 
to that of the neat 540k PS.  However, inspection of Figure 32 shows that an increase in 
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crosslink density decreases the PS diffusion coefficient, regardless of the variation in 
effective fuzziness of the nanoparticles in a good solvent. 
 In Chapter 3, the topologies of the PS nanoparticles were measured as a function of 
solvent quality.  The theta solvent, deuterated-cyclohexane, can be thought of as a model 
system for the PS nanoparticles in a PS matrix.  These results show that the crosslinked 
core of the nanoparticles collapses in the theta solvent to reduce the unfavorable 
thermodynamic interactions between the solvent and polymer. Regardless of the distinct 
nanoparticle topologies when the nanoparticles are fully swollen in a good solvent, all 
nanoparticles for both rates of monomer addition exhibit relatively uniform fuzzy interface 
when dispersed in the theta solvent.  Therefore, these results indicate that the PS 
nanoparticles mimic the behavior of a hairy nanoparticle with a solid-like core when 
dispersed into a polymer matrix.  The fuzzy interfaces of all nanoparticles will therefore 
enable the constraint release of the linear polymer chains. However, as the core of the 
nanoparticles become denser due to increased crosslinking as well as the core contraction, 
the increase in the linear polymer diffusion decreases.  This indicates that the crosslinking 
density of the nanoparticle is a more dominant parameter that controls the increase in linear 
polymer diffusion than the effective fuzziness in these samples. As the nanoparticles 
become denser, the deformability of the nanoparticle decreases, and this translates into a 
smaller effect on the constraint release mechanism. 
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Figure 32: Comparison of the effective fuzziness (s) of nanoparticles synthesized with 
a 1mL/hr (red) and 2mL/hr (blue) monomer rates of addition when dispersed in a 
good solvent, d8-THF. 
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Correlation of Relative Size of PS Nanoparticles and Linear Polystyrene to Linear 
Chain Diffusion 
 
 The results presented above indicate that the relative size of the polymer chain to 
the soft nanoparticle is a crucial factor in determining the impact of the nanoparticle on the 
polymer chain diffusion.  The addition of the soft penetrable nanoparticle appears to alter 
the entanglements of the linear polymer.  The diffusion of smaller chains is slowed down 
in the presence of the soft nanoparticles. This behavior is attributed to the topological 
barrier of the soft nanoparticle and the entanglement of the linear polymer chain with the 
penetrable soft nanoparticle.  At the other end of the spectrum, the presence of the soft 
nanoparticle speeds up the polymer chain diffusion of the largest polymer.  This is ascribed 
to the facilitation of constraint release of the polymer chain reptation by the fuzzy interface 
of the soft nanoparticles.  Finally, the diffusion of the 215k polymer chain appears to be a 
balance of these two competing effects such that the rate of diffusion of these polymers 
does not change much with the addition of the soft nanoparticles.  Therefore, the effect of 
the presence of soft nanoparticles on the diffusion of each polymer can be described as a 
result of either polymer chain entanglements and topological constraints when the 
nanoparticle is larger than the polymer chain, constraint-release when the polymer chain is 
larger than the nanoparticle, or a combination of these phenomena when the size of the 
polymer and nanoparticle are similar.  
Conclusion 
 
 We have reported the diffusion coefficients, D, determined from in-situ time-
resolved neutron reflectivity experiments for 3 molecular weights of polystyrene and their 
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nanocomposites with polystyrene soft nanoparticles.  This in-situ time-resolved 
experimental eliminates many difficulties with the traditional anneal-quench method as 
well as decreasing the time it takes to complete an experiment.  The neat polymer films 
exhibit the predicted reptation molecular weight dependence of 𝐷 ∝ 𝑀𝑤O:. 
 Nanocomposites with 3 distinct polystyrene molecular weights result in 3 unique 
responses in the change of the polymer diffusion coefficients in the presence of the 
nanoparticle.  When the matrix is only 2 times the critical molecular weight of polystyrene, 
61.5k, the presence of the nanoparticles results in slower polymer diffusion due to the 
entanglement of the linear polymer with the nanoparticles and acting as topological 
obstacles following the entropic barrier model. At the highest PS, molecular weight of 540k 
the nanocomposites all exhibit an increase in linear polymer chain mobility.  At this 
molecular weight, the radius of gyration of the linear polymer is 2 times as large as the PS 
soft nanoparticles.  This increase is attributed to the enhancement of constraint release in 
the reptative motion of the linear chain by the fuzzy interface of the soft nanoparticle.  At 
this relative size, the increase in linear polymer diffusion is a dependent on both the 
structure of the soft nanoparticle surface and their deformability. At the crossover 
molecular weight of 215k, diffusion of PS chains does not change much from the behavior 
of the neat polymer.  This response is attributed to the coupling of the factors that slow the 
smallest chains and the constraint release mechanism of the longest chains.  Differential 
scanning calorimetry verifies that the increase in linear polymer diffusion is not a result of 
an increase in free volume of the system.  This further verifies the interpretation that the 
interface of the soft, penetrable nanoparticles enables an increase in the constraint release 
mechanism resulting in an increase in linear polymer mobility.  
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CHAPTER 5: 
THE IMPACT OF RADICAL LOADING AND OXIDATION ON THE 
CONFORMATION OF SOLVATED RADICAL POLYMERS BY 
SMALL ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING 
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Abstract 
 
 Electrodes comprised of organic polymeric materials containing stable radicals 
have become attractive for incorporation into organic radical batteries.  Specifically, the 
radical polymer poly(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpeperidinyloxy-4-yl methacrylate) (PTMA) 
exhibits extremely rapid electron charge transport rates, comparable to traditional 
transition metal ions. However, the structural reorganization that the polymer undergoes 
during charging is not well understood.  Using small angle neutron scattering, we have 
investigated the structural changes the PTMA polymer exhibits with variation of radical 
concentration or oxidation. The results indicate that as the radical concentration is 
increased, the polymer becomes more inflexible and begin to aggregate with neighboring 
polymer chains as the radicals on the polymer align with neighboring solvated chains. 
Additional studies monitor the conformational changes of the PTMA copolymers with 
oxidation, to mimic the structural changes that the polymer undergoes during charging. 
These results show that polymers with low radical densities are more susceptible to 
reorientation than a polymer that is fully saturated with radical moieties. This study 
therefore provides important fundamental information that identifies the relationship 
between radical density and molecular structure providing crucial insight that is needed to 
improve the performance of organic radical batteries.  
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Introduction 
 
 Organic radical batteries, ORBs, are novel devices that are coming to the forefront 
of research after being first developed in the early 2000s.  ORBs incorporate organic radical 
cathode materials into the battery and are designed to be an alternative to traditional 
inorganic based materials in Lithium-ion batteries.57 Lightweight Li-ion batteries are 
commonly found in cellular phones, laptop computers, and other electronic devices.  These 
rechargeable Li-ion batteries have dominated personal electronics for the past few 
decades.159 Mass produced Li-ion batteries traditionally use transition metal based cathode 
materials such as manganese, iron, and nickel which are often expensive to manufacture, 
result in poor recycling of consumed materials, have limited capacities, are potentially 
toxic, as well as not being environmentally friendly by using precious, unrenewable 
mineral materials.54,58,59,160 It is also difficult to improve further their already high specific 
capacity, or simply the amount of discharge over time of the battery, with these cathode 
materials.  Alternative active materials such as conducting polymers and disulfide 
compounds have attained desired capacities for Li-ion based batteries.159  A general 
requirement for improved battery technology is the potential for high-power density, or 
improvement in the reversible charge per unit weight.161  A significant hurdle to increase 
energy storage in new batteries is finding a suitable blend of redox materials that attain 
long-term cycling stability with fast, stable, and reversible redox reactions.162 Thus, ORBs 
with organic radical electrode materials offer devices with increased energy and power 
density, as well as similar cycling stability as batteries with popular inorganic cathode 
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materials.  ORBs have the potential to become a popular and environmentally friendly form 
of energy storage.58,160 
 Organic polymeric material is abundant and can be easily synthesized.  Research to 
maximize the incorporation of these materials into batteries has increased significantly over 
the last decade.  More specifically, polymers containing stable organic radicals have 
become popular and extensively studied for applications ranging from photochemical 
applications to biological labeling, and polymeric stabilizers, and smart card 
materials.59,160,163  Polyradicals, a polymer with unpaired electrons, are more advantageous 
than other organic electrode materials including polythiophenes, poly(acetylene), and 
organosulfur compounds because these polyradicals have unique redox properties.164  
Polyradicals have two main components: a polymer backbone and a robust radical side 
group. The neutral polyradicals are unusually stable materials that can undergo reversible 
redox reactions allowing for easy and fast conversion between the anionic, or negative, and 
cationic, or positive state.59,165  This unique property can transform an insulating polymer 
into a conducting polymer capable of electron transport properties similar to inorganic 
materials currently incorporated into Li-ion batteries.162,166  The incorporation of 
polyradical, organic materials in an active redox layer used in batteries are also attractive 
due to their eco-friendliness.58,167  Prototype organic radical batteries have been produced 
by the NEC Corporation and tested with polymer/electrode thicknesses thinner than 50µm 
where the densely populated components exhibited unusually high specific capacities.167  
For these prototype materials of rechargeable batteries to be scaled-up, they must exhibit 
several characteristic values including cell voltages above 2 Volts, cycle life greater than 
3000 cycles, as well chemically stable for up to 15 years.54 
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 The most widely used and possibly most intriguing organic radical employed in 
battery research is 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl (TEMPO) which readily undergoes 
reversible oxidation and reduction.  TEMPO has a highly stable nitroxide radical that is 
used for many other  applications such as spin labels for electron resonance to examine 
conformation, paramagnetic studies, as well a popular oxidizing agents.168,169  The stability 
of the nitroxide radical is a direct result of two important structural features: the N-O bond 
that is easily delocalized by an unpaired electron and four methyl groups neighboring the 
nitroxide bond increasing steric hindrance of the radicals.162 The charging of this material 
through material swelling by an electrolyte results in electrons transferring through the 
polymer to form complexes.58  The reversible oxidation and reduction of the nitroxide 
radical to either oxoammonium cation or to the aminoxyl anion results in either p-doping 
or n-doping of the polymeric material (Figure 33).  When the material is discharged, the 
ion returns to the stable nitroxide radical, where the motion of the electrons through the 
electrode materials are characterized by a hopping mechanism. TEMPO radicals are able 
to perform as either cathode or anode materials increasing the functionality of the polymer.  
Grafting of TEMPO units to a polymer backbone, such as poly(methyl methacrylate), 
creates a polymer, poly (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpeperidinyloxy-4-yl methacrylate) or PTMA, 
that will increase the specific charge of the polymer, or the number of electrons that can be 
stored per repeat unit/monomer of the polymer.  When the p-type redox active material of 
PTMA is incorporated into fabricated layered architectures, the PTMA has exhibited life 
cycles greater than 1000 recharges, exhibits good chemical stability, and can operate at 
almost 100% of their theoretical capacity.54,55,59,167  Therefore, coupled with lack of device 
degradation, nitroxide-radical based ORBs are very promising materials to improve the 
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Figure 33: Reversible redox/oxidation of nitroxide radicals. 
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capacity of Li-ion batteries. 
 The potential of PTMA as an important component in organic radical batteries has 
increased over the past 6 years. However, further progress in this field is limited by minimal 
knowledge of the correlation of material efficiency and the conformational changes of the 
polymeric material during use.  Previous research suggests that PTMA will undergo 
conformational changes and reorientation, rather than bond breaking, during the redox 
process due to the rapid charge transport kinetics that the material exhibits.59  Kemper et al 
investigated the structural change of amorphous PTMA films through molecular dynamic 
simulations.58  They determined that PTMA films assemble as an amorphous network of 
radicals in the solid film, which results in small distances between radicals on neighboring 
polymer chains that decrease with increasing radical loading.59  Moreover, increasing the 
available nitroxide radicals on the polymer backbone increases the capacity of the system.  
Thus, increasing the number of TEMPO radicals on a poly(methyl methacrylate) backbone 
and establishing a morphological-performance relationship will enable the control and 
improvement of the performance of organic radical batteries.   
 Through collaboration with scientists from the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory, small angle neutron scattering (SANS) was used to gain an in-depth 
understanding of the molecular structure-property relationships of the stable organic-
radical polymeric redox-active materials PTMA.  The neutron scattering analysis will first 
emphasize how the conformational structure of PTMA changes in the neutral radical state 
as the radical moiety density increases from 10% (PTMA-10) to a polymer with a radical 
on every monomer (PTMA-100).  This is accomplished by increasing the amount of 
TEMPO pendant groups on the poly(methyl methacrylate) backbone. Examination of the 
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conformation of the polymers is possible in dilute solution. These results indicate that as 
the loading of radicals onto the PTMA increases, the flexibility of the polymer decreases 
and the polymer begins to aggregate due to the radical moieties desire to “find” each other 
and align both inter- and intra-molecularly.  The second analysis examines the change in 
the polyradicals conformation during the oxidation and reduction cycles via electrolyte 
swelling with lithium hexafluoride, LiPF6 for a polyradical with a small density of TEMPO 
pendant groups (PTMA-20) and a polyradical completely saturated with TEMPO pendant 
groups (PTMA-100).  The SANS results of the charged PTMA-20 shows distinct 
conformation changes relative to the neutral state, which implies significant polymer 
rearrangement with the increase in oxoammonium cations. The SANS data also show that 
the charged PTMA-100 molecules do not show significant conformation variation as the 
polymer becomes further charged.  These studies will provide insight that can be used to 
improve the performance of organic radical batteries by elucidating a molecular structure-
performance relationship enhancing the knowledge of electron hopping transport of the 
polymer in solution. 
Experimental 
 
Synthesis of PTMA-X  
 
 4-Methacryloyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidin-N-oxyl and its corresponding 
polymer, poly(4-methacryloyloxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidin-N-oxyl), (PTMA-100) 
were synthesized via free radical polymerization following the literature procedure by 
Bugnon et al.170  To synthesize the random copolymer of PTMA and PMMA to produce 
polymers with varying TEMPO content, the synthetic procedure was altered to include the 
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appropriate molar ratios of TEMPO methacrylate and methyl methacrylate in the monomer 
feed. The model compounds are shown in Figure 34.  To verify the composition of the 
TEMPO methacrylate copolymer, the charge capacity of a lithium half-cell was measured 
and agreed with the calculated capacity of the PTMA-X based on stoichiometry and film 
geometry following the procedure of Bobela et al.7    
PTMA and LiPF6 in solution 
 
 Oxidation of the PTMA-X samples, the correct amount of lithium hexafluoride, 
LiPF6 powder for a 0.1M solution and the correct amounts of the soluble non-crosslinked 
PTMA samples to give xxmM solution were dissolved in 5mL of d3–acetonitrile (d3-
MeCN) inside a helium filled dry box. Once completely dissolved, the solution was placed 
in a small 10 ml electrochemical reaction vessel with a working platinum foil basket, a frit 
isolated coiled platinum wire counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode. From 
the sample mass, the amount of coulombs were calculated that were needed to determine 
the appropriate amount oxidation of the sample based on the radical content.  The program 
EG&G PAR 2273 potentiostat was set to stop when the correct coulomb count was met.  
The extent of oxidation was checked through normal pulse voltammetry.  The solutions 
were then frozen on dry ice and stored in the dark until characterization to minimize any 
degradation.  
Molecular Weight Determination for PTMA-X Samples 
 
 The molecular weight of the PTMA-X samples were determined using gel 
permeation chromatography (GPC) following literature procedure by Hughes et al.59 In this 
procedure, polymer samples were dissolved in HPLC-grade chloroform (concentration = 
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Figure 34: Structures of 4-oxo-TEMPO, PTMA-PMMA random copolymer, and 
PTMA-100 polymer. 
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2mg/mL) and filtered using a 0.45µm PVDF filter.  The GPC used two preparatory PL-Gel 
300 x 25 mm (10µm) mixed D GPC columns in a connected series, an Agilent 1200 series 
autosampler, an inline degasser, and a diode array detector.  The samples were measured 
at 25 °C with HPCL-chloroform for eluent at 10mL/min. The molecular weight and 
polydispersity of the polymer was determined using linear polystyrene standards. 
Small Angle Neutron Scattering 
 
 Small angle neutron scattering measurements of PTMA-X solutions in d3-
acetonitrile (d3-MeCN) were performed at the GP-SANS instrument at the High Flux 
Isotope Reactor (HFIR) and at the EQ-SANS instrument at the Spallation Neutron Source 
(SNS) and at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).  For samples run at HFIR, the 
sample-to-detector distances used were 1.5m, 6.8m, and 19.2m with a wavelength of 4.7Å, 
which allowed a Q range of 0.0038-0.51Å-1, where Q = 4p/lsin(q/2); l is the neutron 
wavelength, and q is the scattering angle. The raw data were reduced using SPICE ORNL 
reduction protocol in Igor Pro.106 Addition SANS experiments were performed at SNS 
where the sample-to-detector distances of 1.3m, 3m, and 8m was used with a spectrum of 
neutrons with wavelengths from 2.5 to 8 Å to provide a Q range of 0.0025-1Å-1. Data 
reduction to produce I(Q) vs Q was performed according to the standard procedures 
implemented in the Mantid software to produced reduced absolute intensities.171   Samples 
were mounted in 2mm wide quartz banjo cells. The raw data for both instruments were 
corrected for empty cell scattering, dark current, and detector sensitivity.  Absolute 
coherent scattering was obtained by eliminating the contributions from background 
incoherent scattering from the quartz cell and normalized to a known standard.   
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Results 
 
 The scattering intensity, I(Q), for the neutral and charged PTMA polymers and 
copolymers were first fit to a flexible cylinder form factor, P(Q), with a polydisperse radius 
where the form factor is normalized to the volume of the cylinder (Equation 5.1).172,173  The 
scale is factor is set to the particle volume fraction in solution and the background is related  
 𝐼 𝑄 = 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒	𝑃 𝑄 + 	𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑      Eq. 5.1 
to the incoherent scattering at high Q. The flexible cylinder form factor model is 
normalized by the particle volume accounting for an average over all possible orientations 
of the flexible cylinder.  The model provides structural information related to the polymer’s 
contour length, L, and the Kuhn length, b, which is the average length over which the 
polymer backbone is considered rigid. The scattering length density (SLD)  of each 
component is calculated using the NIST SLD calculator174, which gives 9.1385x10-7Å-2 for 
PTMA and 4.899x10-6Å-2 for pure d3-MeCN, and are set parameters in the fitting of the 
model to the scattering of the PTMA polymer.174  However, as the polymer became more 
inflexible due to increasing chain stiffness, the flexible cylinder model becomes an 
inadequate form factor to fit the data. For data with sharp upturns at low Q, the fractal 
flexible cylinder model175 was used to characterize the structure of these polymers.  The 
fractal model accounts for the fractal-like aggregates of the cylindrical building blocks.  
The fractal dimension of this model provides a statistical measurement of the cylindrical 
network that arises from the chain aggregation.  
 The scattering curves of the small angle neutron scattering (SANS) of the neutral 
PTMA-X in d3-MeCN solutions are shown in Figure 35 and the results of the fits of this 
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data to the flexible cylinder and fractal flexible cylinder form factor fitting are provided in 
Table 7.  This data shows that increasing the number of TEMPO radical pendant groups on 
the PMMA backbone increases the coherent scattering. For samples with 20% and more 
TEMPO radical pendant groups the scattering curves exhibit a slight increase at low Q 
values (Q < 0.007) signifying the presence of larger scattering objects, i.e. PTMA 
aggregates. However, the extent of aggregation is small and therefore the data can still be 
fit to the flexible cylinder form factor. The low-Q region is a representation of the overall 
size of the PTMA-X polymers, the mid-Q region is a representation of the stiffness of the 
polymer as well as the radius of the polymer chains, and while the high-Q region is a direct 
result of the incoherent scattering.176 The fit to the flexible cylinder model provides the 
contour length of the PTMA chain, from which the molecular weight of the polymer can 
be calculated from the knowledge of the repeat units structure and the monomer molecular 
weight. These values are reported in Table 7 and can be compared to the molecular weight 
measured using GPC as a self-consistent check of the neutron scattering fitting, where good 
agreement is observed between these two values for all samples. In the mid-Q range, the 
slope of the data increases slightly as the amount of TEMPO pendant radicals increases.  
This is a result of the increase in the local stiffness, which is quantified by the Kuhn length 
of the polymer, as the number of pendant radical groups increases.  For PTMA-100, the 
sample exhibits a different shape of the scattering curve than that of the samples with lower 
TEMPO content. The larger upturn at low Q is a result of a larger amount of aggregation 
in the sample and therefore it cannot be fit to the flexible cylinder model, but must be fit to 
the fractal flexible cylinder model.  The fractal-like aggregates can be thought of as a 
network produced by the assembly of the PTMA-100 flexible cylinder chains. This fractal- 
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Figure 35: The SANS scattering curves of the PTMA-PMMA copolymers, with fits to 
the flexible cylinder model fits. PTMA-100 is fit using a fractal flexible cylinder 
model. 
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Table 7: The results of the flexible cylinder form factor fitting or fractal flexible 
cylinder form factor fitting of the PTMA-X samples in d3-MeCN. Molecular weights 
from GPC are reprinted from Bobela et al in Ref 5. 
Sample 
Name 
Mw 
(g/mol) 
GPC 
Mw 
(g/mol) 
From  
Contour 
Length 
Volume 
Fraction 
Contour 
Length 
(Å) Kuhn Length (Å) Radius (Å) 
PTMA-10 15,900 20,365 0.0072 261.4 27.6 1.79 
PTMA-20 24,400 18,877 0.0071 242.3 38.7 1.99 
PTMA-30 24,700 32,308 0.0071 425.3 38.4 2.01 
PTMA-40 22,000 31,567 0.0071 415.1 41.7 2.18 
PTMA-60 23,100 43,349 0.0072 556.3 52.7 2.48 
PTMA-100 17,400 22,563 0.0071 289.6 92.6 2.60 
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like aggregation is the result of intermolecular interactions between PTMA polymer chains. 
 The SANS scattering profiles of the oxidized PTMA-100 samples in d3-MeCN, 
which have been swollen and oxidized using 0.1 M LiPF6 solution (SLD of LiPF6 solution 
is equal to 4.844x10-6 Å-2), are shown in Figure 36.  These scattering curves are also fit to 
the fractal flexible cylinder form factor, where the characteristic length scales from these 
fits are provided in Table 8. The results provided in Table 8 demonstrate that the oxidation 
of the chain by the electrolyte LiPF6 has no overall effect on the scattering (and thus 
structure) of the PTMA-100.  Whether PTMA-100 is dissolved in pure d3MeCN or 
LiPF6:d3-MECN, the contour length, Kuhn length, and radius of the polymer is relatively 
unchanged. The PTMA-100 samples examined in Figure 36 vary in their extent of 
oxidation, which correlates structurally to the amount of oxoammonium cations per 
polymer chain.  For example, PTMA-100 that is 18% oxidized has 82% TEMPO pendant 
groups that remain a radical and 18% of the TEMPO pendant groups are charged to the 
oxoammonium cation. The sharp slope and large low Q upturn exhibited by each PTMA-
100 sample is the result of aggregation of these polymers and requires that the neutron 
scattering profiles be fit to the fractal flexible cylinder model.  The slopes of the mid-Q 
region indicate that these polymers exhibit similar stiffnesses, or Kuhn lengths, regardless 
of the extent of oxidation of the TEMPO pendant groups. For the oxidized PTMA-100 
samples, the variation of the structural characteristics of the polymer with oxidation is 
minimal, indicating that the local chain structure or aggregation behavior does not change 
much with oxidation. 
 To further examine the conformational changes of the PTMA polymers with 
TMEPO oxidation, the change in chain structure of PTMA-20 with oxidation is  
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Figure 36: The SANS scattering patterns for oxidized PTMA-100 in d3-MeCN. 
Samples have been oxidized with LiPF6 electrolyte and have been fitted to the fractal 
flexible cylinder form factor. 
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Table 8: The results of the fits of the oxidized PTMA-100 samples in d3-MeCN to the 
fractal flexible cylinder model as a function of TEMPO oxidation. 
Sample % Oxidized 
Mw 
(g/mol)  
From 
Contour 
Length 
Volume 
Fraction 
Contour 
Length 
(Å) Kuhn Length (Å) Radius (Å) Fractal Dimension 
PTMA 
-100 0 22,563 0.0071 289.6 92.6 2.60 1.61 
PTMA 
-100  
(w/ LiPF6) 
 
0 22,990 0.0018 295.0 97.7 3.05 1.68 
18 29,655 0.0020 380.6 71.8 3.05 1.68 
40 31,567 0.0020 429.8 108.3 4.92 1.72 
60 23,290 0.0015 298.9 84.9 3.72 1.64 
100 32,508 0.0019 417.2 86.4 4.20 1.76 
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investigated. The scattering curves for PTMA-20 as a function of oxidation with the LiPF6 
electrolyte is provided in Figure 37, where the results of the fitting these curves to the 
flexible cylinder form are provided in Table 9. The mere presence of the LiPF6 electrolyte 
again has no effect on the scattering curve as the contour length, Kuhn length, and radius 
are relatively similar for PTMA-20 with and without the LiPF6 electrolyte.  As the 
percentage of oxidized TEMPO pendant groups increases, there is a visually apparent 
structural change in the scattering curves which is the result of the transition of the polymer 
from a flexible cylinder at low oxidation to an aggregating network of flexible cylinders 
when the TEMPO pendant groups are entirely oxidized.  The data in Table 9 shows that as 
the PTMA-20 becomes further oxidized from the stable radical state, the stiffness of the 
polymer chain increases significantly, where the Kuhn length approaches the total contour 
length of the polymer.  It is also noted that as the oxidation of the polymer rises, the overall 
radius of the polymer increases from that of the polymer with neutral radicals.  The 
scattering curve of the completely oxidized PTMA-20 in d3-MeCN had to be fit using the 
fractal flexible cylinder model to account for the network of aggregates apparent in the 
scattering curve.  Thus, the oxidation of the TEMPO radical groups alters the structural 
conformation of the individually dispersed polymer chains, increasing the backbone 
rigidity and aggregation of the chains with an increase in oxidation. 
Discussion 
 
 The small angle neutron scattering experiments provide insight into the effect of 
increasing the pendant TEMPO radical in a PMMA polymer on the chain conformation. 
Organic radical batteries are often characterized by first stimulating the polymeric material, 
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Figure 37: The SANS scattering curves of the oxidized PTMA-20 samples in d3-
MeCN.  Samples have been oxidized with LiPF6 electrolyte and fitted using either the 
flexible cylinder model and the fractal flexible cylinder model. 
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Table 9: The results of the fits of the oxidized PTMA-20 samples in d3-MeCN to either 
the flexible cylinder or the fractal flexible cylinder model as a function of TEMPO 
oxidation. 
Sample  % Oxidized 
Mw 
(g/mol) 
From 
Contour 
Length 
Scale 
Contour 
Length 
(Å) Kuhn Length (Å) Radius (Å) Fractal Dimension 
PTMA-20 0 18,887 0.0071 242.3 38.7 1.99 --- 
PTMA-20 
w/ LiPF6 
0 21,117 0.0021 271.0 47.9 2.52 --- 
25 18,770 0.0017 240.9 80.6 6.68 --- 
45 20,781 0.0012 266.7 190.1 3.93 --- 
100 21,039 0.0015 270.0 259.8 4.05 1 
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monitoring the reversibility of charging and discharging cycles, and finally determining 
the performance of the material by producing prototype batteries. Mostly, this research 
lacks knowledge on the fundamental polymeric structure and morphology of the polymer 
in either solution or the bulk matrix. These experiments provide an experimental test of 
simulation studies that indicate that the nitroxide radical concentration dictates the three-
dimensional molecular packing of the polymer chain.58,59  These molecular dynamics 
simulations examine the structure of radical polymers in films or solution to predict 
polymer aggregation and morphology and how these properties impact electron transfer 
distances, as well as inter- and intra- polymer chain interactions, and correlate to enhanced 
properties.58,59,160 However, the molecular rearrangement that the amorphous polymeric 
materials attain during the redox process is often difficult to monitor through traditional 
characterization techniques.  Fortunately, SANS is a suitable technique for this endeavor 
due to improved sample:solvent contrast through solvent deuteration. Since there is a 
greater need to understand the molecular rearrangements of the polymeric, radical 
molecule during the organic-based redox reaction, we will provide a comprehensive study 
of how the structure of the polymer is altered by the oxidation of the new organic polymeric 
radical materials. simulation studies that indicate that the nitroxide radical concentration 
dictates the three-dimensional molecular packing of the polymer chain.58,59  These 
molecular dynamics simulations examine the structure of radical polymers in films or 
solution to predict polymer aggregation and morphology and how these properties impact 
electron transfer distances, as well as inter- and intra- polymer chain interactions, and 
correlate to enhanced properties.58,59,160 However, the molecular rearrangement that the 
amorphous polymeric materials attain during the redox process is often difficult to monitor 
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through traditional characterization techniques.  Fortunately, SANS is a suitable technique 
for this endeavor due to improved sample:solvent contrast through solvent deuteration. 
Since there is a greater need to understand the molecular rearrangements of the polymeric, 
radical molecule during the organic-based redox reaction, we will provide a comprehensive 
study of how the structure of the polymer is altered by the oxidation of the new organic 
polymeric radical materials.  
Alteration of PTMA Conformation with Increasing TEMPO Radical Groups 
 
 SANS results of the neutral PTMA and PMMA copolymers clearly exhibit a 
structural conformation change as the density of TEMPO radicals increase on the polymer 
chain.  The data in Figure 35 and Table 7 show that the conformation of the random 
copolymers of TEMPO radicals and methyl methacrylate straighten as the TEMPO 
composition increases from 10% to 100%. The increase in Kuhn length of the random 
copolymer is a direct result of the increase in the bulky TEMPO radicals on the polymer 
backbone.  The TEMPO units cause an increase in the steric hindrance to the rotation of 
the polymer chains backbone, where the interaction of the methyl groups on neighboring 
TEMPO radicals results in a stiffening of the polymer in solution.  The increase in radical 
moieties on the polymer chain from 10% to 100% decrease the randomness of the monomer 
distribution in the copolymer, forcing the backbone to stiffen to reduce the interaction 
between nitroxyl radical groups on the same polymer chain.  Even though the PTMA 
backbone is relatively flexible at low loadings of TEMPO radicals as seen in Table 7, as 
the loading of TEMPO radicals increases, the PTMA backbone is unable to distort because 
the radical coupling between neighboring chains is more prevalent than the radical 
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coupling from neighboring radicals on the same polymer chain.58  When the PTMA 
polymer is completely saturated with TEMPO radicals, the polymers aggregate to form a 
network.  These aggregates form through inter-chain interactions that evolve to optimize 
the distances between radicals.  
 These SANS studies further support the results by Bobela et al that indicate that 
varying the amount of TEMPO radicals in the random copolymer of PTMA will strongly 
influence the overall polymer conformation.59  These molecular dynamics simulations 
determined that the radical-radical distances decrease from 7.5 ± 0.4Å for PTMA-20 to 5.7 
± 0.6 Å for PTMA-100.  Due to the increase in Kuhn length from 27.6 Å to 92.6 Å as the 
TEMPO radicals loading increases from 10% to 100%, the bending of the polymer chain 
becomes limited, which reduces the distance between radical moieties and maximizes the 
number of radical interactions between neighboring chains.  Thus, when the polymer chain 
becomes increasingly rigid, the polymer chains begin to form a network among themselves 
into the three primary packing motifs as suggested by Kemper et al.58  The network 
formation of PTMA-100 improves the electron hoping efficiency between radical sites on 
neighboring polymer chains by reducing the distance between nitroxide radicals on 
neighboring polymer chains.   
Structural Changes of PTMA with Oxidation 
 
 The oxidation of the TEMPO radicals reveals how the polymeric chains rearrange 
themselves as a result of the redox charge transfer process. Unfortunately, the reduced state 
of the TEMPO radical could not be studied because of sensitivity to air. This experiment 
mimics the reactions that the polymeric material undergoes during oxidation and monitors 
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in situ, the changes of the polymer conformation in the redox state.  As Figure 36 shows, 
there is little change in the structure of PTMA-100 as the stable TEMPO radicals are 
oxidized from 0% to 100%. It is remarkable at such a low volume fraction of polymer in 
solution that the polymer chains aggregate. The increase in the number of cations on the 
polymer chain do not have a direct effect on the Kuhn length of the polymer or how the 
polymer chains organize themselves into an aggregated network, as demonstrated by the 
stable fractal dimension of the fractal flexible cylinder network in Table 8.  The radius of 
the polymer chain also increases slightly with the oxidation of the TEMPO pendants. These 
results suggest that the morphology of the PTMA-100 is dominated by the steric hindrance 
from the bulky TEMPO pendant groups and not the oxidation of the nitroxide radicals.  
The neighboring methyl group interactions on individual polymer chains dominate the 
structural morphology.  Kemper et al hypothesized that the strongest interactions that 
dominate the structure of the PTMA-100 are the interactions between the TEMPO rings 
that link different chains arranging themselves to reduce the distance between oxygen-
nitrogen bond stacking. At this saturated TEMPO density, the impact of the oxidation of 
the TEMPO pendant into an oxoammonium cation is not strong enough to reassemble the 
aggregates of the PTMA-100 chains in a network.  The aggregation of the radicals allows 
for almost all radicals to undergo an electron exchange interaction.59  The high percentage 
of radicals decreases the susceptibility of the polymer to swelling induced reorientation. 
 The impact of the oxidation on the conformation of the random copolymer PTMA-
20 is also analyzed to complete the overall picture of the effect of oxidation of the TEMPO 
radical groups on the polymer conformation.  When the PTMA-20 is 100% oxidized, only 
1 in every 5 repeat units of the polymer is oxidized.  This can result in a distribution of 
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spacing between oxidized TEMPO groups. PTMA-20 in the stable radical state exhibits a 
flexible cylinder conformation in which the Kuhn length noticeably becomes larger as the 
amount of TEMPO radicals are oxidized as is documented in Table 9.  This is a result of 
the repulsion of the cations on the polymer chain.  The scattering profiles qualitatively 
show that as the amount of oxidized TEMPO pendant groups increase, the PTMA chains 
begin to aggregate into networks as PTMA-100 chains do, as well increasing the radius of 
the polymer chains. When the polymer chains are not completely saturated with bulky 
TEMPO pendant groups and the more flexible MMA groups are present there is a greater 
effect from the oxidation of the TEMPO groups on the chain conformation.  This shows 
that the oxidization of the TEMPO pendant groups has a greater influence on the structural 
morphology when it is a minority component of the chain.  Under these circumstances, the 
oxidation of distributed TEMPO groups causes the polymer chain to straighten, thus 
dramatically altering the chain conformation. 
Conclusion 
 
 Small angle neutron scattering offers a valuable opportunity to monitor the 
structural conformation changes of an organic radical polymer as a function of the density 
of radical pendant moieties within a polymer as well as a function of organic-based 
oxidation of the radical groups.  Theoretical simulations predict that a random copolymers 
of PTMA undoubtedly undergoes a structural change when the amount of TEMPO radicals 
increases on the polymer.58,59  The SANS results agree with this interpretation, showing 
that the polymer becomes more rigid with an increase in the number of radical groups. This 
straightening is due to the increased amount of bulky pendant groups as well as increased 
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methyl-methyl interactions between TEMPO groups. As a result of this increased polymer 
stiffness, the polymer chains rearrange themselves to increase the amount of radical-radical 
interactions between neighboring polymer chains. These inter-molecular interactions 
dominate because the inflexibility of the polymer chains eliminates the opportunity to form 
radical-radical interactions on the same chains.  Thus, the presence of the TEMPO radicals 
increases the likelihood of polymer reorientation and inter-molecular interactions. The 
change in polymer conformation with oxidation of the TEMPO groups is also dependent 
on the TEMPO loading in the copolymer.  When the polymer with 100% TEMPO groups, 
PTMA polymer, is oxidized there is little to no change in the conformation or assembly of 
the polymer. However, when the polymer has a low density of TEMPO radicals, the 
oxidation of the radical groups into cations increases the stiffness of the polymer two-fold. 
Overall, these experiments further verify that the percentage of radical monomer on the 
polymer chain strongly influences the polymer conformation in solution.  However, when 
the percentage of radicals is low, the polymer is more susceptible to conformational change 
to reduce the distance between radicals on neighboring polymer chains.  This knowledge 
of the structural reorganization provides a foundation to optimize redox active radical 
polymers for device applications. 
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Conclusions 
 
 A series of neutron scattering and neutron reflectivity experiments have been 
performed to study the correlation between specific synthetic conditions and the 
morphological and conformational structure of soft polymeric nanoparticles and 
polyradical random copolymers.  In dilute solutions, small angle neutron scattering 
characterizes individual soft polymer nanoparticles emphasizing the nanoscale changes in 
internal and topological structure based upon solvent quality and chain flexibility.  This 
data provides guidelines to tune the topology and molecular weight of soft polymer 
nanoparticles via control of synthetic conditions.  Neutron reflectivity experiments also 
provide insight into the impact of soft nanoparticles on the diffusion of linear polymer 
chains when homogeneously dispersed in a polymer nanocomposite.  Small angle neutron 
scattering also characterized the conformational reorganization of radical random 
copolymers as the radical concentration increases or as the radicals are oxidized from a 
neutral state.  These experiments focus on the relationship between polymer structure and 
its influences on specific properties. 
Characterization of Soft Nanoparticles 
 
 Soft polymeric nanoparticles have enhanced noncovalent interactions with a 
chemically identical polymer matrix, which results in their homogenous dispersion.  
However, nanoparticle dispersion is also controlled by the nanoparticle structure and 
morphology.  We therefore have sought to understand and tune the topology and 
morphology of soft polystyrene nanoparticles that are synthesized by a monomer starved 
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semi-batch nano-emulsion polymerization.  By controlling parameters of the synthesis 
process, the nanoparticle molecular weight, topology, and total nanoparticle radius are 
controlled by altering the monomer addition rate, crosslinking density, and surfactant 
concentration. Small angle neutron scattering experiments successfully characterized the 
nanoscale structure of extremely small crosslinked soft nanoparticles and correlated these 
to synthetic conditions.  Through the use of a combined fitting model, SANS characterized 
the topology of the nanoparticle interface as well as the structure of internal crosslinks 
within the nanoparticle.  The morphology and topology of these soft nanoparticles also 
provide insight into the interactions between the nanoparticle and linear polymer chains 
when incorporated into a nanocomposite. 
 Nano-emulsion polymerizations typically use an aqueous continuous phase to 
easily synthesize soft nanoparticles. Therefore, using a monomer that is insoluble in water, 
such as styrene, results in greater control of the polymerization of the soft nanoparticles as 
this insolubility sequesters the reaction to the nanoscale micelles. On the contrary, 
polymerizing a monomer that is slightly soluble in water, such as butyl acrylate, to create 
a soft nanoparticle increases the difficulty in controlling and tuning the nanoparticle 
topology. Increasing the surfactant concentration decreases the overall size of the 
nanoparticle, providing an environment that diminishes this problem. The increased 
surfactant creates smaller monomer micelles that are less pliable. Small angle neutron 
scattering results document the variation in the soft nanoparticle topology of poly(butyl 
acrylate) nanoparticles relative to that of polystyrene nanoparticles that are formed under 
similar synthetic conditions.  SANS monitors changes in the polydispersity of the core and 
interfacial structure of these nanoparticles to show that an increase in the surfactant 
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concentration increases the homogeneity of the nanoparticles.  The results also verify that 
water insoluble monomers create more homogeneous soft nanoparticles.   This analysis 
suggests that higher surfactant concentration and lower monomer solubility in water creates 
smaller, more tunable soft nanoparticles. 
Effect of Solvent Quality on Soft Nanoparticles 
 
 The swelling of crosslinked nanoparticles is a unique property that is not possible 
for hard inorganic nanoparticles.  Under specific solvent conditions, the extent of swelling 
of crosslinked nanoparticles extent of swelling depends on the quality of the interaction 
between solvent and the polymer nanoparticle.  Under good solvent conditions, the solvent 
swells the nanoparticle due to the solvent penetration, where the swelling of the 
nanoparticle is balanced by the crosslinking within the nanoparticle.  When comparing the 
nanoparticle structure in a decreased solvent quality environment, the core radius of the 
crosslinked PS nanoparticles contracts due to the unfavorable interactions between the 
theta solvent and the polymer regardless of the hierarchical nanoparticle structure.  
However, at the same time, the fuzzy interface of the nanoparticles increases when 
dispersed in a theta solvent.  This growth is a direct result of the nanoparticle core 
compacting upon itself until it reaches a limit where chain loops and ends are unable to 
further intertwine. This results in the nanoparticle forming a structure that is analogous to 
those of solid core nanoparticles with grafted polymer chains at the interface. The 
properties of the nanoparticles will change depending on the environment they are 
dispersed in; thus, it is important to understand the morphological changes of the 
nanoparticles in a variety of solvents.  The degree of swelling of soft polymeric 
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nanoparticles in a polymer matrix has have not been as extensively studied and therefore 
this research will act as a conduit to understand the interactions between the polymeric 
nanoparticles and matrices of polymer chains.    
Linear Polystyrene Diffusion in the Presence of Soft Polystyrene Nanoparticles 
 
 All-polymer nanocomposites are becoming more popular in research compared to 
their hard nanoparticle nanocomposite counterparts. With the interesting properties all-
polymer nanocomposites have exhibited, such as decrease in the nanocomposite viscosity 
or an increase in linear polymer chain diffusion, there is a greater need to understand the 
role of increased complexity of all-polymer nanocomposites that include soft nanoparticles 
that are deformable and penetrable on these properties. In-situ neutron reflectivity 
monitored the linear polymer chain diffusion in an all-polymer polystyrene nanocomposite.  
Comparison of 3 neat polystyrene molecular weights determined that the measured 
diffusion coefficients of the linear chains have a molecular weight dependence (Mw-2), 
consistent with reptative dynamics. However, when examining the diffusion of the linear 
chains in the presence of 1 wt% soft nanoparticle, the alteration in polymer diffusion 
depends on the relative size of the nanoparticle and the linear polymer chain.  When the 
matrix polymer is smaller than the nanoparticle, the soft nanoparticle inhibits linear 
polymer chain diffusion due to the nanoparticle acting as a barrier to linear polymer chain 
motion and increased entanglements between the chain and the soft nanoparticles. When 
the size of the polymer matrix is greater than the nanoparticles, the diffusion of the linear 
polymer chains is increases compared to that of the neat polymer.  This is a result of an 
increase in the constraint release mechanism by the presence of the soft nanoparticle.  
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When the size of the matrix polymer chain is similar to the size of the soft nanoparticles, 
the diffusion of the linear polymer chain is not changed much by the soft nanoparticle, 
where this behavior is interpreted to indicate that there is a balance between the topological 
constraints from the nanoparticles and an increase in diffusion from enhanced constraint 
release.   This data, therefore, indicate that the size of the soft nanoparticles relative to that 
of the linear polymer defines the controlling mechanism of polymer diffusion, where the 
soft nanoparticles go from being a barrier obstacle that slows diffusion of smaller polymer 
chains to behaving as hairy nanoparticles that increase the constraint release of the larger 
linear polymer chains.   
Radical Polymers for Organic Radical Batteries 
 
 With the increase in popularity of green chemistry, manufacturing a radical, organic 
polymeric material that can rival traditional transition metal based electrodes for batteries 
has become increasingly more important.  Therefore, understanding the relationship 
between the performance properties and the molecular structure and conformation of these 
types of stable radical materials is essential in order to understand how their polymeric 
structure and morphology correlate to their unusually fast and stable oxidation and 
reduction cycles.  Analysis of small angle neutron scattering of poly (2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidinyl-oxy methacrylate) (PTMA) provides information of the 
conformational changes of the polymer in the neutral stable radical state with a change in 
radical density.  As the radical density increases, the PTMA polymer becomes increasing 
rigid and begins to aggregate, changes that increase the radical couplings between 
neighboring polymer chains.  Further SANS analysis examined structural changes of 
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PTMA polymers when oxidized.  When the density of radicals is high on the polymer, the 
interactions between radicals dominates the conformational structure morphology, 
independent of oxidation state. However, when the radical density is low, the oxidation of 
the polymer alters the conformation due to the repulsion of the oxidized radical units 
forming networks.  This correlation of PTMA copolymer composition and oxidation state 
to polymer conformation can be incorporated into battery device manufacturing to optimize 
the redox active radical polymer in functional devices. 
Future Work 
 
 The results presented in this body of work have illustrated that small angle neutron 
scattering and neutron reflectivity are powerful tools to determine and monitor the structure 
of polymer nanoparticles, radical polymers, and the dynamics of all-polymer 
nanocomposites. However, these results bring forward new questions for study to further 
understand and harness the effects of soft nanoparticles on a polymer matrix.  
Soft Nanoparticle Structure in Polystyrene Films 
 
 The soft polystyrene nanoparticles exhibit two distinct morphologies when 
dispersed in solvents of varying quality. Small angle neutron scattering determined that the 
nanoparticles exhibited a fully swollen morphology when the nanoparticles were dispersed 
in a good solvent and a partially collapsed or contracted morphology when they were 
dispersed in a theta solvent.  However, the morphology of the nanoparticles when dispersed 
in a polymer matrix is critical to understanding the synergistic properties of an all-polymer 
nanocomposite. The interaction of a crosslinked nanoparticle and a polymer matrix, where 
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the nanoparticles are deformable and penetrable, is not well understood. Thus, it would be 
interesting and pertinent to study and characterize the morphology and topology of the soft 
nanoparticles when dispersed in deuterated linear polystyrene thick films (»1mm) through 
small angle neutron scattering.  The characterization of the soft nanoparticles can then be 
compared to the morphologies from the solvent quality experiments in Chapter 3 to 
determine if linear polystyrene behaves as a theta matrix for the nanoparticles.  This 
experiment can also determine if there is any aggregation of nanoparticles in the films. This 
would also provide insight into the interpenetration of the linear polymer matrix chains and 
the soft nanoparticles.  This study would also be useful in understanding the unusual linear 
polymer dynamics that were measured in Chapter 4. 
Diffusion of Linear Polystyrene in an All-Polymer Nanocomposite 
 
 The addition of soft polystyrene nanoparticles into a polystyrene matrix exhibited 
a decrease in the diffusion of linear polystyrene when the nanoparticles were larger than 
the polymer chain.  When the nanoparticles were similar in size to the polystyrene polymer 
chain, the nanoparticle neither inhibited or enhanced the overall diffusion of the linear 
polystyrene.  Finally, when the nanoparticles were two times smaller than the linear 
polystyrene chain, the soft nanoparticles enhanced the linear polymer chain diffusion.  
These results require additional experimentation to further understand how the size, 
topology, and relative loading of the soft nanoparticles affect the polymer physics of the 
all-polymer nanocomposite.  With this goal in mind, rheology measurements should be 
completed to provide information on the entanglement network of the nanocomposite, 
where the rubbery plateau provides a measure of the entanglement molecular weight of the 
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linear chain in the nanocomposite.  These measurements can also give insight into the affect 
the soft nanoparticles topology has on the entanglement tube diameter.  This can be used 
to further understand the constraint release mechanism that we believe is increased when 
the nanoparticles enhance the linear polymer diffusion. 
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